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Abstract

With the advent of fourth generation radiation sources, X-ray free-electron lasers (X-
FEL’s), several fields of research, including atomic and molecular sciences, matter
at extreme conditions, X-ray imaging, obtained a tool that allows the realization
of experiments at conditions and time scales previously inaccessible for researchers.
Time scales of atomic motions and extreme temperatures and pressures that occur
naturally in the cores of the largest stars became available to the researchers disposal.

X-FEL radiation generation is based on the self-amplified spontaneous emission
principle (SASE). Timing properties of an X-FEL, combined with femtosecond op-
tical or infra-red laser that is used to trigger specific states in the sample, enabled
studies of processes that occur at time scales of atomic motion in a time-resolved
manner. One of the promising applications of this new radiation source is the pos-
sibility to expand the area of biomolecular structure determination by using intense,
ultra-short X-ray pulses [Neu12]. The first step in the direction of single biomolecule
imaging was made by retrieving the structure of a known protein arranged in a nano-
sized crystal [Bou12, Cha11].

In this dissertation an exhaustive study about the methodology and capabilities
of Serial Femtosecond Crystallography (SFX) for novel protein structure determ-
ination is presented. Two unknown protein structures were solved from tens of
thousands of in-vivo grown micro-crystals using X-FEL radiation.

Comprehensive verification and assessment of SFX for novel protein structure
determination from micro-crystals using homologous structures to solve the phase
problem is presented and necessary improvements to this method are discussed.
Description and influence of the variation of X-ray pulses and protein crystals prop-
erties are presented. Possibilities of de-novo protein structure determination using
the high intensity multi-wavelength anomalous dispersion (MAD) method [Son11]
or by direct phase retrieval using information encoded in shape transforms around
Bragg peaks measured from protein nano-crystals [Spe11] are also discussed.
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Chapter1
Introduction

1.1 X-ray free-electron lasers for structural biology

For more than fifty years synchrotron based light sources have been used to produce
significant results in a variety of research fields. Many of them are considered as sci-
entific breakthroughs in physics, materials science, biological and life sciences, medi-
cine, chemistry, environment and earth science. For example the giant magnetores-
istance (GMR) effect has been studied using synchrotron radiation [Bai88, Bin89]
which is used in our modern hard drives or biosensors. Synchrotron X-ray beams
allow detailed analysis and modelling of strain, cracks and corrosion as well as in
situ study of materials during production processing [Noy87]. This research per-
formed usin synchrotrons is vital to the development of high-performance materials
and their use in innovative products and structures. Pharmaceutical companies and
medical researchers are making increasing use of macromolecular X-ray crystallo-
graphy implemented at synchrotron beam lines. Structural information obtained
from protein crystals allows structural biologists to develop compounds that are
used as drug candidates. Both the anti-flu drug Tamiflu and Herceptin, used to
treat breast cancer, benefited from synchrotron experiments. In addition to that
scientists are using non-destructive synchrotron techniques to find answers to ques-
tions in palaeontology, archaeology, art history and forensics.

With the recent development and realization of new generation of synchrotron
light source, the so called X-ray Free-Electron Laser (X-FEL), came the undeniable
promise that more important discoveries can be made in the area of basic natural
sciences, especially in biological and related pharmaceutical sciences, previously in-
accessible for researchers due to technical limitations. The X-ray FEL provides
femtosecond pulses orders of magnitude brighter than what is typically achieved at
synchrotron sources.

Structural biology concentrates on retrieving molecular structures of macro-
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molecules such as proteins or nucleic acids. Structures of proteins are of great
interest to biologists, pharmacologists and medical researchers because proteins are
the molecular basis of processes that occur in every living organism. Models of
protein structures are required to understand how proteins work. Researchers have
been using bright sources of X-rays to retrieve three dimensional models of proteins
from their crystallized forms. One of the latest prominent examples was to retrieve
the structure of ribosome, thus to understand the mechanism of protein translation
on a molecular level. By knowing protein structures one can study the molecular
basis of processes that are driven by proteins. One can also deduce, from protein
structure, how to effectively influence protein function, for example by choosing
or designing specific molecules (ligands) that change the native protein structure
or protein interactions with other components of the cell. This approach is often
applied in the search of effective drugs and treatments against diseases.

Another example of protein structure to function relationship, which is being
investigated by many researchers, is to discover the molecular basis of enzymatic
photosynthesis. That goal can be achieved only by understanding what is the un-
derlying mechanism of photosynthesis on the molecular level in time resolved man-
ner. Implications of expanding the field of structural biology might be tremendous
and great amount of effort has been made to improve the methodology of protein
structure determination.

The primary method for protein structure determination is X-ray crystallography
performed using synchrotron sources. To date more than 70,000 protein structures
have been solved and deposited to the RCSB PDB data bank [Ber00], which accounts
for almost 90% of all solved protein structures by all available methods. Completing
methods are Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), Electron Microscopy (EM) and
Neutron Diffraction. Since X-rays interact weakly with matter, many identical copies
of a protein have to be assembled into a crystal which enhances the scattered signal
enough to permit structure determination. From protein crystal X-ray diffraction
data it is possible to retrieve the electron density map which can be used to build
an atomic model of the protein arranged into crystal.

X-ray photons are highly energetic, for that reason they are able to ionize atoms
in the specimen. This effect is the primary cause of radiation induced chemical
and structural changes that occur in protein crystal exposed to X-rays. This effect
introduces the, so called, radiation induced damage to protein crystals which are
used for protein X-ray macromolecular crystallography at synchrotron [Hol09] and
X-FEL sources [Lom11] and is one of the main limitations for both methods. In
fact the time scales on which radiation damage occurs and the effects in those two
cases are different but the primary mechanism of damage (ionization of atoms) is
preserved. Radiation induced damage in protein crystallography at synchrotrons
manifests itself as the global loss of scattering power of protein crystal with increas-
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ing exposure time (Bragg spots are fading out with time) and as specific changes to
side chains of amino acid residues which then loose definition in the reconstructed
electron density map. That means, the exposure to X-rays causes changes in the
sample which are not desirable when one wants to decipher the three dimensional
structure of a protein crystal. X-ray photons carry energy which is absorbed by
the protein crystal of given mass. Energy absorbed by medium of certain mass is
called absorbed dose. The dose is expressed in SI units as grays (1 Gy = 1 J/kg).
Larger crystals withstand longer exposures at synchrotrons to X-rays before the
radiation damage prevents further data collection from a particular protein crystal
because, the dose delivered at the same rate as for smaller crystals is distributed
over larger mass for larger crystals [Hol10] while the dose limit that cryogenically
cooled protein crystal is able to tolerate is the same in both cases. Consequently
protein crystals of very small sizes (from hundreds of nanometres to few micromet-
ers) are useless for conventional macromolecular crystallography, even when using
micro-focused synchrotron beams [Rie04], because of insufficient scattering power of
such crystals that is required to record usable diffraction signal and because of its
sensitivity to radiation damage. Recently it has been shown that if one can apply
to protein crystals X-ray exposures shorter than the time scale of such destruct-
ive radiation damage processes (few femtoseconds), for example by using X-FEL
femtosecond pulses, the radiation induced damage to protein crystals can be outrun
[Bar11] and the information from undamaged crystal can be recorded before the
inset of it. Our other recent study presents research performed using X-ray FEL
radiation applied to protein crystals of sub micrometer sizes which shows that such
small crystals have the potential to yield sufficient diffraction signal to retrieve its
three dimensional structure [Cha11].

Progress in the area of X-ray protein crystallography encounters two main bottle-
necks: (i) growing crystals of large enough sizes necessary to obtain diffraction data
before the onset of radiation damage [Hol10] and of high enough quality (or high de-
gree of order) for extending the diffraction to high-resolution [Hel88], and (ii) solving
the phase problem to obtain a real-space electron density map of the macromolecule.
Very often the growth of large crystals is difficult or almost impossible. Only 3%
of all cloned protein target genes pass through all steps necessary to obtain a inter-
pretable structure [Che04]. These steps include expression of a protein, purification,
crystallization and finally data collection and structure solution [Grä08, Cha08].
Large macromolecular complexes, typically proteins that are functionally embedded
in lipid bilayer for example potassium channel [Doy98], are in particular difficult
to crystallize into crystals of sufficient size that withstand radiation damage and
of high quality to produce high-resolution structures at conventional synchrotron
sources. It may take several years of tedious protein expression, purification and
crystallization trials in order to find the conditions necessary to grow large crystals
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suitable for macromolecular crystallography applications at synchrotrons. On the
other hand It is often observed that micrometer crystals occur in crystallization tri-
als as so called crystal showers. Additionally, the fact that nanometre objects escape
from attention in typical screening procedures during crystallization plate inspec-
tion may indicate that very tiny protein crystals of only few unit cells on sides occur
more frequently than large crystals. Because of their relatively low absorption and
small size, nano-crystals are well suited for time resolved studies of light-induced or
solution-mixing reactions. An experimental tool and well established methodology
are necessary to enable structure determination of difficult protein targets.

New generation synchrotron light sources provide a new ”disruptive technology”
to overcome these bottlenecks. They produce X-ray pulses 10 billion times brighter
than any other type of existing X-ray source. The key to that unprecedented bright-
ness is the ultra short pulses. Duration of a typical X-FEL pulse is less than 100
femtoseconds (1 fs = 10−15 s). Such intense radiation could produce strong scatter-
ing signal even from one pulse exposure of a single biomolecule completely vaporizing
it after the pulse. Enhancement of the integrated Bragg spot intensity that appears
when multiple copies of the same molecule are arranged in a crystal lattice is propor-
tional to the number of unit cells [Hol09]. This is extremely advantageous because
even crystals that have few unit cells along the sides enhance the scattered signal
many times than compared to signal scattered from single molecule. It has been
demonstrated that diffraction from protein crystals as small as 100 nm can be used
to record interpretable molecular structure factors using X-ray FEL [Cha11]. These
crystals are more easily grown than large crystals, for example crystals of large
membrane proteins that are especially difficult to crystallize. Such large crystals
are necessary at synchrotron X-ray diffraction studies. On the other hand, nano-
or micro-sized protein crystals overcome the crystallization bottleneck and limita-
tions of radiation damage by literally outrunning it when exposed to ultra intense
and short X-ray pulses [Bar11]. Thus protein crystals that appear to be too small
or radiation sensitive for studies at conventional synchrotron sources may produce
useful and interpretable data at X-ray free-electron laser sources. Additionally, data
analysis methods and phasing techniques that have been developed for conventional
crystallography during almost hundred years of its history can be transferred to
femtosecond protein nanocrystallography at X-FEL’s.

1.2 Thesis Context and Overview

At the end of 2009 the first free-electron laser that reach the hard X-ray wavelength
regime became operational. The Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) located at
the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) a National Accelerator Labolatory
enabled the realization of experiments at time scales and intensities that have been
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long awaited by researchers [Emm10].
This thesis presents research in the area of Serial Femtosecond Crystallography

(SFX) of protein nano- and micro-crystals at X-ray Free-Electron Lasers (X-FEL’s).
Comprehensive verification and assessment of that method in novel protein structure
determination is presented, including two examples of new protein structures solved
during this work.

Chapter 1 (Introduction) gives a brief general discussion about the possibilities
that opened up for structural biology with the realization of an X-FEL.

Chapter 2 (X-ray Free-Electron Lasers) provides short theoretical introduction
to underlying physics behind the ultra bright X-ray radiation produced by fourth
generation synchrotron sources.

Chapter 3 (Introduction to X-ray crystallography) briefly introduces theoretical
basis of macromolecular X-ray crystallography and X-ray powder diffraction tech-
niques.

Chapter 4 (In-vivo crystallization) briefly introduces emerging opportunities of
in-vivo protein crystallization and it’s application to novel protein structure determ-
ination in combination with SFX.

Chapter 5 (Serial femtosecond crystallography) describes methodology of SFX
experiments, data analysis methods and two novel protein structures solved during
this work.

Chapter 6 (Verification and assessment of SFX ) describes differences and simil-
arities between SFX and conventional macromolecular crystallography and verifies
the quality of obtained protein structures.

Chapter 7 (Outlook) Gives an outlook and concludes this thesis.

To provide the reader with a description and short documentation of software
used for analysis of SFX data Appendix A and B are included to the manuscript.
Appendix C contains reprints of main articles that are listed at the beginning of
this manuscript.





Chapter2
X-ray Free-Electron Lasers

Electromagnetic radiation that is produced by an X-ray Free-Electron Laser (X-
FEL) has similar properties to that from a conventional optical laser, such as high
power, narrow bandwidth and coherence, however there are also some significant dif-
ferences. For example in the distributions of spatial and temporal intensity profiles
and in the distribution of spectral bandwidth and in spatial and temporal coher-
ence properties. These differences arise due to distinct mechanisms of radiation
generation (SASE vs. stimulated emission and optical amplification) [Hua07]. The
underlying processes of radiation generation in the SASE X-FEL case is called Self
Amplified Spontaneous Emission (SASE) which is enhancing or boosting the power
of an electromagnetic (EM) light wave emitted by radially accelerated electrons,
whereas in the optical lasers the process of radiation generation is based on stimu-
lated emission of light, population inversion and optical amplification. Gain media
in both lasers types are different. X-FEL radiation is generated by unbound (free)
electrons that propagate in vacuum along curved paths on which the electrons emit
electromagnetic radiation [Mad71], unlike optical lasers where the emission of light
requires electrons bound to atoms [Sch58], either in a crystal, liquid dye or a gas.

Free electrons originate from an electron emitter (electron gun) and are accel-
erated to relativistic velocities in a linear particle accelerator. Electrons from the
electron gun are emitted in bunches. Accelerated electrons from the accelerator
section enter into the undulator section. Electrons propagate through the undu-
lator section that consists of a periodic array of magnetic dipoles arranged along the
undulator length. Magnets arranged this way produce constant spatially periodic
transverse magnetic field. While the high energetic electrons are traversing through
the long alternating magnetic dipole structure, they change their paths due to the
Lorentz force and therefore emit electromagnetic radiation on every bend of their
paths [Eli76]. The Lorentz force that acts between electrons propagating through an
undulator and the electromagnetic field of radiation emitted by these electrons leads

7
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to a positive feedback and an exponential growth of the radiation intensity emitted
by electrons [Bon85]. This amplification of radiation is initiated by an increasingly
pronounced longitudinal density modulation of the electron bunch [Ber79]. The
initial radiation field can be external, for example from a seed laser [Yu91], or com-
ing form the emission of electromagentic radiation by electrons travelling through
the undulator. In the latter case the realized free-electron laser is called SASE X-
FEL [Kon80]. Because the electrons in the FEL are not bound to atoms and thus
not limited to specific state transitions, the wavelength of the FEL is tunable over
a wide range depending on accelerator energy and undulator parameters.

2.1 Synchrotron radiation

When a charged particle (e.g. electron) moves in a magnetic field its path is curved
due to the Lorentz force. Such particle is accelerated radially (~a ⊥ ~v) due to this
force. The electromagnetic radiation that is emitted by radially accelerated electrons
is called synchrotron radiation. In the classical case, when the speed of an electron
is much lower than the speed of light (v ≪ c), the frequency of emitted radiation
is equal to ω = eB0/m0, where B0 is the magnetic field magnitude; e,m0 are the
electron charge and mass. This frequency is determined by the magnitude of the
Lorentz force F = evB0. When the speed of an accelerated electron approached
the speed of light (v ≈ c) the Lorentz transformation of the B-field transforms the
Lorenz force magnitude to become F ≈ ecγB0. The corresponding frequency of
emitted radiation in the electron frame is ω = γeB0/m0. In the laboratory frame
the relativistic Doppler effect shifts this frequency to

ω =
2γ2eB0

m0

. (2.1)

When the velocity of electrons approaches that of the speed of light the factor 2γ2 =
2(1 − v2/c2)−1 becomes very large and boosts the frequency of emitted radiation
towards the X-ray regime. Relativity also improves the collimation of the emission.
In the reference frame of the electron, the angular distribution of emitted radiation
occurs in a broad angular range. The Lorentz transformation of the transverse
velocity component to the laboratory frame contains a factor 1/γ thus making the
angular distribution of emitted radiation very narrow. The typical opening angle of
the radiation is

1/γ =
m0c

2

E0

, (2.2)

where m0, E0 are electron mass and energy.
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2.2 Undulator radiation

The undulator is a long periodic arrangement of short dipole magnets with altern-
ating polarity, as depicted in figure 2.1. Electrons travelling along the undulator
encounter periodic changes of the polarity of the magnetic field. The length of one
magnetic period of the undulator is defined as λu. The deflection of the electrons
by the Lorentz force from it’s forward direction of movement is comparable to the
opening angle of the synchrotron radiation cone. Thus the radiation generated by
the electrons while travelling along the individual magnetic periods overlaps. This
interference effect is reflected in the formula for the wavelength λph of the first
harmonic of the spontaneous, on-axis undulator radiation emission

λph =
λu

2γ2
(1 +

K2

2
), (2.3)

where

K =
eB0λu

2πm0c
(2.4)

is the undulator parameter. Power of the emitted spontaneous radiation is propor-
tional to the number of electrons (P ∝ Ne) because there is no phase correlation
between the fields emitted from individual electrons and proportional to the number
of undulator periods squared (P ∝ N2

u).
Synchrotron based light sources produce X-ray radiation that already has many

characteristics of the laser like radiation such as collimation and the high degree of
coherence. Still missing is the mechanism of optical amplification that would boost
the emission intensity and brightness.

2.3 The principle of SASE

To obtain exponential amplification of the radiation power emitted by highly ener-
getic electrons while they are travelling through an undulator, some special charac-
teristics of the electrons have to be guaranteed. In order to generate pulsed X-ray
FEL beam, electrons must come out from the accelerator section in bunches, mean-
ing that electrons have to be structured into compressed, short pulses that posses
high electron density. Typically the number of electrons in one bunch is Ne ≥ 109.
The energy spread of the electrons must be low but the charge density must be
extremely high in order to create the SASE effect. Also the emittance must be very
low, less than 10−6 mrad.

Electrons from the bunch emit electromagnetic waves when they traverse through
periodic magnetic field in an undulator. These initial waves interact with electrons
in the bunch and are causing the formation of electron microbunches (very narrow
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sheets of electrons perpendicular to the electron banch direction of motion). If this
process continues along the undulator length, an unstructured electron bunch is fur-
ther transformed into a mico-sliced electron bunch with the distance between each
microbunch equal to λph. Microbunching and the interaction of emitted electro-
magentic waves with the travelling electrons are responsible for the optical ampli-
fication of the radiation emitted by electrons. See figure 2.1.

The detailed explanation of the microbunching mechanism is the following. Be-
fore entering the periodic magnetic field of an undulator the electron bunch does
not have microbunches. When electrons begin to emit waves, the transverse mag-
netic field of an emitted wave (Bw) and the transverse velocity (vT ) of an electron
traversing that undulator cause longitudinal Lorentz force that modifies the longit-
udinal velocity of that electron. When the magnetic field (Bw) and the transverse
electron velocity (vT ) have the right phase difference the electron is pushed into a
region where the magnetic field (Bw) is zero. This process occurs for all electrons in
the bunch and results in creation of microbunches within the electron bunch with
the separation length of λph. Microbunching occurs in an electron bunch with ran-
domly distributed electrons that just left the accelerator module and entered the
undulator module. The more intense the electromagnetic field of emitted radiation
becomes, the more pronounced the longitudinal density modulation of electrons in
the electron bunch and vice versa. However, to sustain this process electrons have
to be a little bit slower than the emitted waves (v < c) otherwise after one-half mag-
net period the transverse velocity and the Lorentz force would be reversed, acting
against microbunching. With complete micro-bunching, all electrons radiate almost
in phase. This leads to emitted radiation power proportional to the number of elec-
trons squared (P ∝ N2

e ) and thus amplification of many orders of magnitude with
respect to the spontaneous emission of the undulator. The radiation power P (z)
grows exponentially with the distance z along the undulator

P (z) ∝ Pinexp(z/Lg), (2.5)

where Lg is the field gain length, Pin the input power. To estimate of the input
power Pin one can use the spontaneous radiation power of the first gain length
inside a coherence angle and within the FEL bandwidth. The exponential growth
takes place until the electron beam is completely bunched (saturation point).

The radiation from a SASE X-FEL is almost fully transversely coherent [Sal10].
As explained above, the amplification process starts from the shot noise in the
electron beam. Additionally, any random fluctuation in the electron beam will
correspond to an intensity modulation of the beam current at all frequencies simul-
taneously. The fluctuations of current density in the electron beam are uncorrelated
not only in time but also in space. Thus, a large number of transverse radiation
modes are excited when the electron bunch enters the undulator. These radiation
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modes have different gains. As undulator length progresses, the high gain modes
start to predominate more and more. For enough long undulator, the emission will
emerge in a high degree of transverse coherence. The numerical analysis of transverse
coherence properties of LCLS is resented in [Din10]

Figure 2.1: Principle of a SASE X-ray free-electron laser. Electron bunches from an
electron gun are further compressed and accelerated to relativistic velocity in a linear ac-
celerator. After that, electrons enter a long undulator where they emit electromagnetic
radiation on every bend of their path. As the electron bunch travels along the undulator,
waves interact with electrons from the bunch causing microbunching. Microbunching mo-
tivates electrons to emit radiation in phase therefore it is responsible for the exponential
growth of the radiation power emitted by electrons along the undulator length. At the end
of the undulator electrons are discarded into a beam dump. Intense and short X-ray pulses
are then guided to the experimental station.

2.4 Other types of X-ray FEL sources

The fact that the SASE X-FELs have been successfully realized and that they are
extensively used by worldwide users in a range of applications proves the significance
of this great achievement in the photon science. In addition to the SASE X-FEL
there exist other schemes that allow creation of ultrashort and ultrabright X-ray
pulses. These schemes make use of for example (i) the oscillator cavity made with
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crystal mirrors, (ii) external or self ’seeding’ stimulation to engage the FEL radiation
generation process or (iii) even the wake field acceleration in plasma in which the
electric field of particle or laser beam sets up waves in a plasma, which trap and
accelerate charged particles.

2.4.1 X-FEL oscillator cavity with crystal mirrors

The key components for an X-ray FEL oscillator (X-FELO) are: a continuous se-
quence of ultra low emittance electron bunches from a multi-GeV energy-recovery
linac (ERL) and a low-loss optical cavity constructed from high-reflectivity crystals.
The electron bunches from an ERL are not suitable for high-gain X-FELs due to
its relatively small charge density. However, realization of an X-ray FEL is pos-
sible in an oscillator configuration which takes the advantage of repeated low-gain
amplifications [Kim08, Lin11].

The most advantageous property of an X-FELO is its fully temporal coherence
in contrast to a high-gain SASE FEL [Hua06]. Also compared to a SASE high-gain
FEL, the pulse intensity of a proposed X-FELO is lower by approximately three
orders of magnitude, but its spectral bandwidth is narrower by more than thousand
times. The pulse repetition rate is at least 1 MHz, which is higher by at least two
orders of magnitude than that of the high-gain, high-repetition-rate FEL using a
super conducting linear accelerator. With these characteristics, X-FELOs for X-rays
in the range from 5 to 20 keV may open up new scientific opportunities in various
research fields, such as inelastic scattering, nuclear resonance scattering or X-ray
imaging.

2.4.2 X-FEL from laser wake field acceleration

The theory for laser wake field acceleration has been introduced in [Taj79]. In brief,
the principle of wake field acceleration of charged particles can be described as
follows. A wave packet of electromagnetic radiation (photons), for example coming
from a pulsed laser, injected into plasma excites an electrostatic wake behind the
photons. In other words it introduces extreme charge-density modulations in plasma.
These modulations may set up field gradients of more than 100 GV/m and propagate
like waves through the plasma medium with velocities close to the speed of light.
Thus, they are suited perfectly for the acceleration of a co-propagating, charged
particle beam.

The advantage of plasma acceleration is that its acceleration field can be much
stronger than that of conventional radio-frequency (RF) accelerators allowing the
construction of much shorter linear particle accelerators than the RF linear acceler-
ator, for example its realization for soft X-rays can be found in [Fuc09].
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2.4.3 Seeded X-FELs

The poor temporal coherence of a SASE X-FEL pulse can be improved by some
form of ’seeding’ [Hua07]. Seeding generally involves two scenarios: self-seeding and
external seeding. Since a proper coherent seed does not exist at X-ray wavelengths,
a high-gain harmonic generation (HGHG) FEL relies on a coherent seed at subhar-
monic wavelengths of optical laser. In this scheme [Yu91], a small energy modulation
is imposed on the electron bunch by the interaction with the seed laser. The energy
modulation is converted to a coherent spatial density modulation as the electron
beam traverses further. An optical pulsed laser tuned to a higher harmonic of the
seed frequency, causes the microbunched electron beam to emit coherent radiation
at that harmonic frequency. This shorter-wavelength radiation may then be used as
the coherent seed to the next stage HGHG. Realization of an seeded in the extreme
ultraviolet regime has been demonstrated in [All12].

In addition to better temporal coherence than in a SASE X-FEL, a seeded
FEL displays narrower spectral bandwidth of generated radiation. A self seed-
ing scheme [Fel97] consists of two undulators (of the same undulator period and
strength) and an X-ray monochromator located between them. The first undulator
operates in the exponential gain regime of a SASE FEL. After the exit of the first
undulator, the electron beam is guided through a dispersive bypass that smears
out the microbunching induced in the first undulator. The SASE output enters
the monochromator, which selects a narrow band of radiation. At the entrance of
the second undulator the monochromatic x-ray beam is combined with the electron
beam and is amplified up to the saturation level. Realization of a self-seeded hard
X-ray free-electron laser has been recently demonstrated in [Ama12].

2.5 Properties of the LCLS electron and photon beams

In this section parameters of the LCLS electron and X-ray pulses measured during
the serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) experiment with in-vivo grown protein
crystals are presented and their importance for serial femtosecond cystallography is
discussed.

SFX experiments on in-vivo grown crystals of TbCatB and TbIMPDH (see
Chapter 4, In-vivo protein crystallization) were carried out at the Coherent X-
ray Imaging (CXI) beam line [Bou10] at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS)
[Emm10], operated by the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory.

LCLS is a hard X-ray SASE FEL that produce highly intense pulses that are
typically from 10 to 200 fs in duration with X-ray pulse energy of up to 3 mJ, which
gives approximately 1012 X-ray photons per single pulse. Transmission achieved
for the CXI beam line from the source to the sample during the experiments was
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approximately 20%. The X-ray pulses produced by LCLS are almost fully spatially
coherent and are quasi-monochromatic with spectral bandwidth of about 0.2%. The
wavelength may jitter by 0.3% from shot to shot. This instability effects in the
wavelength and energy of the X-ray pulses are reflected by the fluctuations of the
electron bunch energy and the SASE process. The intensity fluctuations are expected
to follow a gamma distribution [Hog98]. That has been captured in the histograms
in the figure 2.2 and in the table 2.1 related to those histograms, which present
shot-by-shot measured electron bunch parameters and X-ray pulse energies from
2284 measurements.

The electron bunch length and its temporal profile were measured on a per-
shot basis using RF deflection cavities in conjunction with an electron beam energy
spectrometer. That information can be then used to simulate the X-ray pulse tem-
poral profile [Din11]. The electron beam position, charge and energy were measured
using other beam profile monitors (BPMs) such as wire scanners, optical trans-
ition radiation monitors (OTR), transverse RF deflection cavities or fluorescent
screens [Fri09]. X-ray pulse energies were measured using a gas monitor detector
(XGMD) similar to the one presented in [Ric03]. Measurements of the electron
and X-ray beams parameters were performed during our experiments with in-vivo
crystals on a per-shot basis by using the LCLS instrumentation implemented at the
LCLS facility.

X-ray pulse energies, in [keV], were calculated using transformed undulator equa-
tion 2.3. In the equation 2.6 photon pulse energy is expressed in terms of electron
bunch energy Eel, where K is the undulator parameter and λu is the undulator
period. Eel is measured before the electron bunch enters to the undulator section.
In that equation a correction to the electron beam energy Eel for the wakefield
energy loss, which depends on the electron beam peak current (peakCurrent[A])
and a correction for the spontaneous energy loss due to emission in the undulator
segments is applied [lcl] – sections 4.5 and 4.6 of that reference. The emission of
spontaneous radiation by electrons in the undulator decreases the average electron
energy and increases the relative energy spread [Sal96]. Additionally, the sources of
wakefields within the undulator vacuum chamber are: resistive walls, geometry of
the design, and the surface roughness. The wakefields in the undulator vacuum pipe
can also have an important effect on the lasing process, reducing the output power
and changing the temporal structure of the X-ray pulse [lcl]. Exact values for the
losses in electron bunch energy and for other parameters used for calculation of X-
ray photon energy were obtained from private communication with LCLS machine
physicist James Welch [Cas] and are presented in equations 2.8 – 2.12.

The fact that the photon energy of every X-ray pulse varies from shot to shot
due to the stochastic nature of SASE process and the uncertainty in estimation
of electron bunch energy losses introduces difficulties in data evaluation for serial
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femtosecond crystallography. The fluctuations of the photon beam energy is one
of the sources of errors in the Monte Carlo integration of every structure factor
(see Chapter 3 and section 5.2.2 in Chapter 5). The number of photons per pulse
and the very short pulse duration also play a crucial role in the experiment with
the smallest protein crystals, because the scattered signal depends on the number
of incident photons and the size of the crystal. This is the main limitation of
protein crystallography at synchrotrons – small protein crystals simply do not give
detectable scattering signal before the onset of radiation damage and researchers are
struggling to obtain larger crystals in their tedious protein crystallization trials. This
limitation may be overcomed by using serial femtosecond crystallography method
(SFX). The spectral bandwidth of the single pulse also should not be forgotten
when designing a SFX experiment. This parameter is advantageous in terms of the
faster convergence of the Monte Carlo method due to the fact that larger number of
reflections will be in the Bragg condition and reflections will be less ”partial” when
recorded on a detector. See next chapters for reference.

Eph[keV ] = 0.950
E2

el[GeV ]

(1 +K2/2)λu[cm]
(2.6)

Eel[GeV ] = Emeasured − Ewakefield loss − Espontaneous loss (2.7)

LTUWakeLoss = 0.0016293 ∗ peakCurrent[A] (2.8)

SRLossPerSegment = 0.63 ∗ Emeasured (2.9)

WakeLossPerSegment = 0.0003 ∗ peakCurrent[A] (2.10)

EnergyLossPerSegment = SRLossPerSegment+

WakeLossPerSegment = 0.63 ∗ Emeasured + 0.0003 ∗ peakCurrent[A].
(2.11)

Eel[GeV ] = Emeasured − 0.001 ∗ (0.0016293 ∗ peakCurrent[A])−
−0.0005 ∗ (0.63 ∗ Emeasured + 0.0003 ∗ peakCurrent).

(2.12)
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Figure 2.2: Histograms of photon and electron pulse parameters for ≈ 40 fs 9.4 keV
X-ray pulses. X-ray pulse duration has been estimated from the measurement of the elec-
tron bunch length. Data presented in histograms have been obtained from 2284 single-shot
measurements. Energy of the electron bunch that enters into the undulator module. Elec-
tron bunch charge corresponds to the number of electrons in a single bunch. Peak current
of a bunch after second bunch compressor in the accelerator module. Photon pulse energy
calculated by the equation that is explained in the text above. X-ray pulse energy (mJ)
measured by a gas detector (XGMD) upstream from the experimental station, beam line
transmission was only about 20%. Mean and standard deviation values of electron and
photon beam parameters presented in the table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Mean and standard deviation values of electron and photon beam parameters
presented in the histograms in the figure 2.2.

Parameter Value

Electron bunch energy [MeV] 14546.0 ± 22.0

Electron bunch charge [nC] 0.150 ± 0.002

Peak current [A] 3577.0 ± 246.0

Elecron pulse duration [fs] 42.2 ± 3.0

Photon pulse energy [eV] 9385.0 ± 30.0

X-ray pulse energy [mJ] 1.95 ± 0.31





Chapter3
Introduction to X-ray crystallography

A crystal is a solid material whose atoms, molecules, or ions are arranged in an
ordered manner extending in all three dimensions. In addition to their microscopic
structure, macroscopic crystals can be usually identified by their geometrical shape,
consisting of flat faces with specific, characteristic orientations. The scientific study
of crystals and crystal formation is known as crystallography.

X-ray crystallography is a method of determining the atomic structure of a crys-
tal, in which the crystalline atoms cause a beam of X-rays to diffract into many spe-
cific directions. By measuring the angles and intensities of these diffracted beams, a
crystallographer can produce a three-dimensional picture of the density of electrons
within the crystal. From this electron density, the mean positions of the atoms in the
crystal can be determined, as well as their chemical bonds, their disorder and vari-
ous other information. Structural biology extensively use X-ray crystallography for
their studies on structures and structure to function relationship of macromolecules
such as proteins or viruses.

The smallest volume which, when re-produced by close packing in three dimen-
sions, gives the whole crystal is called the unit cell. Using common nomenclature the
lengths of unit cell faces are named a, b, c and the angles between them are named
α, β, γ. Crystals can be divided into classes depending on the arrangement of the
unit cell axes and angles, see the table 3.1. These seven crystallographic systems
can be then further divided into 32 crystallographic point groups depending on the
different degrees of symmetry of crystals which belong to the same system. Addi-
tionally, symmetry elements such as centre of symmetry, mirror plane, glide plane,
rotation axis, screw axis, can be combined in groups and it can be shown that 230
distinctive arrangements are possible. Each of these arrangements is called a space
group and they are all listed and described in volume A of the International Tables
for Crystallography. In three dimensions a plane may always be found, parallel to a
crystal face, which makes intercepts a/h, b/k and c/l on the unit-cell edges, where

19
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Table 3.1: The seven crystal systems with their names and relationships between dimen-
sions of their unit cells.

System Dimensions relationships

Triclinic None

Monoclinic a 6= b 6= c; β 6= α = γ = 90◦

Orthorhombic a 6= b 6= c; α = β = γ = 90◦

Tetragonal a = b 6= c; α = β = γ = 90◦

Trigonal a = b = c; α = β = γ 6= 90◦

Hexagonal a = b 6= c; α = β = 90◦, γ = 120◦

Cubic a = b = c; α = β = γ = 90◦

h,k,l are integers and are typically called Miller indices.

3.1 The scattering of X-rays

The scattering is an interaction between X-rays as electromagnetic waves and the
electrons, typically those in atoms. In X-ray diffraction the electrons in an atom can
be regarded, to good approximation, as free electrons. The wave scattered by the
crystal may be described as a summation of waves each scattered by one electron
in the crystal. The scattering is dependent on the number of electrons and their
positions in the electron cloud of an atom. The electron density at position r is
denoted by ρ(r). The atomic scattering factor is:

f =

∫

r

ρ(r) exp[2πir · S] dx, (3.1)

where S is the scattering vector, a difference between the incident wave vector s0
with length equal to 1/λ and the scattered wave vector s (S = s−s0). The magnitude
of the scattering vector is given by:

|S| = 2 sin θ

λ
, (3.2)

where θ is the reflecting angle between the incident wave vector and the reflecting
plane, this plane is perpendicular to the direction of scattering vector S.

The unit cell has n atoms at positions rj (j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n) with respect to the
origin of the unit cell. The total scattering factor from an unit cell is

F (S) =
n

∑

j=1

fj exp[2πirj · S]. (3.3)
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F (S) is called the structure factor.
Suppose the crystal has translation vectors a, b, c and is built by a large number

of unit cells. There are n1 unit cells in the direction of the vector a, n2 unit cells in
the direction of the vector b and n3 unit cells in the direction of the vector c. To
obtain the scattering by the crystal we must add scattering from all unit cells with
respect to the origin. For a given crystal consisting of n1 × n2 × n3 unit cells with
origins at the positions t · a + u · b + v · c with respect to the crystal origin, where
t, u, v are whole numbers describing the n-th unit cell, the total scattered wave is

K(S) = F (S)×
n1
∑

t=0

exp[2πita · S]×

×
n2
∑

t=0

exp[2πiub · S]×
n3
∑

t=0

exp[2πivc · S].
(3.4)

The summation
∑n1

t=0
exp[2πita · S] and the other two summations alre almost

always equal to zero, unless a · S, b · S, c · S are integers. These are the Laue
conditions for X-ray scattering from a crystal:

a · S = h

b · S = k

c · S = l,

(3.5)

where the h, k, l are whole numbers. The amplitude of the wave scattered by a
crystal is proportional to the structure factor F (S) and the number of unit cells in
the crystal.

3.1.1 The Bragg law

The direction of the scattering vector S is perpendicular to the reflecting plane of
the crystal. The reflecting plane can be considered as the lattice plane (h, k, l).
The incident s0 and the scattered wave s make an angle θ with this plane. By
transforming the first Laue condition we obtain

a

h
· S = 1 (3.6)

and similar for other two. The scalar product of two vectors a/h and S is equal to
1. In other words, the vector a/h projected on the vector S and multiplied by |S|
gives unity. This projection has a length of 1/|S| and is also equal to d, which is
the distance between the reflecting planes. From |S| = 1/d and |S| = 2(sin θ/λ) the
Bragg law can be derived

2d sin θ

λ
= 1. (3.7)
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3.1.2 The reciprocal lattice and Ewald construction

For the lattice planes (100), (010), and (001) the scattering vectors S(100), S(010),
S(001) are perpendicular to those lattice planes if those planes are in the reflecting
(Laue) conditions and have the length of 1/d(100), 1/d(010), 1/d(001). Lets name
those vectors as a∗, b∗ and c∗.

Because a∗ is perpendicular to the reflecting plane (100) it is perpendicular to
the b- and c-axis, thus a∗ · b = a∗ · c = 0, but a · a∗ = a · S(100) = h = 1. The
same for other two vectors. The end point of the vectors S(hkl), where h, k, l are
whole numbers, are located in the lattice points of a lattice constructed with the
unit vectors a∗, b∗ and c∗.

Therefore S = h · a∗ + k · b∗ + l · c∗. The crystal lattice based on vectors
a, b, c is called the direct lattice and the latice based on vectors a∗, b∗, c∗ is called the
reciprocal lattice. It can be shown that if the volume of the unit cell in direct space
is V the volume of the unit cell in the reciprocal space V ∗ is equal to 1/V .

The reciprocal lattice is a very useful concept used for constructing the directions
of diffraction from a crystal. Scattering occurs only when the scattering vectors
S(hkl) have their end points (reciprocal lattice points for planes h, k, l) on the sphere
of the radius 1/λ with respect to the origin. This is called the Ewald construction,
see the figure 3.1. Crystal lattice planes that do not lie on the Ewald sphere can be
brought into the reflection condition by rotating the reciprocal lattice.

Figure 3.1: The Ewald construction. A part of a reciprocal lattice is represented as a
set of perpendicular lines intercepting at reciprocal lattice points, s0 indicates the direction
of the incident X-ray beam, s indicates the direction of the scattered beam. The sphere
has radius 1/λ. The scattering vector S connects two lattice points that intercept with the
Ewald sphere.
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3.1.3 The temperature factor

All atoms in a crystal lattice vibrate around theirs equilibrium positions. The X-
rays do not encounter atoms in identical positions in successive unit cells. This fact
reduces the scattered intensity, especially at high scattering angles. Therefore the
atomic scattering factor must be multiplied by a temperature dependent factor.

The vibration component in the plane perpendicular to the reflecting plane
(h, k, l) has an effect on the scattered intensity of reflection (h, k, l). In the simplest
case, where vibrations are the same in all directions the vibration is called isotropic.
The component perpendicular to the reflecting plane, thus along to the scattering
vector S, is equal for each reflection (h, k, l) and the correction factor for the atomic
scattering factor is

T (iso) = exp

[

−B
sin2 θ

λ2

]

= exp

[

−B

4

(

2 sin θ

λ

)2
]

= exp

[

−B

4

(

1

d

)2
]

. (3.8)

The thermal parameter B is related to the mean square displacement u2 of the
atomic vibration:

B = 8π2 × u2. (3.9)

For the anisotropic vibration the temperature factor is much more complicated.
Usually determination of the isotropic temperature factors is sufficient in X-ray
macromolecular crystallography.

3.1.4 Calculation of the electron density

The intensity of the diffracted X-ray beam is proportional to the square of the
structure factor F (S) or F (hkl). The structure factor is a function that describes the
electron density in the unit cell of a crystal, see equation 3.3. Instead of summation
we can integrate over all atoms in the unit cell

F (S) =

∫

cell

ρ(r) exp[2πir · S] dv, (3.10)

where ρ(r) is the electron density at position r in the unit cell and V is the unit cell
volume then

dv = V ḋxdydz, (3.11)

where x, y, z are the fractional coordinates that describe position in the unit cell.
Using direct representation of the position vector r and Laue conditions we obtain

r · S = (a · x+ b · y + c · z) · S = a · S · x+ b · S · y + c · S · z
= hx+ ky + lz.

(3.12)
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Therefore F (S) can be rewritten as F (hkl).

F (hkl) = V

∫

x

∫

y

∫

z

ρ(xyz) exp[2πi(hx+ ky + lz)] dx dy dz (3.13)

F (hkl) is the Fourier transform of ρ(xyz) and the reverse is also true: ρ(xyz) is
the Fourier transform of F (hkl). The integrals have been replaced by summations
because Laue conditions tell us that diffraction occurs only in discrete directions.

ρ(xyz) =
1

V

∑

h

∑

k

∑

l

F (hkl) exp[−2πi(hx+ ky + lz)]. (3.14)

Because F = |F | exp(iα) we can also write

ρ(xyz) =
1

V

∑

h

∑

k

∑

l

|F (hkl)| exp[−2πi(hx+ ky + lz) + iα(hkl)]. (3.15)

Despite the fact that the |F (hkl)| can be derived from intensities measured ex-
perimentally, the phase α(hkl) cannot be obtained directly from the diffraction
patterns. This is called the phase problem but fortunately there exist few ways to
obtain the phase of scattered waves and retrieve the electron density from diffraction
images.

3.1.5 Molecular replacement

Molecular replacement (MR) among many other methods enables the solution of
the phase problem by providing initial estimates of the phases of the new structure
from a previously known structure. Molecular Replacement also provides an initial
starting model for refinement. Other methods for obtaining the unknown phases
are called experimental methods or direct methods.

The MR is now often used to solve new structures that are homologous to pre-
viously determined structures. MR is currently used to solve approximately 70% of
all structures deposited to the protein data bank [Ber00].

In principle MR is very simple, we have a known model that is approximately
similar to our unknown model. We know that because those two proteins display
similarity in their amino acid sequence or function or belong to the same class of
proteins which present very similar folding of their polypeptide chain. We then try
all possible orientations and positions of the known model in the unknown crystal
and find where the calculated set of structure factors matches the set of structure
factors obtained from experiment with our unknown crystal structure. The known
model at this point is the best fit to the target structure. The phases for the
reflections of the unknown crystal are then borrowed from the phases calculated
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from the known model as if it was the model that had crystallized in the unknown
crystal and an initial electron density map is calculated with these borrowed phases
and the experimentally observed amplitudes. The crystallographer therefore relies
on the measured amplitudes to supply the information for rebuilding of the model so
that it more closely resembles the target structure. At this point, the MR problem
becomes a crystallographic refinement problem [Eva08].

The work on molecular replacement was pioneered by M. Rossmann and D. Blow
[Ros62]. Placement of the molecule in the target unit cell requires two steps: rotation
and translation. Rotation finds the spatial orientation of the known and unknown
molecules whereas translation superimposes the correctly oriented molecule onto
the other molecule. There are two ways to calculate the rotation and translation
functions. The first one uses the Patterson function which then scores the overlap
between observed and model Pattersons. The second way is to use the probability
approach, the maximum-likelihood method to find the orientation and translation
functions.

The Patterson function is the Fourier transform of the squared structure amp-
litude |F |2 with phases set to zero. Patterson functions are useful because they can
be calculated directly from the observed data. They can also be calculated from the
model by ignoring the phase component of the calculated structure factor. If the
Patterson function from the observed data is superimposed on a correctly rotated
version of Patterson function from the model a maximum overlap between two Pat-
terson function will occur. In this step a translation is not incorporated. However,
for the final solution of MR the translation required to overlap one molecule onto the
other in real space must be determined, after it has been oriented in the correct way
with the rotation function. To accomplish this task the molecule is moved through
the asymmetric unit and structure factors are calculated (F(calc)) and compared to
the observed set of structure factors by calculating an R factor:

RMR =

∑

hkl ||F (obs)| − k|F (calc)||
∑

hkl |F (obs)| , (3.16)

where k is the scale factor for the intensities. The lowest R factor will indicate the
correct translation. Or the correlation coefficient

C =

∑

hkl(|F (obs)|2 − |F (obs)|2)× (|F (calc)|2 − |F (calc)|2)
√

∑

hkl(|F (obs)|2 − |F (obs)|2)2 ∑hkl(|F (calc)|2 − |F (calc)|2)2
. (3.17)

Correlation coefficient is usually more useful than R factor because is gives better
MR solution even if the model has errors typically encountered during molecular
replacement.
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3.1.6 Wilson plots

It is possible to obtain a good estimate of the temperature factor and of the factor
required for putting the intensities I(S) on absolute scale. On absolute scale the
intensity is given by

F (abs, S) = F (S) · F ∗(S) = |F (S)|2 =
∑

i

∑

j

fifj exp[2πi(ri − rj) · S] (3.18)

For a set of evenly distributed reflections the values of the angles [2π(ri = rj)] vary
over the range 0 − 2π for i 6= j. The average intensity for i 6= j will be zero, only
the terms with i = j remain.

|F (S)|2 = I(abs, S) =
∑

i

f 2

i (3.19)

f 2

i = exp

[

−2B
sin2 θ

λ2

]

× (f 0

i )
2, (3.20)

where (f 0

i )
2 is the scattering factor of an atom i at rest.

In order to compare the calculated values I(abs, S) with the experimental data
I(S) requires a scale factor C.

I(S) = C × I(abs, S) = C exp

[

−2B
sin2 θ

λ2

]

∑

i

(f 0

i )
2 (3.21)

To determine B and C the above equation can be written

ln
I(S)

∑

i(f
0

i )
2
= lnC − 2B

sin2 θ

λ2
(3.22)

When plotted on a logarithmic scale the result should be a straight line for high
scattering angles. This is the so called Wilson plot, from which both the temperature
factor and the absolute scale factor can be derived.

3.1.7 Crystallographic data and model refinement metrics

The completeness of the data is the first parameter that needs to be taken for con-
sideration when solving and refining a protein structure from X-ray crystallographic
data. The completeness is defined as the percentage of the number of measured re-
flections or structure factors (F (hkl)) to the number of all possible reflections that
can be produced by a protein crystal of a given unit cell dimensions an up to certain
scattering angle (resolution). Usually the completeness should be very high (100%
– 98%) to obtain a good quality data set. Other important data quality metric
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is the I/σ(I) value. I is the average intensity of a group of reflections divided by
the average standard deviation σ(I) of the same group of reflections. Usually it is
reported per resolution shell. Typically, in conventional protein crystallography at
synchrotrons the value of I/σ(I) ≥ 3 indicates the resolution limit of the diffraction
data.

In serial femtosecond crystallography that uses the Monte Carlo method for ob-
taining structure factors from measured data, see section 5.2.2 from the Chapter 5
(Serial femtosecond crystallography) another parameter connected with complete-
ness, called redundancy, is used. Redundancy measures how many times a structure
factor has been measured in the Monte Carlo integration.

One of the commonly used metrics of the agreement between the measured data
and the protein model during model refinement is R-factor and R free [Brü92]. The
refinement of the model is a procedure that a protein crystallographer applies to the
protein structure model in order to correct for any errors in the model such as wrong
amino acid conformation. The model refinement usually leads to improvements of
R factors.

The R-factor is defined as follows

R =

∑

hkl ||F obs
hkl | − |F calc

hkl ||
∑

hkl |F obs
hkl |

× 100%, (3.23)

where the sums run over all h,k,l indices and F’s are the values of structure factors
of observed and calculated sets.

3.1.8 Effect of crystal shape on diffracted intensities

For the smallest nanocrystals, the crystal shape effects will also influence the recor-
ded Bragg intensities.

For plane-polarized monochromatic incident radiation with wave vector ki (|ki| =
1/λ) and negligible beam divergence, the diffracted photon flux I (counts/pulse) at
∆k = ki − ko produced by the nth parallelepiped crystallite, consisting of N =
N1×N2×N3 unit cells, is given in the kinematic theory as [Kir10]

In(∆k, ko, α, β, γ,Ni) = Jo|F (∆k)|2r2eP (ko)
sin2(N1Ψ1)

sin2(Ψ1)
×

sin2(N2Ψ2)

sin2(Ψ2)

sin2(N3Ψ3)

sin2(Ψ3)
∆Ω = c|F (∆k)|2S(Ψ)

(3.24)

where F (∆k) is the structure factor of the unit cell. Jo is the incident photon flux
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density (counts/pulse/area) and ∆Ω is the solid angle subtended by a detector pixel.

Ψ1 = 2πa sin(θ) cos(α)/λ,

Ψ2 = 2πb sin(θ) cos(β)/λ,

Ψ3 = 2πc sin(θ) cos(γ)/λ,

(3.25)

where θ is half of the scattering angle, and α, β and γ define the crystal orientation
as the angles which the scattering vector ∆k makes with the directions of the real-
space unit cell vectors a, b and c. ∆k is defined by the position of the detector
pixel and X-ray wavelength, and defines a point in reciprocal space where the Ewald
sphere intersects the shape transform. re is the classical radius of the electron, equal
to 2.82 × 10−5 Å and S(Ψ) is a function describing the Fourier Transform of the
external shape of the nanocrystal (the ”shape transform”). P (ko) is the polarization
factor.

The 3D integration over the triple product in equation 3.24 is proportional to
N1 × N2 × N3 and the volume of the unit cell, so the measured diffracted counts
are therefore proportional to the number of electrons in the crystal, thus for a
nanocrystal of just 10 molecules on a side, one has a thousand times more signal
than from a single molecule, due to the coherent amplification of Bragg diffraction.

3.1.9 X-ray powder diffraction

In X-ray powder diffraction the diffraction data is collected from many crystals in
different orientations at once. The sample is prepared in such way that it contains
many crystals in small volume. The sample prepared in this way is then exposed to
X-ray radiation and the diffraction image is recorded typically using an area detector.
Ideally, the orientations of crystals are distributed equally in a powdered sample.
The resulting orientation averaging causes the three-dimensional reciprocal space
that is studied in single crystal diffraction to be projected onto a single dimension.
The plot of diffracted intensity versus the scattering angle has characteristic peaks
at positions determined by the crystal lattice. In a two dimensional plot, see the
figure 3.2, diffracted waves recorded on a detector make diffraction rings. The
rotational averaging leads to diffraction rings around the beam axis recorded on a
detector, rather than the discrete spots observed in single crystal X-ray diffraction.
At high scattering angles the diffraction rings overlay making it very difficult to
extract information of the structure factors, thus retrieve the structure of crystal
made by large macromolecules by using X-ray powder diffraction method.

For this thesis I used X-ray powder diffraction method to characterize samples
used in serial femtosecond crystallography experiments at LCLS. In order to confirm
the crystalline nature of nano- and micro-crystals of proteins expressed and grown
in-vivo, see the Chapter 4, and other protein crystals. Liquid suspensions with
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crystals were placed in a thin walled glass capillaries typically used for SAXS meas-
urements and placed under the synchrotron X-ray beam. A typical X-ray powder
diffraction pattern, obtained from many proteinase K [Ebe74] micro-crystals in dif-
ferent orientations, is presented in the figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: The protein powder pattern. Sample: proteinase K micro-crystals in a glass
capillary. Diffraction pattern was recorder at the X12 eam line at the DORIS light source
in Hamburg. The wavelength of incident radiation was 1.54 Å(8 keV) with approximately
109 photons/sec. The beam spot size at the sample was approximately 300 µm x 300 µm.
The exposure time was 60 seconds. The detector to sample distance was 384 mm, this
gives a resolution at the corner of the image of 4 Å. Measurements were performed at
room temperature using wavelength similar to this used at LCLS.





Chapter4
In-vivo protein crystallization

In this chapter a short description of the spontaneous occurrence of small protein
crystals in living cells is presented. This phenomenon is an example of self-assembly
that occurs in living cells. It has been observed that protein crystallisation oc-
curs spontaneously in living cells in their natural environment and after stimulated
overexpression of a target gene in a controlled cell culture [Doy05, Koo12].

It has been known for many years that protein crystallization occurs naturally
in-vivo and has a number of applications for living organisms. Eminent examples
of this biological self-assembly include storage proteins in seeds, enzymes within
peroxisomes and insulin within secretory granules [Doy05].

In vivo crystallization has been considered as peculiar behaviour, therefore it has
been neglected in comparison to the considerable efforts devoted to understanding
and optimizing in-vitro protein crystallization for X-ray structure determination
at conventional synchrotron sources. So far in-vivo crystallized proteins were not
considered as suitable for structural investigations due to their small dimensions.
The size of in-vivo grown crystals is limited by the cell size and by the amount of
material that one cell can produce. The quality i.e. the degree of the internal order
of in-vivo grown crystals has never been studied before. They seemed, however to
be very well suited for serial femtosecond crystallography experiments at X-ray free-
electron laser facilities. Their small size was not a disadvantage in this case and the
fact that a cell culture can produce large quantities of highly concentrated crystal
suspension was also profitable. During the work for this thesis the assumption that
in-vivo grown protein crystals are well suited fro SFX experiments has been proved.

In-vivo grown crystals were proven experimentally that they are well suited for
serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) applications. These crystals can be ex-
tracted from a cell culture by the process of lysis of cells and then by applying
different centrifugation steps and in order to separate the cell debris from crystals.
The purified crystals can be then concentrated and re-suspended in water and easily
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flown trough thin glass capillaries of the liquid-jet injector used in the experimental
setup, see section 5.1 in the Chapter 5. In contrast, highly concentrated slat solu-
tions or addition of viscous substances that are common in in-vitro crystallization
trials, often display disability or difficulties to flow in a liquid-jet injector, making
the SFX experiment very difficult to perform. To support the statement of simple
applicability, two protein structures from micro-sized, in-vivo grown crystals have
been determined using SFX and are briefly described at the end of the next chapter.

Application of protein crystals grown in-vivo in SF9 insect cells to SFX measure-
ments have been demonstrated [Koo12] and this field is anticipated to grow rapidly
when X-FEL facilities will become more accessible for users. Sections in this chapter
are based on the above publication to which I contributed by taking part in perform-
ing the SFX experiment and analysing the SFX data, and by characterizing in-vivo
grown protein crystals prior to the experiment. The results of my contribution to
the above mentioned publication are presented in this chapter.

4.1 Baculovirus-Sf9 expression system

The Baculovirus Expression Vector System (BEVS) has been widely used for the
production of post-translationally modified (for example glycosylation), biologically
active and functional recombinant proteins [Alt99]. It is based on the introduc-
tion of a gene of a protein of interest into the viral genome region via homologous
recombination using a transfer vector containing that target gene. The resulting re-
combinant Baculovirus lacks one of non-essential genes which is replaced by a gene
encoding heterologous protein which can be then expressed by infected insect cells
in large quantities [Kos99].

The baculovirus-mediated expression of recombinant proteins hosted in insect
cells is a very well established protocol for the production of recombinant glycopro-
teins [Hit09]. Most commonly used lines of host cells are Spodoptera frugiperda
(SF9) insect cells. The Baculovirus-SF9 expression system has been used to express
and to crystallize recombinant proteins: cathepsin B and inosine monophosphate
dehydrogenase from Trypanosoma brucei parasite. Those crystals were used during
SFX experiments at LCLS and the results of the data analysis are presented in this
thesis and in the publications listed in the front matter of this manuscript.

4.2 In-vivo crystallisation of Trypanosoma brucei Cathepsin B

The Trypanosoma brucei parasite causes human African trypanosomiasis (HAT),
one of the most important neglected diseases, affecting over 60 million people in
central Africa [Mac04]. The Trypanosoma brucei Cathepsin B (TbCatB) enzyme
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has been shown to be important in the life cycle of the parasite. When the func-
tion of the TbCatB enzyme is deactivated it leads to death of the parasite. The
cathepsin B belongs to the class of enzymes called cysteine proteases, which de-
grade polypeptides. Efficient and cost-effective drugs against sleeping sickness are
not yet available, but the cysteine proteases such as TbCatB have been identified
as potential drug targets in protozoan parasites [Bry09].

The in-vivo crystallization of polyhedrin-free, glycosylated enzyme cathepsin B
from Trypanosoma brucei (TbCatB) in Sf9 insect cells infected with modified bacu-
lovirus was observed during routine inspection of the cell colony. Approximately
70 h after infection, the formation of needle-shaped microstructures were visible by
light microscopy in Sf9 cells infected with recombinant baculovirus containing the
gene encoding the pre-pro form of TbCatB. Cysteine proteases are synthesized by
cells as inactive protein precursors (pre-pro form) with typically a 60 - 110 residue
N-terminal propeptide. The propeptides are native inhibitors of their parent pro-
teases. In our case, TbCatB was expressed in Sf9 cells in the pre-pro form. From the
solved crystals structure it is apparent that the propeptide remains attached to the
main body of the enzyme and the carbohydrate chains are in the structure as well
when the the whole construct is crystallized. Detailed analysis of cells containing
crystals by electron microscopy revealed damaged cell surface of the Sf9 cells and
sharp, needle-like crystals 10 - 15 µm in length and 0.5 - 1 µm in width spiking out of
the cells. Crystals appeared as dark areas in the transmission electron micrographs
(TEM) with sharp square edges within the cytoplasm. An ordered lattice structure
observed at higher magnification on TEM micrographs identifying these particles as
protein crystals. See figure 4.1 for reference.

During the progressing process of infection, the number of observed cells with
crystals inside continuously increased, until more than 70% of the cells contained one
or more crystals. If released during cell lysis, crystals either remained attached to
cell remnants or floated freely within the medium. The TbCatB crystals displayed
very high rigidity and resistivity to mechanical stress. To isolate TbCatB in-vivo
grown crystals, Sf9 cells were lysed and the resulting lysate containing crystals was
subjected to differential centrifugation in order to extract pure crystal suspension.
Lysis is a process in which the cells are degraded either by enzymatic or osmotic
mechanisms that degrades the cell integrity. The efficiency of TbCatB crystal form-
ation in SF9 cells was ∼ 5 · 105 purified crystals from ∼ 106 cells [Koo12] .

4.3 In-vivo crystallisation of Trypanosoma brucei IMPDH

Similar protocol has been applied to crystallize inosine monophosphate dehydro-
genase from Trypanosoma brucei (TbIMPDH) as in the TbCatB case. This enzyme
catalyses the key reaction in guanine nucleotide biosynthesis: the conversion of in-
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Figure 4.1: Light microscopic and EM analysis of Sf9 insect cells with embedded TbCatB
in-vivo crystals. (a) Light micrograph of Sf9 cells infected with TbCatB virus 90 h after
infection. (b) Transmission EM micrograph of an embedded and sectioned infected Sf9 cell
with crystals cut perpendicular to the long axis of the needle. (c) Scanning EM micrograph
of a group of Sf9 cells infected with TbCatB virus 80 h after infection. (d) TEM micrograph
of a sectioned sample, showing a crystal cut perpendicular to the long axis of the needle.
(e) TEM micrograph showing the lattice structure of a crystal. (f) Optical micrograph
showing crystals extracted from cells. (g) SEM micrograph of a crystal deposited onto
a silicon nitride membrane, nano-sized structures are visible in the lower-right corner,
possibly crumbled from one of the larger ones or just grew small.
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Figure 4.2: Scanning electron micrographs of in-vivo grown IMPDH crystals. The IM-
PDH crystals were grown in Sf9 insect cells. (a) Image of a single crystal of IMPDH
which dried on a silicon nitride membrane after extraction from a SF9 cell. (b) View of
multiple crystals that shows characteristic distribution in crystal sizes and remaining cell
debris.

osine monophosphate (IMP) into xanthosine monophosphate (XMP) with the reduc-
tion of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) [Hed03]. The guanine nucleotide
is a substrate for the synthesis of nucleic acids. As this enzyme is responsible for
biosynthesis of vital components of Trypanosoma brucei parasite it is also a possible
target for drug design against HAT.

After 80h of infection, SF9 cells were lysed and crystals were extracted from
the lysate resulting in a purified suspension containing ∼ 105 needle-like crystals
in one ml of volume. Crystals of TbIMPDH appeared to be on average two times
larger than in-vivo crystals of TbCatB. See the figure 4.2. Exact measurements and
characterization of those crystals are presented in next section.

4.4 Characterization of in-vivo grown crystals

4.4.1 Light and electron microscopy

In order to characterize the size and shape and the approximate number of particles
per volume of in-vivo grown crystals I used optical light microscopy and scanning
electron microscopy. For the light microscopy an aliquot of 1 µl was placed on a
glass microscopy slide, covered with a thin glass cover slip and then imaged before
the solution dried out. For the electron microscopy an aliquot of 1 µl of diluted
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suspension containing crystals was placed on a silicon nitride membrane and then
imaged using a scanning electron microscope.

4.4.2 Second order non-linear optical imaging

Second Order Nonlinear Imaging of Chiral Crystals (SONICC) relies on the prin-
ciple of Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) where two low energy photons combine
to form a higher energy photon under intense electric field. Nonlinear effects such
as SHG require high electric fields, thus require the use of a femtosecond laser. The
laser operates with a pulse duration of 200 fs and has high peak power resulting
in nonlinear effects but its short pulse is terminates before the damage associated
with localized heating destroys the sample. The SHG process occurs also in non-
centrosymmetric ordered protein crystals. Nearly all chiral protein crystals fall into
symmetry classes, except icosahedral and octahedral, that are symmetry allowed for
bulk SHG. Approximately 99% of known protein crystals (data taken from the Pro-
tein Data Bank [Ber00]) can be expected to generate bulk-allowed SHG [Wam08].
The signal that is generated in the presence of chiral crystals is easily distinguishable
from solubilized or aggregated proteins, which produce absolutely zero SGH signal.
The resulting images have extremely high contrast between crystalline material and
other material in the solution.

The second-order nonlinear optical imaging of chiral crystals was demonstrated
to be a sensitive and selective detection method for protein crystallization, with
detection limits for the onset of crystallization corresponding to crystal dimensions
well below the optical diffraction-limit. SONICC can be used to detect crystalline
protein material invisible for light microscopy or hidden in the mush of aggregated
protein [Kis11, Hau11]. Therefore SONICC used as a characterization tool could be
ideal for protein crystallization trials aimed for SFX measurements.

The fact that in-vivo grown crystals of TbCatB and TbIMPDH were large enough
to be observed by the light microscopy during standard inspection of SF9 cell culture
used to over-express a protein of interest for further conventional purification and
crystallization trials, did not clearly prove their crystalline composition. There was
an indication given by transmission electron microscopy, that crystals of TbCatB
posses ordered structure visible in one of the insets of the figure 4.1. To prove that,
I applied SONICC (manufacturer: Formulatrix) to TbCatB and TbIMPDH crystals
in order to detect SHG signal and to prove their crystalline nature. In figure 4.3 we
can observe detected SHG signal generated by needle-shaped in-vivo crystals after
excitation of a 1064 nm femtosecond laser. The laser power was 300mW, acquisition
time was set to 1 second for the entire image. The size of the objects visible in the
figure 4.3 is comparable to the sizes obtained using SEM. The SONICC measure-
ments proved also that the needle-like structures of TbIMPDH are crystalline, and
not the other material identified as cell debris as visible in figure 4.2, inset ”b”.
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Figure 4.3: Second-order nonlinear optical imaging of chiral crystals (SONICC) was used
to image drops containing solution of (a,b) TbCatB and (c,d) TbIMPDH in-vivo crystals.
Clear second harmonic (at λ = 532nm) signal has been detected confirming the crystalline
nature of both in-vivo grown crystals.

4.4.3 X-ray powder diffraction measurements at synchrotrons

The X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) technique has been applied to in-vivo grown
TbCatB protein crystals in order to characterize their ability to diffract X-rays. This
experiment was necessary to ensure if the material is of crystalline nature, therefore
if it is appropriate for SFX measurements. This experiment was realized before
the application of SONICC to in-vivo grown crystals became possible. An aliquot
of the crystal suspension was placed into a thin (1mm inner diameter) borosilicate
capillary, then closed using melted wax, and left in vertical position for 20 minutes
to settle.

Sample prepared in this way was placed under the strong synchrotron X-ray
beam of one of the PX beam lines (X10SA) at the Swiss Light Source. The energy
of incident radiation was 8keV (λ=1.55Å). Exposure time was set to 3 seconds. The
Pilatus 6M detector was placed 800 mm from the interaction region. Photon flux
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was 1.6 · 1011 photons/sec measured using the silicon pin diode [Owe09].
Clear powder diffraction rings were observed from TbCatB micro-crystals con-

tained in a glass capillary as displayed in the figure 4.4. Strong powder diffraction
signal obtained from nano- and micro-sized protein crystals which proved the crystal-
line nature of TbCatB needle-shaped assemblies. Additionally, a few single, strong
Bragg peaks extended to resolution of ≈ 8.5 Å under this experimental conditions
which indicated that during the SFX measurement those crystals would have the
ability to diffract at least to that resolution. In the next section a preliminary SFX
measurement of TbCatB crystals is described in which the crystals also gave detect-
able Bragg diffraction signal from which I could determine their unit cell dimensions.

4.4.4 Preliminary SFX measurements of TbCatB

A detailed explanation of the experimental setup, its components and the procedure
of the serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) measurement and the SFX data
analysis method are described in the Chapter 5, section 5.1 (Experimental setup for
SFX ).

In this section I describe our preliminary measurement of in-vivo grown TbCatB
crystals. This experiment was performed as a short test during one of the other
SFX measurements performed at LCLS by my and others from our collaboration.
Nevertheless, the data collected during this test led to significant improvement of the
publication: Koopmann, R. et al.”In vivo protein crystallization opens new routes
in structural biology”, Nature Methods (2012). This preliminary measurement was
performed before the main TbCatB and TbIMPDH SFX experiments, that enabled
the high-resolution structure determination of these proteins. Here I present work
that was my contribution to the above mentioned publication [Koo12].

The previously purified and characterized by myself in-vivo grown crystals of
TbCatB were injected across the X-FEL beam a thin stream of water of ≈ 4µm
in diameter using a liquid jet injector. A HPLC machine was used to supply the
sample line of that injector. Single-shot diffraction patterns were recorded at up to
7.5 Å resolution using CAMP multi-purpose chamber [Str10]. Resolution limit was
set by the available photon energy of the X-ray pulses, 2.0 keV, (λ = 6.2 Å) and
the detector geometry. During 23.1 minutes, 83,224 detector frames were obtained.
After background subtraction, 988 of the frames were identified to contain Bragg
diffraction signal from TbCatB crystals. Each pattern was corresponding to a snap-
shot diffraction pattern from a different and randomly oriented TbCatB crystal.
For a reference about the software and algorithms used to find protein diffraction
patterns and to clean them from background see appendix A (Data pre-analyser:
Cheetah).

During this preliminary measurement the time available for data collection was
limited to 23 minutes. However, 879 (89%) of the 988 recorded diffraction patterns
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Figure 4.4: Characterization of TbCatB in-vivo crystals by X-ray powder diffraction.
Strong powder diffraction rings were recorded on a Pilatus 6M detector (upper panel) from
crystals in different orientations settled at the bottom of a glass capillary. Single, strong
Bragg peaks extended to resolution of ≈8.5 Å, at this experimental conditions, as marked
with lines and circles. The sample to detector distance was 800 mm, the pixel size was
0.172 mm, the wavelength of incident radiation was λ = 1.55Å. The radial average (lower
panel) of TbCatB powder diffraction pattern presents clear diffraction spikes up to ≈6.3 Å.
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were indexed without previously knowing their unit cell constraints. For a reference
about the software and algorithms used for indexing of protein diffraction patterns
recorded during a SFX measurement see the appendix B (CrystFEL software suite).

From 879 measurements of unit cell parameters, the TbCatB crystal lattice para-
meters were determined to be a = 122.9 Å, b = 123.6 Å, c = 53.4 Å, α = 90.3 ◦, β =
90.2 ◦ and γ = 90.3 ◦. Therefore, the unit cell was assigned to be tetragonal, with
a = b = 123.3 Å and c = 53.4 Å. See histograms of measured unit cell parameters
in figure 4.5.

It was not possible to obtain a complete three dimensional dataset during this
short test, as indicated by the granularity in the summed single diffraction images,
see the figure 4.6. This image should contain continuous X-ray powder diffraction
rings if the data set was complete. The above mentioned figure presents the so called
”virtual powder pattern”, which in principle is almost identical with conventional
X-ray powder pattern. The difference is that many diffraction patterns from single
crystallites are measured separately and then are artificially added, whereas in the
conventional X-ray powder pattern, the image is recorded from many crystals in
random orientations at once. Other difference between ”virtual powder pattern”
from an SFX experiment at X-FEL source and a conventional powder pattern is
that the incoming femtosecond X-FEL pulses posses distribution in their spectral
bandwidth in a single X-ray pulse and between subsequent pulses due to the SASE
process whereas conventional powder pattern is usually recorded at synchrotron
sources, where the wavelength is well defined.

The result presented in this section reports the first SFX measurement of un-
known in-vivo grown TbCatB crystals from which the values of unknown unit cell
parameters were extracted and the SFX method was proven to be well suited for
such kind of crystals.

It is interesting to note that the virtual powder patterns and their radial averages
from a different experiment performed by our collaboration were used to make the
main conclusions of the following articles: [Lom11] and [Bar11]. The main finding
from this studies was to confirm that the Bragg diffraction at femtosecond X-FEL
sources is gated by the radiation induced damage (”diffraction-before-destruction”)
to protein nano- and micro-crystals.
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Figure 4.5: TbCatb unit cell histograms from preliminary SFX measurements performed
at LCLS using 2keV photons. A sum of 879 diffraction patterns of different, single TbCatB
crystals in random orientations were indexed without restriction on unit cell parameters.
Resulting 879 unit cell constants are presented in the histograms. The unit cell was assigned
to be tetragonal, with a = b = 123.3 Å and c = 53.4 Å.
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Figure 4.6: A sum of 988 single-shot FEL diffraction patterns from TbCatB crystals
in different orientations from preliminary SFX measurements using 2keV photons. The
measurement was performed using the CAMP multi-purpose chamber. The lower panel of
the pnccd detector was shifted to achieve higher resolution. At the edge of the detector, a
maximum resolution of 7.5 Å was obtained.



Chapter5
Serial femtosecond crystallography

In this chapter the methodology of serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) for
X-ray free-electron laser sources is described. The basic layout of the experimental
setup is presented. A discussion about data collection and data analysis techniques
used in SFX is included. Important differences to standard crystallography tech-
niques, such as radiation damage effects or integration of partial reflections are
addressed in this chapter. Two protein structures that have been solved by SFX
during this work are presented at the end of this chapter.

The method of serial femtosecond protein crystallography (SFX) at the X-ray
free-electron laser source has been presented for the first time in [Cha11]. In that
first study the available photon energy of LCLS limited the resolution of recorded
images. The modification of LCLS that enabled its operation at the hard X-ray
regime enabled the high-resolution protein structure investigations. The first report
of a high resolution protein structure determination using SFX method has been
presented in [Bou12]. In this experimental method a concentrated suspension of
nano- or micro-sized protein crystals flows across X-ray pulses generated by the X-
FEL source in a liquid micro-jet. Whenever a crystal intersects with an X-ray pulse,
a ”snap-shot” diffraction pattern is recorded using a fast-readout detector. Many
single crystal diffraction patterns from different and randomly oriented crystals are
then indexed and merged into a three dimensional set of crystallographic structure
factors using standard indexing methods and Monte Carlo approach for integration
of partial reflections. Partial, or not fully integrated reflections occur in SFX case
because of the perfectly still diffraction patterns, finite size of the crystals and the
fact that the Ewald sphere may not intersect with exact centre of the Bragg peak.
Molecular replacement or other phasing techniques known from macromolecular
crystallography (MX) may by then applied to the merged data in order to retrieve
the crystal structure of a protein of interest.

43
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Figure 5.1: Experimental arrangement for SFX at the CXI beam line of LCLS. A flowing
suspension of in-vivo grown TbCatB and TbIMPDH microcrystals was introduced into
vacuum in a liquid micro-jet. The liquid column was ≈ 4µm in diameter and flowed at
10µl/min. More advanced designs allow for sub-micron liquid jets that operate at much
lower flow rates, decreasing sample consumption and background scattering from water.
Single-crystal diffraction data were recorded on a CSPAD detector operating at the 120
Hz repetition rate of the Xray pulses. The crystals remained fully hydrated and at room
temperature in the interaction region.

5.1 Experimental setup for SFX

During the experiments with in-vivo grown crystals we were using an experimental
setup as schematically displayed in figure 5.1. Experiments were carried out in
vacuum. The protein crystal suspension was introduced into interaction region using
a gas dynamic virtual nozzle (GDVN), as explained below. It produced a thin
column of liquid suspension of protein crystals that was continuously flown across
the pulsed X-ray beam.

Diffraction patterns were read out on a CSPAD detector after each pulse, 120
times per second. A gap in the detector was required to allow the unscattered,
intense X-ray beam to pass to a down-stream beam dump.
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5.1.1 Liquid jet injector

One of the technical challenges for SFX experiments is the need for a suitable in-
jector device that will be able to continuously introduce and refresh the sample
under the highly energetic X-FEL pulses. In our experiment with hydrated protein
crystals a gas dynamic virtual nozzle was used to deliver the sample to the inter-
action region [DeP08]. The GDVN guarantees continuous operation during data
collection. The size of the liquid column produced by the GDVN matches the size
of the crystals and the X-ray beam. Due to the continuous mode of operation of
GDVN, some portion of the protein material is wasted between the X-ray pulses.
This can be however decreased by manufacturing nozzles that produce liquid jets
of sub-micron diameter, therefore reducing the flow rate to ≈ 1µl/min. Other
injection schemes currently being under development, appropriate for hydrated bio-
logical particles such as protein crystals, are electrospun liquid microjet [Sie12] or
a pulsed injector – the ”drop-on-demand” (DoD) dispenser (model MJ-AT-01-020)
commercially available from MicroFab Technologies, Inc.

The thin liquid column that is produced by the GDVN moves with a velocity
of approximately 10 m/s or higher depending on the jet diameter and the pressure
of the liquid. Liquid jet is introduced into vacuum environment thus cools rapidly
by evaporative cooling at high rate [Smi06]. However, the jet is kept in a high
pressure He2 gas sleeve which lasts over a distance of around few tens to hundred
micrometers from the nozzle orifice. This high pressure He2 gas sleeve is used to
focus the liquid stream and additionally to reduce the evaporative cooling rate of
the water jet by sustaining the high pressure environment in that region. The X-ray
exposure is carried out about 100 µm from the nozzle tip where the temperature
drop is calculated to be much less than 1 K [Sel12].

Figure 5.2 presents a micrograph of a GDVN in operation that was constructed
by myself. This image was obtained using an Environmental Scanning Electron
Microscope (ESEM). Imaging of a GDVN in operation was possible in the ESEM
because of the special design of the microscope. In ESEM the specimen chamber
sustains the high-pressure gaseous environment which is separated from the high
vacuum environment of the electron optics column with at least two small orifices
– pressure-limiting apertures (PLA). The gas leaking through the first aperture is
quickly removed from the system with a pump that maintains a much lower pressure
above the aperture [Dan85]. This is called differential pumping and is widely used in
many experimental setups. An example of a sub-micron liquid jet, obtained by using
a nozzle of also my construction, is presented in figure 5.3. A demonstration of the
operation and the use of the sub-micrometre liquid jets in the ETEM (Enviromental
Transmission Electron Microscopy) imaging was presented in [DeP11a].

The manufacturing process of GDVN consists of three steps (i) grinding a sharp
tip of a typically 50µm ID glass capillary, used for flowing liquid suspension of
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crystals, (ii) shrinking one of the ends of a larger ID glass capillary, used for co-
axially flowing Helium gas, by fire polishing (iii) matching the shrunk end of the
larger ID capillary with the sharp tip of a smaller capillary in order to achieve good
alignment. Step (i) is usually performed by holding a tip of a borosilicate fiber
capillary, that is commercially available, of typically 50 µm inner diameter and 320
µm outer diameter at an angle of 45 degrees to a rotating plate of sand paper with
grain thickness of 1 µm. Other diameters of the fiber capillary are also available
from the manufacturer and were found to create good quality nozzles. This process is
performed until a sharp, regular tip is formed at the end of the capillary. Inspection
of the quality of the tip during this process is usually performed by using optical
microscope. Step (ii) is performed by holding and rotating a tip of a glass capillary
with inner diameter of 600 µm and outer diameter of 1 mm above the tip of a
flame until glass starts to melt and forms a symmetrical aperture. The size of this
aperture must be match to the size of the tip of the thinner capillary manufactured
in the step (i) so that the sharp tip of the thinner capillary can be aligned very
close to the tip of the larger capillary, see figure 5.2 and 5.3. Step (iii) is necessary
in order to achieve good alignment between two capillaries. When good alignment
is achieved the liquid jet that is made by pushing liquid trough the inner capillary
and Helium gas trough outer capillary is straight and thin. Different nozzles have
distinct characteristics, such as the driving gas and liquid pressures, straightness
or jet thickness. The pressure used to push the liquid trough the inner capillary
is typically delivered by an HPLC machine. The Helium gas is typically delivered
from a gas bottle, the pressure is regulated by electronic pressure regulator.

Important for consideration is the parameter called ”hit rate” [DeP11b]. The
hit rate measures how often a protein crystal from a protein crystal suspension that
flows continuously across the X-FEL beam is hit by X-ray pulses generated by a
pulsed X-FEL source. The hit rate depends on the average number of particles per
interaction volume. Interaction volume is defined as the product of the square of
the X-ray beam diameter and the diameter of the liquid column. The hit rate, for
a given X-ray repetition rate and particle number density is then defined as a the
product of the interaction volume (V), repetition rate (R) and the average number
density of particles (n) in the interaction volume:

hitrate = nV R. (5.1)

Hit rate decreases as the X-FEL beam diameter is made smaller and increases with
repetition rate. Hit rate is often expressed as a percentage of shots collected that
contain useful diffraction patterns.

During the experiments with in-vivo crystals we recorded average hit rate ef-
ficiency of the order of ≈ 10%. In order to consider the best use of an injector
for hydrated bioparticles, such as protein nano-crystals, one should think about
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Figure 5.2: Micrograph of a tip of gas dynamic virtual nozzle in operation taken by
Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM). A) presents the cone of an outer
glass capillary that has been grind away in order to allow the high-resolution diffraction
scattering to be recorded. B) marks the area where the liquid jet is formed and then focused
to approximately 2.3µm in this case by co-axially flown Helium gas. The sharp tip of inner
glass capillary, which is used to carry the crystal liquid suspension, is visible in the exit
hole of outer capillary that carries the Helium gas. The positions of the X-FEL beam is
marked. The jet brakes up into droplets after typically few tens of micrometers (droplets
freeze over a certain distance with a certain cooling rate as they cool by evaporation into
vacuum).
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Figure 5.3: Environmental Scanning Electron micrograph of a tip of gas dynamic virtual
nozzle in operation. Inset in the upper right corner presents measurement of the jet dia-
meter (D = 730nm) measured approximately 40 µm from the nozzle tip. Flow rate of that
nozzle has been measured using Sensirion flow sensor, at that liquid pressure conditions
(40psi) it was 1.2 µl/min.

synchronisation with the X-ray pulses. The particle injector should be also able
to introduce as many particles in a best collimated beam with optimum spacing
between them and with optimum thickness of a water layer. This is essential to
not waste too much of the sample nor to produce much scattering background from
water that may introduce problems in data analysis. However, some water layer
around bioparticles is necessary to prevent them from loosing their most ”physiolo-
gical” properties. More efficient and reliable injectors are needed which waste less
sample, such as those that are synchronised to the repetition rate of the X-ray laser
or those that produce jets smaller in diameter, therefore operate at lower flow rates.
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5.1.2 Detector

Single shot diffraction patterns of randomly oriented in-vivo grown crystals were
recorded at 120 Hz repetition rate (7,200 patterns per minute) by a Cornell-SLAC
Pixel Array Detector (CSPAD). This detector consists of 64 independently controlled
panels of 192 × 185 pixels each, forming a 1516 × 1516 pixel array (arranged into
1702× 1702 pixels with small gaps between the panels and with a hole in the centre
to let the intense x-ray pulses pass through [Phi10, Bou10, Bou12]. The pixel size
is 110× 110µm2.

Such detector was developed especially for the ultra bright LCLS source for the
purpose of single molecule imaging at the Coherent X-ray Imaging (CXI) beam
line [Bou10]. Many of this detector characteristics are tailored specifically for the
demands of the single molecule imaging experiment at X-FEL source. Specific tech-
nical requirements to achieve that goal include the ability to distinguish single X-ray
photon detection event in any given pixel, while maintaining the ability to detect
thousands (≥ 2500) of X-rays per pixel in other parts of the scattering pattern
(high dynamic range). For an X-ray pulse from FEL source that approaches 10 fs
in length, the instantaneous count rate for some pixels will be greater than 1017

photons per second. This count rate excludes the possibility of using a photon
counting detector. The photon counting detectors are often used at synchrotrons
because the count rates are manageable by such detectors. The X-FEL detector
requires a photon integrating design, in which the detector has the capability of
detecting several thousands of photons simultaneously [Ber10]. An other technical
requirement, related to the ability to distinguish single photons, is a pixel-limited
point spread function. In addition, the detector must be able to sustain a continuous
frame-rate of 120 Hz and must have low electronic noise [Phi10].

There is a space for improvements for future X-FEL detectors. They should
have increased dynamic range, reduced background electronic and readout noise
and more pixels. Modular layout is highly desirable and the possibility to easily
replace the front ends of such detectors also. For the upcoming new X-FEL sources
with higher repetition rate, improvements in the read out time of detectors are also
desirable [Gra09].

5.1.3 Data collection at LCLS

In order to retrieve high-resolution structures from in-vivo crystals, the following
steps were necessary for the SFX data collection at LCLS. The schematic representa-
tion of the experimental setup is displayed in the figure 5.1. Samples were prepared
as described previously in the Chapter 4 (”In-vivo protein crystallization”). Samples
consisting of crystal suspension of approximately 108/ml in-vivo grown crystals of
TbCatB and TbIMPDH at room temperature were used during experiments.
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For the sample delivery or injection of suspensions of nano- and micro-crystals
trough the liquid jet injector described previously, an anti-settling device [Lom12]
in combination with a HPLC system was used to supply necessary liquid pressure
and prevent crystalline material from settling on the bottom of the sample reservoir.
HPLC stands for High-performance liquid chromatography. The gas dynamic virtual
nozzle (GDVN) was introduced into the CXI experimental chamber [Bou10] using a
steel tube supplied with in vacuum camera and a catcher-exhaust system developed
at the Arizona State University [Wei12]. A 2 µm filter in the sample line connected
to the GDVN injector was used in order to prevent any dust particles from clogging
the nozzle. Necessary alignment of the liquid beam to the X-ray pulsed beam was
carried out using pure water jet in order to save the protein sample. Data collection
was carried out by our team and beamline scientists for approximately 9 hours for
the TbCatB case and for approximately 2.5 hours for the TbIMPDH case. The
recorded crystal hit rates were ≈ 7% and ≈ 3% respectively. Parameters at which
the liquid jet injector was operating during the experiments were: approximately 4
µm in diameter and 8 – 10 µl/minute liquid flow rate.

5.2 Data analysis method

Reconstruction of a three-dimensional model from diffraction patterns recorded us-
ing X-FEL pulses from many identical copies of the same protein arranged into a
nano-crystal requires slightly different approach than usually applied in conventional
macromolecular crystallography performed at synchrotrons, where ”large” protein
crystals are typically used. See the Chapter 3 (Introduction to X-ray crystallography)
for a reference.

In a SFX experiment a combination of thousands of crystals is required to com-
plete full three dimensional data set of structure factors [Kir10, Kir11]. The small
size of the crystals and perfect still X-ray diffraction snapshots introduce difficulties
in data analysis and interpretation.

The indexing (i.e. assigning the Miller indices to a set of Bragg spots in dif-
fraction patter) and merging of thousands of snapshot diffraction patterns from
randomly oriented protein crystals provide technical challenges involving difficulties
in quick analysis of many terabytes of raw data, which resulted from many hours
of data collection using a CSPAD detector at a rate of 120 diffraction patterns
per second. Currently there is no automated procedure implemented at CXI that
would distinguish ”on the fly” and save to disk only crystal hits. There would be a
need for similar automated procedure that could distinguish hit from non hits from
other types of samples, such as single biomolecules or viruses where the diffraction
pattern is continuous and may contain only few scattered photons per pattern. In
the case of crystal diffraction pattern the procedure to distinguish a hit from non
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Figure 5.4: A typical single-pulse X-ray diffraction pattern from individual TbCatB crys-
tal (left). This diffraction pattern was recorded single X-ray pulse of approximately 40 fs
duration. Bragg peaks were recorded on a CSPAD detector. The Bragg scattering signal
extended to more than 2 Å resolution. The inset shows magnification of an individual
high-resolution Bragg reflection at 1.89 Å resolution. On the right an enhanced version
of diffraction pattern from the left side is presented in order to better visualize the Bragg
spots on the diffraction pattern. Filters applied to the image from left: Gaussian blur (1px
radius) and variance filter (5px radius), which highlights edges in the image by replacing
each pixel with the neighbourhood variance.

hit is much simpler. In our experiment this procedure was applied after collecting
every detector frame. Efficient and fast filters were applied before indexing and
merging, in order to extract diffraction patterns that contain crystal diffraction, see
the Appendix A (”Data pre-analyser: Cheetah”). When that was performed, res-
ulting single-shot exposures taken from crystals that were flown across X-ray pulsed
beam in a liquid jet require determination of the relative orientation of diffraction
patterns from thousands of randomly orientated crystals. This process is realized
using automated crystallographic indexing schemes, where the orientation of the
crystal relative to the laboratory frame is easily determined, see the Appendix B
(”CrystFEL software suite”).

5.2.1 Indexing

Indexing of crystal diffraction patterns was performed using the CrystFEL Software
suite [Whi12]. Indexing is performed using conventional algorithms, such as the
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”DPS” algorithm implemented in MOSFLM [Pow99, Les07] or the DirAx algorithm
[Dui92]. Indexing is successful if the lattice parameters found by the autoindexing
tool match the known unit cell of the crystal structure. It is also possible to de-
termine the correct unit cell parameters and index the pattern when the unit cell
parameters are not know previously i.e. from an unknown crystal structure. This
procedure relies on the ability of the autoindexing tool to find unit cell parameters
consistent across many diffraction patterns of the same crystal structure in differ-
ent orientations. Such procedure I applied to our preliminary SFX test on TbCatB
crystals in order to extract the unit cell dimensions, see histograms in figure 4.5
from section 4.4.4 of the Chapter 4 (”In-vivo protein crystallization”)

Indexing ambiguities occur in many crystal structures which have less symmetry
than their lattices. For example a rotation by 180◦ might overlay the lattice with
itself but not the structure, which will be in different orientation. Conventional
indexing relies only on the geometrical description of the lattice and is unable to
distinguish orientations of the underlying structure which will change only the in-
tensities of the Bragg spots. In a serial femtosecond crystallography experiment all
indexing ambiguities allowed by the crystal symmetry will be present which will res-
ult in a problem for extraction of structure factors by the Monte Carlo integration.

As in conventional MX, this is a serious problem which relates to twinning [LP84].
While individual nanocrystals may not be twinned, indexing alone does not provide
sufficient information in space groups that support merahedral twinning to allow
merging of data from different microcrystals, without a 50% chance that they are
merged in twin-related orientations. This problem is even worst when working with
partial reflections from crystals of different size. For example in the hexagonal space
group P 63 , which supports merahedral twinning, a rotation by 180◦ normal to the
c axis brings the indexed reciprocal lattice into coincidence with itself, but not the
structure factors, so that there are two ways to combine patterns from two different,
untwinned nanocrystals. (The twinning operation takes reflection (h,k,l) to (k,h,l)
in this case.)

5.2.2 Monte Carlo approach to extraction of structure factors

The duration of a single X-FEL pulse is in the order of few tens of femtoseconds,
therefore the nanocrystal does not move during the exposure. Resulting snapshot
diffraction pattern contain ”partial” Bragg reflections, unlike those recorded at a
synchrotron, where continuous crystal rotation introduced by a goniometer provides
the angular integration across the Bragg condition needed to obtain a full structure
factor. When collecting data using oscillation photography, it is necessary to dis-
tinguish between those reflections which have passed completely through the Ewald
sphere (”full reflections”) and those whose penetration is incomplete (”partial re-
flections”) [Ros79]. Crystals used for SFX also have characteristic size distribution.
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Which adds another complication factor in extraction of structure factors from many
different crystals, because those crystals would have different scattering power which
depends on the number of unit cells [Hol10]. For the smallest nanocrystals, the crys-
tal shape effects will also influence the recorded Bragg intensities. The analysis of
this problem is presented in Chapter 3 (”Introduction to X-ray crystallography”).

When the diffraction patterns contain partially integrated reflections the ex-
traction of full squared structure factors |F (∆k)|2 from equation 3.24 requires a
3D integration over crystal orientation around each Bragg condition. If sufficient
redundancy in the tens of thousands of recorded patterns is available, this may be
achieved by summing all intensity from many randomly oriented nanocrystals within
a small volume around each reciprocal lattice point, thus adopting a ”Monte Carlo”
approach to integration [Kir11]. The integration assumes that the variance of crystal
sizes is small. A suite of programs (CrystFEL) has been developed for the indexing
and Monte Carlo merging of protein nanocrystal diffraction patterns [Whi12]. It
also contain a set of useful scripts and programs that help in extraction figures of
merit for a given data set.

An experimental result of the Monte Carlo integration of squared structure
factors obtained from diffraction patterns recorded at a SFX experiment from thou-
sands of small crystals of different shapes and orientations is presented in the next
chapter. The quality of structure factors improves (crystallographic R-factors and
Rsplit factor improve) when more data is added to the integration. See section 6.6
(”Effect on R factors of the number of indexed patterns”) in the next chapter.

Rsplit = 2−1/2

∑ |Ieven − Iodd|
1

2

∑

(Ieven + Iodd)
, (5.2)

5.3 Radiation damage in SFX

X-rays are ionizing radiation. That means their energy is sufficient to remove elec-
trons bound to atoms when a photon is photo-absorbed. Especially using X-FEL
beams, where the beam intensity is large enough to multiply ionize significant frac-
tion of atoms in the sample [Rud12]. Interaction of X-rays with matter depends
on the cross section and for our case as well as in conventional macromolecular
crystallography (MX) about 98% of 12keV X-rays photons are transmitted through
the sample without interaction. Of the remaining 2%, 84% of the photons are
annihilated in the production of a damaging photo-electron cascade, 8% undergo
Compton scattering, and only the remaining 8% generate useful Bragg scattering.
[Spe12, Hen93].

A measure of the energy deposited in a medium by ionizing radiation per unit
mass is called absorbed dose. It is equal to the energy deposited per unit mass
of medium, which may be measured as joules per kilogram and represented by the
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equivalent SI unit, gray (Gy) The radiation induced damage matters for structure
determination of protein crystals because it destroys the internal order of the crys-
talline lattice and changes the chemical composition of the sample which results
in decreased scattering signal and incomplete reconstructed electron density. The
effects of radiation damage influence also achievable resolution in standard macro-
molecular crystallography. Finer details of the retrieved electron density map are
destroyed first [How09]. The tolerable dose for cryo-cooled protein crystals at syn-
chrotrons to obtain a macromolecular structure was determined experimentally and
is about 30 MGy [Owe06]. However, the rate at which the dose is delivered is im-
portant, at least for MX data collection at room temperatures. That means that
a higher dose rate leads to the crystal being able to withstand a higher absorbed
X-ray dose [Hol09, SD07].

The diffract-before-destroy principle for protein nanocrystals has been demon-
strated at LCLS [Bar11]. The dose delivered to protein nanocrystals in that study
exceeded 3GGy in few tens of femotseconds, but the diffraction was recorded before
the onset of significant radiation damage occurred in the sample. The principal
mechanism of radiation damage is the same in both cases (synchrotrons and X-
FELs), i.e. photo-ionization by energetic X-rays. In SFX case much more ionization
events occur in the sample per volume and time, causing the system literally to
explode after few tens of femtoseconds. In contrast, during conventional MX meas-
urements at synchrotrons using cryo-cooled protein crystals, the radiation induced
damage does not cause the crystal to explode but manifests itself differently. It
destroys the internal order of the crystalline lattice and changes the chemical com-
position of the sample which results in decreased scattering signal and incomplete
reconstructed electron density. There are two kinds of radiation damage in conven-
tional macromolecular crystallography at synchrotrons (MX), global and specific
damage. For MX case the radiation induced processes that occur in the protein
crystal are described in [O’N02]. Radiation induced damage in the MX can be re-
duced by freezing the sample and reducing radicals mean free path in the crystal,
which increases the tolerable dose from the limit that has been observed at room
temperatures.

SFX experiments performed for this thesis on TbCatB and TbIMPDH in-vivo
grown protein crystals were carried out using the gas dynamic virtual nozzle (GDVN)
injector. Thus were carried out at room temperature. The liquid with crystals that
exits the inner capillary remains in thermal equilibrium with the co-axially flown
helium gas. That prevents the liquid from evaporative cooling until X-ray pulse
arrives, which happens only few tens of micrometers down from the nozzle exit, see
section 5.1.1 for detailed description of the liquid jet injector. In our case of protein
in-vivo crystals of TbCatB and TbIMPDH the dose was calculated to be of the
order of around 30 MGy for our experimental parameters, see section 2.5. The dose
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was calculated using the program RADDOSE [Pai10]. It is important to note that
the dose limit for protein crystallography at conventional X-ray sources at room
temperature is about 1 MGy [SD07].

We have not observed any radiation induced damage in the high-resolution elec-
tron density maps of TbCatB and TbIMPDH. Comparison of electron density maps
obtained from TbCatB data collected at two different pulse lengths, 10 and 40 fs,
didn’t reveal any global or specific radiation induced damage. We conclude that
the delivered dose was too low in that cases. X-ray pulses did not carry enough
energy to create significant fraction of ionized atoms that would cause displacement
of atoms and disorder in our crystalline structures before the X-ray pulse termin-
ated. The effects of chemical changes due to photo-ionization, which are causing the
radiation induced changes to the crystal structure during conventional MX studies,
occur at longer time scales and we have not observed it in our SFX experiments due
to very short pulse duration and exploding nature of the ”diffract-before-destroy”
principle. That was confirmed by simulations performed using plasma modelling
code ’CRETIN’ for protein-like assembly of atoms [Sco94, Sco01]. CRETIN is a a
multi-dimensional non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE) radiation transfer
code which can be used to model the ionisation dynamics in protein serial femto-
second crystallography. The modelled behaviour is well reflected in the measure-
ments [Bar11]. This population kinetics plasma code takes into account radiation
transfer for possible deviations from local thermal equilibrium during the X-ray ex-
posure and follow the ionization and heating of the target sample in the photon
pulse as it turns into a warm/hot dense plasma. It also follows changes in the cross
sections and in the optical properties of the sample during exposure [Ber08]. Sim-
ulation parameters that were used for simulating the ionization levels and the root
mean square displacement of atoms were set to match the experimental conditions
of SFX measurements on in-vivo grown crystals. The sample resemble organic ma-
terial of 1 µm in depth, with composition similar to protein without water layer
around.

Simulations were performed for 10 and 40 fs X-ray pulses of 0.2 mJ and 0.6
mJ pulse energy respectively, focused to 10 µm2 and photon energy of 9.4 keV.
This gives the power density of 6kJ/cm2 for 40 fs pulses and 2kJ/cm2 for 10 fs
pulses. The result is shown in the figure 5.5. As visible on the left hand side of
that figure, the fraction of ionized oxygen atoms is very low at this pulse energy and
intensity, which gives negligible values of the average ion displacement σ(t) (right
hand side of that figure). The average ion displacement σ(t) was calculated from
the diffusion coefficient that was obtained from the ion temperatures and the ion
collision frequencies in the function of time obtained from CRETIN simulations.

σ(t) =
√

2ND(t), (5.3)

where N is the number of dimensions, in our case N = 1, D(t) is the average
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Figure 5.5: Simulations using the ’CRETIN’ code. Performed for ”protein” like compos-
ition of atoms using parameters similar to experimental conditions of our SFX measure-
ments on in-vivo grown crystals. Pulse durations 10 and 40 fs, 0.2 mJ and 0.6 mJ pulse
energy respectively, focused to 10 µm2 and photon energy of 9.4 keV. This gives the power
density of 6kJ/cm2 for 40 fs pulses and 2kJ/cm2 for 10 fs pulses. The fraction of ionized
oxygen atoms (left) is very small and would not cause much atomic displacement (right)
for the high-resolution Bragg peaks to turn off as explained in [Bar11].

diffusion coefficient

D(t) =
kBT (t)

mv(t)
, (5.4)

where kB is Boltzmanns constant and m is the weighted mean mass of the ions, T (t)
it the ions temperature, v(t) is the ion collision frequency [Bar11].

5.3.1 Bragg diffraction termination

If the X-FEL pulse has enough irradiance (W/m2) to ionize a significant fraction
of the atoms in the specimen thus to cause significant ion displacement during the
pulse due to the repulsive force between ions, the so called Bragg termination effect
occurs. The Bragg diffraction process may self-terminate before the end of the X-
ray pulse due to the loss of crystalline order [Bar11]. Atoms in a crystal are ionized
when exposed to the intense X-ray radiation from X-FEL. Photoelectrons that are
ejected from atomic shells ionize further atoms. Empty electron shells create Auger
electron cascades that either escape from the nanocrystal or contribute in creation
of larger number of ionized atoms. After few or few tens of femtoseconds the system
becomes charged due to ionization and then explodes due to repelling Coulomb
forces occurring between the atoms [Cal12]. The short-range order is destroyed first
when the atomic displacement increases over the time, which gives rise to the diffuse
background scattering and reduction in the intensity of Bragg peaks [Lom11]. High
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resolution Bragg peaks turn off quicker than low resolution ones.

5.4 Trypanosoma brucei Cathepsin B structure

This section is based on the article ”Natively inhibited Trypanosoma brucei cathep-
sin B structure determined using an x-ray laser” published in Science [Red12]. This
article has been selected one of the top 10 achievements in the year 2012. I have
contributed to this article by characterizing the sample, taking part in performing
the experiment at LCLS and in preparation of liquid jet injectors, analysing and
all diffraction data, calculating figures of merit of the data, solving and refining the
structure, modelling unknown parts into the structure and interpreting the results.

The Trypanosoma brucei cysteine protease cathepsin B (TbCatB), which is in-
volved in host protein degradation [Mac04], is a promising target to develop new
treatments against sleeping sickness, a fatal disease caused by this protozoan para-
site. By combining two recent innovations, in vivo crystallization and serial femto-
second crystallography, we obtained the room-temperature 2.1 Åresolution structure
of the fully glycosylated precursor complex of TbCatB. The structure reveals the
mechanism of native TbCatB inhibition and demonstrates that new biomolecular
information can be obtained by the diffraction before destruction approach of X-ray
free-electron lasers from hundreds of thousand of individual microcrystals.

Over 60 million people are affected by human African trypanosomiasis (HAT),
also known as sleeping sickness, which causes approximately 30,000 deaths per year
[Fre10]. The knock-down of TbCatB in T. brucei resulted in clearance of parasites
from the blood of infected mice and cured the infection [Abd08], qualifying cathepsin
B as a suitable drug target. Cysteine proteases are synthesized as inactive precursors
with N-terminal propeptides that act as potent and selective intrinsic inhibitors until
the proteases enter the lysosome [Lec02] where the propeptide is released, forming
the mature active enzyme.

5.4.1 Experimental details

The Coherent X-ray Imaging (CXI) beamline [Bou10] at the LCLS enables high-
resolution data collection using the SFX approach. We used this instrument to
obtain diffraction data from in-vivo grown crystals of TbCatB produced in the
baculovirus-Sf9 insect cell system. Crystals with average dimensions of approx.
0.9× 0.9× 11µm3 as determined by SEM imaging of dried crystals on silicon nitride
membrane, were flowed in a 4 µm diameter column of buffer fluid at room temper-
ature, at a flow rate of 10 µl/minute, using a liquid microjet. The amount of sample
used was approximately 4 ml of crystal suspension in water of concentration approx-
imately 109 crystals/ml. X-ray pulses from the FEL were focused onto this column
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to a spot of 4µm diameter, prior to the breakup of the jet into drops. Single-pulse
diffraction patterns of randomly oriented crystals, that by chance were present in the
interaction region, were recorded at 120 Hz repetition rate by a Cornell-SLAC pixel
array detector (CSPAD) at 9.4 keV photon energy (1.3 Åwavelength). An average
pulse energy of 0.6 mJ at the sample (4 × 1011 photons per pulse) with a duration
of less than 40 fs gave an x-ray intensity above 1017W/cm2 and a maximum dose of
about 31 MGy per crystal. This dose exceeds that tolerable at room temperature
using conventional data collection approaches due to the radically different time
scales and dose rates.

5.4.2 Data analysis details

Almost 4 million individual snap-shot diffraction patterns were collected. Of these,
293,195 snapshots contained crystal diffraction, which was identified using the data
pre-analyser Cheetah, see Appendix A for reference. From all crystals hits exactly
178,875 (61 %) diffraction patterns were indexed using CrystFEL software suite, see
Appendix B, and combined into a three-dimensional dataset of structure factors by
Monte Carlo integration of partial reflections from each randomly oriented micro-
crystal. The resulting complete set of structure factors contains 25,969 reflections
in a resolution range from 20 to 2.1 Å. The high quality of the merged dataset is
indicated by a Rsplit of 10.2%. Data statistics are summarized in table 5.1 and table
5.2. The data quality metric I/σ(I) for SFX is called Merged I/σ(I) and is differ-
ent to the standard definition. In SFX I means the intensity of reflection extracted
by Monte Carlo integration and σ(I) is the standard deviation of the distribution
of error measurements of I. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 present the Wilson Plot and Rsplit

in function of resolution confirming the good quality of merged structure factors
up to 2.1 Åresolution. The structure was solved by molecular replacement using
the coordinates of the previously determined in vitro crystallized mature TbCatB
structure (PDB ID: 3MOR) [Koo12] as a search model.

Figure 5.8 presents the molecular replacement model used to solve the struc-
ture of in-vivo greown crystals of TbCatB. The green mesh visible in that figure
represents the omit (Fobs − Fcalc) electron density map observed directly after the
molecular replacement phasing procedure. This is where the unknown parts of the
protein model, the propeptide and carbohydrates were located. That parts of the
electron density map obtained form TbCatB crystals are the first new biological
information from protein crystals obtained using an X-FEL. Figure 5.9 presents
TbCatB surface model with the electron density where the propeptide and carbo-
hydrate chains were placed into the observed density basing on the previously known
amino-acid sequence. Final model after model building and refinement is presented
in the figure 5.10.
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Table 5.1: SFX data collection and refinement statistics for TbCatB. Numbers in brackets
represent values for the highest resolution shell.

Data collection

Wavelength (Å) 1.32

Maximum dose per crystal (MGy) 31

Space Group P42212

Cell dimensions a, b, c (Å) 125.4, 125.4, 54.6

VM(Å
3

/Da) / solvent content (%) 3.2 / 61

Number of crystal hits 293,195

Number of indexed patterns 178,875

Number of unique reflections 25,969

Resolution (Å) 20 - 2.1 (2.175 - 2.1)

Completeness (%) 100 (100)

I/σ(I) 11.92 (2.37)

Rsplit 0.10 (0.35)

Redundancy 7,807 (7,060)

Refinement

No. reflections used in refinement 24,648

No. reflections used for Rfree 1,321

Rwork/Rfree 0.181 / 0.214

No. of non-hydrogen atoms

Protein 2,386

Carbohydrate 67

Water 98

B-factors (Å
2

)

Wilson B-factor 49.0

Protein (main chain / side chain) 46.1 / 47.7

Carbohydrate 65.7

Water 50.0

Diffraction precision index (DPI) (Å) 0.146

R.m.s. deviations

Bond lengths (Å) 0.013

Bond angles (◦) 1.578

Av. r.m.s. B-factor main/side chain atoms (Å
2

) 1.491 / 1.937

Ramachandran plot (% of residues)

Most favoured 96.7

Allowed 3.3

Disallowed 0
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Table 5.2: Quality indicators for the individual resolution shells of the TbCatB dataset.

Resolution
shell (Å)

Number of
unique
reflections

Redundancy Merged
I/σ(I)

Rsplit (%)

20.000 – 4.509 2,793 7,541 32.91 3.0

4.509 – 3.585 2,648 8,094 27.57 3.3

3.585 – 3.134 2,609 8,353 19.12 3.5

3.134 – 2.848 2,588 7,656 12.04 5.8

2.848 - 2.645 2,588 7,656 8.22 11.5

2.645 - 2.489 2,568 7,968 5.93 16.2

2.489 - 2.365 2,552 8,212 4.55 19.6

2.365 - 2.262 2,560 7,899 3.59 24.4

2.262 - 2.175 2,536 7,505 2.93 28.5

2.175 - 2.100 2,540 7,060 2.37 35.3
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Figure 5.6: TbCatB Wilson plot.
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Figure 5.7: Rsplit in function of resolution for TbCatB data set.

5.5 Trypanosoma brucei IMPDH structure

In this section I describe my contribution to the experiment during which another
unknown in-vivo crystallized protein structure was solved. I performed in the charac-
terization of the sample, as described in previous chapters, I took part in performing
the experiment at LCLS and in preparation of liquid jet injectors, I performed the
analysis of diffraction data, calculation of figures of merit, structure solution and
refinement of the structure.

The role of TbIMPDH is briefly explained in the section 4.3 of chapter 4. Crys-
tallization was performed in-vivo by SF9 cells after cells were infected by baculovirus
vector containing the target gene in place of the polyhedrin gene. For details ex-
plaining the expression and crystallization systems see chapter 4.

The structure of TbIMPDH was unknown until our successful application of SFX
to in-vivo grown crystals of TbIMPDH. Experiments were performed using the CXI
Coherent X-ray Imaging instrument at LCLS using experimental equipment and
procedures similar to those applied to TbCatB crystals.

After data collection (2 hours 15 minutes), 29,247 hits were identified using data
reducer Cheetah, see appendix A. This corresponds to overall hit rate of 3%. From
identified crystal hits 9,724 could be indexed, which gives 33 % indexing yield. Data
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Figure 5.8: Molecular replacement search model (PDB ID: 3MOR) used to solve the
structure of TbCatB in-vivo crystals (gray) with an omit (Fobs − Fcalc) electron density
map (green) presenting the propeptide and carbohydrate sites. This is the first unknown
biologoical information revealed by X-FEL from protein crystals.
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Figure 5.9: TbCatB surface model with 2Fobs − Fcalc electron densities displayed for the
propeptide and carbohydrate chains. Models of propeptide and carbohydrate chains were
modelled into electron density.
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Figure 5.10: Final TbCatB model in cartoon representation where lines represent the
carbon backbone, spirals and large arrows represent the secondary protein structure, al-
pha helices and beta sheets. Carbohydrate atoms are represented by stick representation.
The green chain is representing the inhibitory propeptide, yellow sticks represent the car-
bohydrate chains – the first new biological information revealed by an X-ray free-electron
laser.
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Table 5.3: Quality measures of TbIMPDH data set in resolution shells up to 3.2 Å res-
olution. Mean redundancy is 184 measurements per reflection. Mean signal to noise ratio
is 4.14 (1.01 in the highest resolution shell).

Resolution shell (Å) Redundancy Merged I/σ(I)

46.5 - 6.9 300 7.28

6.9 - 5.4 232 6.30

5.4 - 4.7 201 6.19

4.7 - 4.3 187 5.76

4.3 - 4.0 175 4.78

4.0 - 3.8 169 3.86

3.8 - 3.6 157 2.81

3.6 - 3.4 140 1.95

3.4 - 3.3 144 1.45

3.3 - 3.2 140 1.01

quality indicators suggest good statistics up to 3.2 Å resolution.
The structure was determined using molecular replacement method. Monomer

of homologue structure of human IMPDH was used as a search model (PDB ID:
1NFB). The crystal structure of TbIMPDH is a tetramer with four subunits re-
lated by a crystallographic 4-fold axis. For comparison, detailed structural and
biochemical analysis of bacterial IMPDH is presented in [Zha99]. After molecular
replacement was successful, amino acid sequence was changed to the Trypanosoma
brucei sequence. Manual model refinement was performed in order to match posi-
tions of flexible loops regions to electron density. Statistics of the TbIMPDH data
set are displayed in the table 5.3. Due to limited beam time we collected only a
fraction of data in comparison to TbCatB which means reduced redundancy and
reduced Merged I/σ(I). Nevertheless, this data was of sufficient quality to determ-
ine the structure of TbIMPDH up to 3.2 Å resolution. If more diffraction data was
collected, better statistics for higher resolution could be obtained and the resolution
limit of the useful diffraction data could be set higher. Current refinement statistics
are presented in the table 5.4. Tetramer of TbIMPDH structure is presented in the
figure 5.12. The Wilson plot for TbIMPDH is displayed in figure 5.11 which presents
the good quality of merged diffraction intensity up to the resolution limit mentioned
above.
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Table 5.4: SFX data collection and refinement statistics for TbIMPDH. Numbers in
brackets represent values for the highest resolution shell.

Data collection

Wavelength (Å) 1.3

Space Group P4212

Cell dimensions a, b, c (Å) 215.0, 215.0, 92.5

VM(Å
3

/Da) / solvent content (%) 3.2 / 61.6

Number of crystal hits 29,247

Number of indexed patterns 9,724

Number of unique reflections 34,541

Resolution (Å) 46.5 - 3.2 (3.1 - 3.2)

Completeness (%) 100 (100)

I/σ(I) 4.14 (1.0)

Redundancy 184 (140)

Refinement

Rwork/Rfree 0.27 / 0.30
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Figure 5.11: TbIMPDH Wilson plot up to 3.2 Åresolution.
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Figure 5.12: Tetramer of TbIMPDH crystal structure solved using SFX and in-vivo
crystallization. This structure is the first completely unknown structure of a biological
macromolecule solved using X-ray radiation from a free-electron laser source.





Chapter6
Verification and assessment of SFX

In this chapter an exhaustive investigation on how well serial femtosecond crystallo-
graphy works for small in-vivo grown crystals is presented. In general this method
can be extended to any other macromolecular structure solved from thousands nano-
or micro-crystals using pulses from an X-ray free-electron laser (X-FEL).

SFX is a new method for obtaining structural information from protein crystals
that are too small for conventional X-ray diffraction studies at synchrotrons. X-FEL
provides many orders of magnitude more brighter X-ray radiation in a single few
femtosecond pulse than any existing synchrotron source. This enabled the possibility
of using nano-sized protein crystals for X-ray crystallography at X-FELs.

At first I present a study about radiation damage to TbCatB protein crystals,
quantify if there was any model bias in TbCatB electron density map obtained from
SFX data due to molecular replacement. I identify what are the main sources of
errors in Monte Carlo approach of merging the data from randomly thousands of
diffraction snap-shots obtained from different, randomly oriented crystals. I present
results obtained for different indexing schemes, detector effects and sizes of crys-
tallines. Lastly, an interesting investigation on unit cell distribution of almost 180
thousands TbCatB crystals is presented and its connection to preferred orientation
of crystals due to flow alignment in the liquid jet injector.

6.1 X-FEL radiation induced specific damage to TbCatB

The TbCatB model has six disulphide bonds between cysteine residues, as shown
in the table 6.1 and in the figure 6.1. Disulphide bonds and carboxyl groups of
acidic residues (Glu, Asp) are particularly sensitive to radiation induced damage
in conventional protein crystallography. The effects of specific (loss of definition of
electron density in sensitive parts of the protein) and global (Bragg spots vanishing
over time, starting from high resolution) radiation damage in conventional protein

69
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Table 6.1: Disulphide bonds in TbCatB molecule. Indicators of local radiation damage.

Number First of a pair Second of a pair

1 CYS 107 CYS 136

2 CYS 119 CYS 162

3 CYS 154 CYS 215

4 CYS 155 CYS 158

5 CYS 184 CYS 219

6 CYS 192 CYS 205

crystallography at synchrotrons are caused by photo-ionization events and following
chemical changes that occur in the sample under exposure. Cryo-cooled samples
withstand larger radiation dose than at room temperature. For details see section
5.3 in chapter 5.

The mechanism of radiation damage to protein crystals during synchrotron meas-
urements is described in [O’N02]. Study about specific radiation damage to in pro-
tein crystals is presented in [Wei00] [Fio07]. The effects of radiation induced damage
to protein crystals at synchrotrons take place on a much longer time scales than in
SFX. In SFX the intense radiation ionizes the atoms of the specimen. The result-
ing photoelectrons, Auger electron cascades and the secondary ionization processes
may influence the quality of the retrieved electron density map by modification to
the electronic structure of atoms in the crystal. This effect could be visible in the
electron density and mostly around disulphide bonds in the TbCatB electron dens-
ity map, due to their higher cross section for absorption and ionization than other
atoms in the structure.

In order to check if TbCatB electron density map obtained from micro-crystals
at room temperature from pulses orders of magnitude brighter than from any syn-
chrotron available presents signs of specific damage, visualization and calculation of
volumes of electron density around disulphide bonds is presented. TbCatB crystals
were inaccessible for synchrotron studies due to small size and sensitivity to con-
ventional radiation damage processes. Maps obtained using SFX approach at X-ray
FEL do not present any observable specific radiation induced damage. This may
be due to the low ionization levels during the exposure, as predicted by CRETIN
simulations presented in previous chapter.

In figure 6.2 a comparison of measured and simulated electron density maps is
presented. Figures and calculations of volumes and contour levels were made using
the ”UCSF Chimera” program. The experimental electron density map (yellow

surface) in that figure was set to show the surface contoured at 0.8306 e−/Å
3

which
corresponds to contour level of 4.53 σ. The simulated electron density map (blue
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Figure 6.1: TbCatb model with disulphide bonds. Carbon atoms backbone of the structure
is shown in white, disulphide bonds are presented in yellow ball and stick representation,
carbohydrate chain is located in the upper right corner also in ball and stick representation.
Atom colour legend is located in the lower left corner.

surface) was set to show the surface contoured at 1.1985 e−/Å
3

which corresponds
to contour level of 4.56 σ. The contour range for the experimental map is <-0.68,

1.22> e−/Å
3

. The contour range for the simulated map is <-0.206, 1.76> e−/Å
3

.
Both maps are comparable at the same contour level, which means that there are no
signs of radiation damage in the experimental data around disulphide bonds at this
resolution. Simulations of the electron density maps were performed by standard
crystallographic software used in X-ray crystallography using the known TbCatB
model.

Additionally, maps used for calculation and displaying contain the same volume
of space – asymmetric unit of TbCatB crystal. The volume of the experimental map

is 41.34 Å
3

and of the simulated map is 52.92 Å
3

. The area of the experimental map

is 186.9 Å
2

and of the simulated map is 274.4 Å
2

. The simulated map has larger
volume and area at the same contour level as measured map, because other residues
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like methionine and cysteine also display some electron density around sulphur atoms
at this sigma level and resolution, whereas experimental map doesn’t. It is depicted
in figure 6.3.

Carboxyl (acidic) residues may also be affected by radiation damage in conven-
tional X-ray crystallography at synchrotrons, for example ASP, HIS, ASN, GLU,
GLN residues. The mechanism of radiation damage to acidic residues is associated
with water radiolysis and creation of free radicals. TbCatB electron density doesn’t
present any observable damage to acidic residues. This could be explained in such
way that on the time scale of the X-ray pulse duration there was no such radiation
mechanism present in our experiment.

Now I will concentrate on only one randomly selected disulphide bond, the Cys-
154 – Cys-215. Figure 6.4 presents comparison of two electron densities around this
selected disulphide bond. There is no difference between measured and simulated
densities, contoured at the same σ = 1 level, indicating that there was no specific
damage to that disulphide bond observed at this resolution.

To check if there is no bias from the model in the electron density maps around
disulphide bonds (2Fobs−Fcalc), I mutated all cysteine residues involved in disulphide
bonds to alanine residues and performed rigid body refinement. Result is displayed
in the figure 6.5. The difference (Fobs − Fcalc) electron density shows up as positive
(green) mesh indicating that there was no bias from the model during refinement of
disulphide bonds described above.

6.2 Errors in Monte Carlo merging of structure factors

In serial femtosecond crystallography a Monte Carlo approach of averaging thou-
sands of measurements of the same partial reflection from many crystals of similar
size but different orientation is performed. One of the main experimental sources of
errors comes form the fact that crystals are flowed across the X-ray beam in a water
jet. This introduces fluctuating amount of water background scattering to diffrac-
tion patterns. The so called ”water ring” is apparent in every snap-shot diffraction
pattern and influences the analysis. Incorrect treatment of fluctuating amount of
background introduces one of the biggest errors in the extracted structure factors.

Background scattering from water is different shot-to-shot because crystals have
a variable size distribution. We assume that the variation in the thickness of the
liquid jet itself is less contributing to the amount of water background than the
variation in the size of crystals. Because the water jets that were imaged by the
ESEM performed very stable and produced little variation in the jet thickness.
Therefore the amount of background in diffraction patterns fluctuates because of
the different size of the crystals that displace different amounts of water in the jet
for every single exposure and introduces errors to structure factors after merging.
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Figure 6.2: Disulphide bonds electron density of TbCatB. Electron density is represented
as opaque surface coloured yellow (experimental data) and blue (simulated data). Contour
of the maps is at the same relative level. From left to right Cys-155 – Cys-158; Cys-154 –
Cys-215; Cys-184 – Cys-219.

Figure 6.3: Electron density of TbCatB asymmetric unit. Electron density is represented
as opaque surface coloured yellow (experimental data) and blue (simulated data). Contour
of the maps is at the same relative level of 4.5 σ.
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Figure 6.4: Disulphide bond between Cys-154 and Cys-215 residues. Blue mesh represents
the measured data, red mesh represents the simulated data. Contour level at 1 σ. Both
experimental and simulated are very similar.

In order to clean diffraction patterns from disturbing water background a median
filter is applied during the hit finding step in Cheetah. The value of every pixel in
an image is reduced by a median calculated from values of surrounding pixels within
the radius of two pixels, see Appendix A. The median filter is better than the mean
filter because pixels with high number of counts due to Bragg peaks do not affect
the median as much as they affect the mean. Resulting diffraction images have the
background suppressed while the Bragg peaks are maintained. This procedure also
helps to reduce the number of false positive hits because Bragg peaks become better
recognizable for the hit finding algorithm. Indexing of clean diffraction patterns is
also improved in comparison to noisy patterns. The resulting intensities obtained
from diffraction patterns subjected to background cleaning procedure have very
similar values to those without background subtraction but the signal to noise ratio
is improved when the background subtraction is applied, see the tables 6.2 and 5.2
for comparison.

For the analysis presented in table 6.2, the analysis of the whole TbCatB data
set was reprocessed without the median background filter in the hit finder step. Hit
finder step is necessary in order to extract hits from non-hits and to save individual
cleaned images. For that case with background in the images the statistics of the
merged data set are worst than in tables 5.1 and 5.2 from chapter 5 where the median
background cleaning filter was applied. In particular the number of hits found is
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Figure 6.5: All six disulphide bonds from the TbCatB model with electron densities.
Cysteine residues were mutated to alanines to avoid bias in the electron density from the
model. Difference (Fobs − Fcalc) electron density shows as green (positive) mesh where
there should be sulphur atoms. Blue mesh is the electron density of the measured data
(2Fobs − Fcalc) contoured at 1 σ, green mesh is contoured at 3 σ.
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Table 6.2: Statistics on the TbCatB data set without median background subtraction. For
comparison to the background subtracted data set see table 5.2.

Resolution shell (Å) Redundancy Merged I/σ(I)

20.000 – 4.509 3553.1 26.0

4.509 – 3.585 3824.9 23.9

3.585 – 3.134 3928.5 18.8

3.134 – 2.848 3642.5 11.9

2.848 - 2.645 3660.6 7.4

2.645 - 2.489 3755.4 5.2

2.489 - 2.365 3901.9 4.0

2.365 - 2.262 3781.9 2.9

2.262 - 2.175 3528.7 2.4

2.175 - 2.100 3264.3 1.3

lower and number of indexed patterns is also lower by approximately half in the non-
subtracted background case. This can be attributed to sensitivity of our hit finding
algorithms to water background in the diffraction patterns. There were 174,019
crystal hits of which 84,624 could be indexed for the data set without background
subtraction. Less crystal hits were found due to larger background oscillations that
suppress the peaks for hit finder routine. Less patterns were indexed for the same
reason. Merged I/σ(I) in resolution shells is lower than in data set of only 59
thousands indexed patterns taken at random from the cleaned, final TbCatB data
set used to solved the structure, see table 6.10 meaning that non-cleaned background
introduced more noise than in the cleaned case. This gives a hint that when the peaks
are weak at high resolution median background subtraction improves the signal to
noise ratio. Also R factors from refinement, when using the same model and rigid
body refinement, are worst in the ”non-cleaned background” case (R factor = 0.209,
R free = 0.2371) than in the final refinement using cleaned diffraction patterns,
which can be also attributed by lower signal to noise ratio in the non-cleaned case.

To conclude, the median filter applied to diffraction images improves the num-
ber of identified diffraction patterns that contain Bragg diffraction signal, improves
indexing rate, signal to noise statistics and R factors from refinement.

The metric that is used in SFX and shows the Monte Carlo integration conver-
gence is the Rsplit factor. It is defined like

Rsplit = 2−1/2

∑

|Ieven − Iodd|
1

2

∑

(Ieven + Iodd)
, (6.1)
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Figure 6.6: Rsplit in the function of the number of indexed patterns. Red points present
the experimental values of Rsplit for TbCatB crystals and the green line represents the fit
to the data of the function f(x) = a/

√

(x) where a is the parameter.

where Ieven represents the intensity of a reflection produced by merging even-numbered
patterns, Iodd represents the intensity of the equivalent reflection from the odd-
numbered patterns and the sum is over all reflections [Whi12].

In the figure 6.6 the Rsplit factor is presented in the function of the number of
indexed patterns. In general the error in approximation follows 1/

√
N dependence

in Monte Carlo sampling, where N is the number of samples in the integration.

Other sources of errors are described below. The SASE X-FEL radiation gener-
ation process and the resulting properties of the X-ray pulses also may influence the
resulting data quality. The duration and the mean of the wavelength distribution
of X-ray pulses changes from pulse to pulse. Additionally each pulse has a different
distribution in the spectrum and the intensity varies for different wavelengths in the
pulse.

Detector related errors also contribute to the resulting data quality. The detector
has a response characteristics which become non linear at high photon signals. This
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can be corrected if the non-linear response function is known. Also incorrect detector
geometry, for example a tilt in the horizontal or vertical direction may introduce
errors in the resulting data quality.

Other source of errors may come from crystal defects or non-isomorphism between
crystals. Historically crystals were called isomorphous if they had closely similar
shapes. Shape was defined by measuring angles between crystal faces using go-
niometer. Nowadays crystals are called isomorphous if they belong to the same space
group and have the same unit cell parameters and their positions of atoms are the
same. Flash-cooling procedures used in synchrotron MX studies may change crystal
dimensions [Jue01][Hal04], therefore reduce the success in merging data sets from
different cryo-cooled crystals. Room temperature crystals are better for structure
solution due to lower isomorphism [Dun05]. Most of the protein crystals remain
the same at room temperature and can be used for multi crystal data collection
(Blundell and Johnson, ”Protein crystallography”, 1976). This fact works for our
advantage because we merge data collected from many thousands different crystals
at room temperature. However, as apparent in following sections, TbCatB crystals
have a variation in their unit cell dimensions that affects the quality of the data set.

6.3 Effects of TbCatB unit cell parameters variation

The TbCatB data set is unique in terms of number of crystals used in the ana-
lysis. No records exists in the history of macromolecular crystallography of such
large number of single crystals of the same protein used for one study. The fact
that TbCatB data set consists of 178,875 single crystal diffraction patterns enables
the analysis of distribution in unit cell parameters. Non-isomorphic crystal classes
could be selected based on the information about unit cell parameters and cluster
analysis. Preferred orientation for the alignment of needle-like particles flown in the
water jet can be obtained with full orientation information coming from indexing
every individual crystal diffraction pattern. Measurements of the average crystalline
domain size based on the width of the Bragg spots and the virtual powder patterns
can be performed and statistical information extracted. Finally the data set can be
divided into subsets depending on the unit cell parameters distribution where out-
liers are excluded from averaging, or depending on the strength of diffraction signal,
resolution, etc. Effects of division into smaller subsets can be verified in terms of
goodness factors from protein model refinement.

Merging one data set of structure factors from distinct protein crystals has been
found to be beneficial in terms of the quality of the resulted data set if the crystals
were identical [Gio12]. This is particularly important for the anomalous dispersion
data sets, where ab initio structure solution depends strongly on the quality of the
data set which often can be completed only using multiple crystals in conventional
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MX data collection techniques. In previous section, small comments were made
about the isomorphism of different crystals composed of one protein type. Room
temperature crystals were found to be more isomorphic than the ones that were
flash-frozen. Cryogenically cooled protein crystals become different to each other
due to differences in crystal size and cooling rates for that crystals. Cryo-cooling in
many cases introduce non-isomorphism. It has been observed that non-isomorphism
in cryo-cooled crystals reduces the quality of merged data set.

6.3.1 Variation of TbCatB unit cell parameters

In this section the mean and standard deviation values for TbCatB unit cell para-
meters obtained by indexing 178,875 single crystal diffraction patterns are presented.
TbCatB crystals belong to the P42212 space group therefore the crystal lattice type
is tetragonal with the unit cell lengths a = b 6= c and angles α = β = γ = 90◦. The
mean unit cell parameters and their relative errors are presented in table 6.3. Histo-
grams of TbCatB unit cell parameters are presented in figure 6.7. The raw unit cell
parameters were obtained by indexing every single-shot TbCatB diffraction pattern
recorded during the experiment without previously knowing unit cell parameters of
TbCatB crystals. Those unit cells are the raw unit cells that were found by the
autoindexing tools used for indexing. The wavelength that was used for indexing
was measured on per shot basis and this information was used for indexing each
diffraction pattern. For comparison, this table presents the relative errors of unit
cell parameters calculated from indexing 8,666 diffraction patterns of tetragonal hen
egg lysozyme single crystals. Data collection on lysozyme crystals was performed
during the same experiment as TbCatB. Relative errors in estimation of the unit cell
parameters from indexing TbCatB and lysozyme diffraction patterns are different,
which suggests that the main contribution to these errors comes from differences of
unit cell dimensions across many crystals of the same kind. Experimental errors that
may contribute to the determination of the unit cell parameters are: incorrect de-
tector geometry (tilt in horizontal or vertical direction) or the change in the sample
to detector distance due to movement of the liquid jet during the experiment or the
finite pixel size.

The expected error in the estimation of the unit cell lengths due to the finite
pixel size can be estimated from:

λ = 2d sin θ

d =
λ

2 sin θ
∆d

d
=

∆θ

tan θ

(6.2)

where ∆θ = P cos 2θ/L is the angular difference due to the pixel size. In our case
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Table 6.3: Mean values and standard deviations of TbCatB unit cell parameters measured
from 178,875 TbCatB micro-crystals with relative errors. Last column presents relative
errors in the unit cell parameters determined for lysozyme protein crystals during the same
experiment.

Parameter Mean St. dev. Error % Error (lysozyme) %

a (Å) 126.12 0.62 0.49 0.26

b (Å) 126.64 0.68 0.53 0.25

c (Å) 54.32 0.23 0.42 0.30

α (◦) 90.01 0.43 0.47 0.16

β (◦) 89.98 0.36 0.40 0.17

γ (◦) 90.00 0.43 0.47 0.16

the pixel size was P=0.11 mm and the distance between the detector and the liquid
jet was L=127 mm. The 2θ at the resolution of 2.5 Å is equal to 15.3 degrees. The
relative error ∆d/d = 0.62%.

6.3.2 Data points and Principal Component Analysis

In order to reveal if there is any special subset of TbCatB crystals that has unit cell
parameters systematically different to other crystals in the whole TbCatB data set,
we could look at plots of (a,b,c) and (α, β, γ) unit cell parameters or use Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), a generic approach used to deduce relationships among
multiple datasets. See figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11.

In order to calculate principal components I performed Singular Value Decom-
position (SVD) on TbCatB unit cell parameters. In SVD, a m× n real or complex
matrix A is decomposed into A = USV T , where U is a m × n real or complex
unitary matrix whose columns are called left singular vectors of A, S is a m × n
diagonal matrix with non negative entries σii called singular values of A, ordered on
the diagonal with decreasing magnitude, and V T is a conjugate transpose V , which
is a n × n real or complex unitary matrix whose columns are called right singular
vectors of A.

Singular values obtained after SVD performed on unit cell lengths and angles
separately are presented in the first column of the table 6.4 and 6.6 respectively.
These values indicate the variance of the linearly independent components along each
dimension. A normalized eigenvalue will indicate the percentage of total variance.
This is shown in the second column of the tables 6.4 and 6.6 as the cumulative sum
of percentage contributions for each component.

The matrix V T from SVD analysis is presented in tables 6.5 and 6.7 for lengths
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Figure 6.7: Histograms of TbCatB unit cell parameters measured from 178,875 TbCatB
micro-crystals. Mean values were subtracted from every measurement.
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Figure 6.8: Data points of 178,875 TbCatB a,b,c unit cell parameters, axis scales in
(nm). Mean values were subtracted from every measurement.
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Figure 6.9: Data points of 178,875 TbCatB α, β, γ unit cell parameters, axis scales is in
( ◦). Mean values were subtracted from every measurement.
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Table 6.4: Singular values from SVD on a,b,c unit cell parameters.

Singular values Cumulative percentage

24.3502 0.5876

19.1067 0.9493

7.1526 1.0000

Table 6.5: V T matrix from SVD on a,b,c unit cell parameters

0.5564 0.8304 -0.0290

0.8301 -0.5570 -0.0262

0.0379 0.0095 0.9992

Table 6.6: Singular values from SVD on α, β, γ unit cell parameters.

Singular values Cumulative percentage

168.6687 0.5872

107.1565 0.8242

92.2925 1.0000

Table 6.7: V T matrix from SVD on α, β, γ unit cell parameters.

-0.6009 -0.7449 0.2899

-0.5251 0.0944 -0.8458

-0.6027 0.6604 0.4479

and angles respectively. Singular vectors are in rows of those matrices. The data
points of a,b,c and α, β, γ projected on principal components is presented in fig-
ures 6.10 and 6.11.

The plots with data points and especially those that present projections of data
on singular vectors show that any specific subset of unit cell lengths or angles is
apparent.

6.3.3 R-factor analysis of sub sets of TbCatB data set

The whole TbCatB data set was divided into smaller subsets of indexed diffraction
patterns basing on the information of unit cell lengths obtained from indexing. The
subsets are characterized by gradually smaller variance of unit cell lengths from
their mean values. For comparison the same number of indexed patterns was chosen
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Figure 6.10: PCA of a,b,c unit cell parameters, scale in (nm). Mean value was subtracted
from each dimension.

randomly from the whole data set.

Crystals of the same kind that have similar unit cell parameters should have the
most isomorphic internal structure, therefore the merged structure factors according
to the Monte Carlo method of integration, from subsets of patterns that were indexed
with similar unit cell parameters should have higher quality than the ones where all
crystals were included in the integration. Later, by using the final TbCatB model
for rigid body refinement on subsets of data, we can obtain information on how good
the data sets are by comparison of values of R factors.

A set of indexed diffraction patterns with values of the unit cell lengths very close
to mean values consist of 14,363 patterns. A set of indexed diffraction patterns with
values of the unit cell lengths with larger variation from mean values consist of 52,238
patterns. Those subsets were chosen basing on the following criteria: In the program
indexamajig from the CrystFEL software suite, one of the user defined parameters
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Figure 6.11: PCA of α, β, γ unit cell parameters, scale in ( ◦). Mean value was subtracted
from each dimension.
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sets the percentage of allowed variation of the reciprocal unit cell lengths when
comparing the found unit cell parameters after indexing the diffraction pattern to
the set of parameters provided by the user. In this case the given unit cell parameters
were set to be the mean values of the unit cell parameters obtained from histograms
from the figure 6.7).

In order to compare the quality metrics (R factors from refinement) of those
subsets I selected the same number of patterns at random from the whole TbCatB
data set and performed rigid body refinement to calculate the R and R free factors
and also calculated the redundancies and signal to noise ratios in ten resolution
shells using the CrystFEL software suite.

The whole TbCatB data set consists of 178,875 indexed diffraction patterns. The
R factor and R free for this data set equal 18.10 % and 21.41 % respectively. This set
has been indexed using tolerances for change in the reciprocal unit cell parameters
of 5% for reciprocal lengths and 1.5 degrees for angles. Redundancies and signal to
noise levels for this data set are presented in the table 6.8.

Subset that consists of 52,238 diffraction patterns was selected by reducing the
tolerance for change in the reciprocal unit cell parameters to 0.5% for reciprocal
lengths and 0.15 degrees for angles. Redundancies and signal to noise levels for
this data set are presented in the table 6.9. After refinement I obtained this R
factors: 19.71 %, R free: 22.27 %. In order to compare those values I selected at
random similar number (52,150) of patterns from the whole data set and performed
refinement using the same model and refinement procedure. With this data set I
obtained R factor of 20.02 % and R free of 22.51 %. Redundancies and signal to
noise levels for this data set are presented in the table 6.10.

I have reduced the tolerance for change in the reciprocal unit cell parameters
even further, to 0.3% for reciprocal lengths and 0.15 degrees for angles. The res-
ulting subset of TbCatB diffraction patterns consists of 14,363 indexed patterns.
Redundancies and signal to noise levels for this data set are presented in the table
6.11. Refinement on this subset gave that R factors: 20.34 % and R free 23.85 %.
The same number of patterns (14,439) taken at random from the whole data set
gives that R factor: 22.03 % and R free 24.77 %. It is important to note that the
subset of data with unit cell parameter closest to mean values contain significantly
higher signal at high resolution in comparison to the subset taken at random from
the full data set.

Summary of the above mentioned analysis can be found in the table 6.13. The
above analysis suggests that the subset of TbCatB data merged from crystals with
unit cell parameters with the smallest variance from the mean values presented
here is better in terms of the R factors from refinement and signal to noise ratio
than the subset of the same number of patterns selected randomly from the whole
TbCatB data set. This fact also suggests that the convergence of the Monte Carlo
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Table 6.8: Quality measures of the whole TbCatB data set that consist of 178,875 indexed
diffraction patterns.

Resolution shell (Å) Redundancy Merged I/σ(I)

20.000 – 4.509 7466 33.00

4.509 – 3.585 8086 27.66

3.585 – 3.134 8350 19.19

3.134 – 2.848 7659 12.09

2.848 - 2.645 7785 8.23

2.645 - 2.489 7967 5.94

2.489 - 2.365 8204 4.55

2.365 - 2.262 7910 3.59

2.262 - 2.175 7501 2.93

2.175 - 2.100 7061 2.37

integration could be reached faster by using patterns that were index with similar
unit cell parameters, at least for the TbCatB case. The higher values of the mean
integrated intensities presented in the last columns of tables 6.11 and 6.12 suggests
that those crystals give more counts in the Bragg peaks recorded on the detector,
which suggests that they are either better ordered or bigger than the ones which
have unit cell parameters more distinct than the mean values. Nevertheless, the
best R factors and signal to noise statistics are obtained from the whole data set
which suggests that the the best strategy for SFX data collection is to use as many
indexable patterns as the experiment allows to collect in order to improve the signal
to noise ratio to the highest resolution that the crystals give detectable signal, which
then allows to improve the quality of resulting electron density.

6.3.4 Investigation on flow alignment of TbCatB crystals

TbCatB crystals grew inside living SF9 insect cells. They acquired needle-like shapes
with some distribution of sizes as presented in previous sections. The mean of that
distribution of crystal sizes is 0.9 × 0.9 × 11.0µm3. It was calculated from 300
measurements of width and length of TbCatB crystals performed by using SEM
imaging. The fact that TbCatB crystals are have needle like shapes with the aspect
ration of approximately 11, introduces the occurrence of directional alignment of
crystals when flown throughout liquid jet of 4µm in diameter at the flow rate of
10µl/min.

The subset of 14,000 TbCatB diffraction patterns that was indexed using the
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Table 6.9: Quality measures of the subset of 52,238 diffraction patterns indexed with
reduced tolerances (as explained in the text of this section).

Resolution shell (Å) Redundancy Merged I/σ(I)

20.000 – 4.509 2204 19.24

4.509 – 3.585 2326 16.42

3.585 – 3.134 2451 12.39

3.134 – 2.848 2227 8.00

2.848 - 2.645 2295 5.50

2.645 - 2.489 2322 3.87

2.489 - 2.365 2337 2.81

2.365 - 2.262 2246 2.22

2.262 - 2.175 2216 1.82

2.175 - 2.100 2138 1.47

Table 6.10: Quality measures of the subset of 52 thousands diffraction patterns selected
at random from the whole TbCatB data set.

Resolution shell (Å) Redundancy Merged I/σ(I)

20.000 – 4.509 2201 17.89

4.509 – 3.585 2288 14.62

3.585 – 3.134 2417 10.09

3.134 – 2.848 2280 6.55

2.848 - 2.645 2276 4.41

2.645 - 2.489 2298 3.10

2.489 - 2.365 2363 2.24

2.365 - 2.262 2304 1.77

2.262 - 2.175 2187 1.44

2.175 - 2.100 2006 1.27
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Table 6.11: Quality measures of the subset of 14 thousands diffraction patterns indexed
with reduced tolerances (as explained in the text of this section). The ”Mean(I)” column
contain the mean values if integrated intensities from reflections that in given resolution
shell. The units of the last column are analog-to-digital units (ADU).

Resolution shell (Å) Redundancy Merged I/σ(I) Mean(I)

20.000 – 4.509 619 10.42 2580.76

4.509 – 3.585 614 8.65 1495.81

3.585 – 3.134 679 6.85 659.35

3.134 – 2.848 635 4.66 274.47

2.848 - 2.645 641 3.27 136.06

2.645 - 2.489 633 2.38 70.63

2.489 - 2.365 619 1.69 41.68

2.365 - 2.262 614 1.36 30.48

2.262 - 2.175 618 1.10 21.60

2.175 - 2.100 603 0.88 16.07

Table 6.12: Quality measures of the subset of 14 thousands diffraction patterns selected
at random from the whole TbCatB data set. The ”Mean(I)” column contain the mean
values if integrated intensities from reflections that in given resolution shell. The units of
the last column are analog-to-digital units (ADU).

Resolution shell (Å) Redundancy Merged I/σ(I) Mean(I)

20.000 – 4.509 613 9.58 1620.65

4.509 – 3.585 616 7.64 885.23

3.585 – 3.134 635 4.44 299.92

3.134 – 2.848 658 2.77 106.57

2.848 - 2.645 598 1.68 46.32

2.645 - 2.489 613 0.98 18.66

2.489 - 2.365 682 0.70 10.64

2.365 - 2.262 688 0.54 6.54

2.262 - 2.175 573 0.50 6.24

2.175 - 2.100 434 0.42 5.99
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Table 6.13: Summarized table of the analysis of subsets of TbCatB data set.

Data set name R(%) R free(%) Redundancy Merged I/σ(I) (at 2.1 Å)

Full TbCatB 18.10 21.41 7799 2.37

52k tolerances 19.71 22.27 2277 1.47

52k random 20.02 22.51 2262 1.27

14k tolerances 20.34 23.85 628 0.88

14k random 22.03 24.77 612 0.42

smallest tolerance for the change of unit cell parameters from mean values of the
unit cell parameters distribution and the subset of the same number of TbCatB
diffraction patterns selected at random from the whole TbCatB data set, see previous
section, was used to investigate the flow alignment of TbCatB crystals.

The number of measurements (redundancy) per h,k,l indices was visualised in two
dimensions using render hkl program from CrystFEL software suite. One section
from the three dimensional set of indices from both subsets of TbCatB data was
chosen for displaying. This section presents the cut trough the middle of the three
dimensional set of indices with ”a” crystal axis normal to the plane of the paper,
”b” crystal axis aligned horizontally to the paper plane and ”c” crystal axis aligned
vertically to the paper plane. Those sections are presented in figures 6.12 and 6.13.
The colour scale has the same relative values in both images, from 0 (black) to 1
(white).

In the figure 6.12 it is possible to notice that there are missing wedges in the
number of measurements per given h,k,l value. The same situation occurs in the
data set selected at random from the full TbCatB data set, see figure 6.13, but the
missing wedge is smaller in that case. The colour scale is equal in both figures and
represents number of measurements of particular h,k,l value that was performed
during indexing. It can bee seen that the random data set has lower degree of flow
alignment.

In conclusion, the subset of data with unit cell parameters closer to the mean
values of the unit cell parameters, comes from crystals with higher aspect ratio (long
needles) that had more directional flow alignment during the X-ray exposure than
the other subset of data chosen randomly from the whole data set. One can also no-
tice that the integrated signal measured by the detector is greater in the flow aligned
case, see tables with mean values of detector counts in function of resolution shells
in the previous section. A clear sign of flow alignment can be seen in the virtual
2D powder pattern created by summing 2,700 subsequent diffraction patterns, see
figure 6.14. Therefore, larger crystals are better flow aligned in the water jet, give
stronger scattering signal but in order to measure a complete data set from needle
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Figure 6.12: Directional flow alignment of 14,000 TbCatB crystals from the subset of data
that was indexed with unit cell parameters close to mean values of the unit cell parameters
distribution obtained by indexing the whole data set.

like crystal systems that additionally have little symmetry internal one should con-
sider this effect. One solution could be for example to perform measurement further
down from the exit of the nozzle, where the liquid jet brakes up into droplets, which
could disturb the directional flow alignment obtained in the region where the thin
liquid jet is formed.

6.4 Estimation of the size of ordered domain

If the assumption is made that ordering of the crystalline lattice is limited to small
regions irregularly spaced, the linear dimension of the ordered domains may be
estimated by the FWHM (full width at half maximum) or integral breadth of the
Bragg peak. According to the Scherrer equation [Sch18, Pat39], a crystal block of
dimension D produces a diffraction peak having an approximate integral breadth B
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Figure 6.13: Directional flow alignment of 14,00 TbCatB crystals with unit cell paramet-
ers selected at random from the whole distribution of TbCatB unit cell parameters. Less
flow alignment is apparent in comparison to the previous figure.

given by

B ∼= K · λ
D · cos θB

, (6.3)

whereK is the dimensionless shape factor typically equal to 0.96, λ is the wavelength
of incident radiation, θB is the Bragg angle. Integral breadth B of a reflection is
defined as the ratio of the peak area to the peak maximum. Integral breadth of the
peak is inversely proportional to the crystal size.

Using equation 6.3 and the geometry for our TbCatB experiment (110 µm2 pixel
size, 144 mm detector distance, the beam spot size 10 µm2 and λ = 1.32Å) I
estimated the FWHM of a Bragg peak to be of the order of 1 pixel for 1 µm ordered
domain size. For 0.5 µm domain size the FWHM of the Bragg peak should have the
size of 2 pixels as seen in the figure 6.15.

Calculations of the integral breadths of Bragg peaks recorded during the ex-
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Figure 6.14: TbCatB powder pattern created by summing 2,700 subsequent diffraction
patterns. Signs of directional flow alignment are apparent in different spacings of the
powder rings. This suggests that the smallest unit cell dimension along the c crystal axis
is aligned along the direction of the liquid flow.
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Figure 6.15: Estimation of a Bragg peak FWHM using Scherrers formula. The Bragg
peak FWHM is expressed in no. of pixels calculated for TbCatB experimental parameters
in the function of the scattering vector q (1/nm). The solid line corresponds to the Bragg
peak FWHM calculated for the ordered domain of the size of 1µm and the dashed line
corresponds to the Bragg FWHM calculated for the ordered domain of the size of 0.5µm.

periment were performed for 360 TbCatB diffraction patterns selected at random
from the whole data set. A sum of 3,763 Bragg peaks were found and their integral
breadths were calculated using modified CrystFEL routines. Resulting estimations
of ordered domain size of TbCatB crystals by applying the Scherreers formula are
presented in figure 6.16. The mean size of the ordered domain was estimated to
be equal to 138.4 nm with standard deviation of 33.8 nm. The parameters of the
Gaussian fit to the histogram presented in figure 6.17 as a green line are equal to:
A = 17904.1 with the asymptotic standard error of ±705.8, µ = 114.5nm with the
asymptotic standard error of ±1.3, σ = 28.4nm with the asymptotic standard error
of ±1.3 and the fitted function is presented in equation 6.4. From this analysis one
can deduce the expected average width of the recorded Bragg peak and then use this
information to optimise the width of the region from which CrystFEL integrates the
Bragg peaks. In the case of TbCatB the integration radius was set to 4 pixels.

Gauss(x) =
A

σ
√
2π

exp(−1

2
(
x− µ

σ
)2) (6.4)

I performed the same analysis, as described above, to other protein crystals
that were investigated during other SFX experiment performed by our collabora-
tion. This additional analysis aims to prove that by using integral breadths and the
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Figure 6.16: TbCatB ordered domain size in function of the scattering vector q (1/nm),
estimated from 3,763 measurements of integral breadths of Bragg peaks by using the Scher-
rer formula.

Scherrer equation we can retrieve the average size of the ordered crystalline domain
size with good accuracy. During that experiment we were using nano-crystals of
Photosystem I protein (PSI) prepared by our collaborator. The dynamic light scat-
tering (DLS) measurement, that is able to retrieve the average radius of a particle
in aqueous solution, was performed on PSI nano-crystals in solution shortly before
they were injected to the FEL beam. The size distribution of PSI nano-crystals as
measured by DLS is presented in figure 6.19. The average PSI crystal size that was
measured by DLS is equal to 767±117nm.

The experimental parameters during SFX data collection of PSI nano-crystals
were as follows: the wavelength was set to λ =2.06Å (λ=6keV), the sample to
detector distance was set to L=2.6 meters and we also used the CSPAD the detector
to record diffraction patterns of PSI nano-crystals. One of the PSI Bragg spots is
presented in figure 6.20.

The figure 6.18 presents analysis performed for photosystem I (PSI) nano-crystals
in the same way as described above. The number of PSI diffraction patterns used
in the analysis was equal to 421 and the number of measurements of Bragg peaks
integral breadths was equal to 1,133. The average size of the ordered domain of PSI
nano-crystals was estimated using the Scherrers formula to be equal to 902.2 nm with
standard deviation of 245.7 nm. Both estimations, of the average ordered crystalline
size from DLS and from measurements of integral breadths of PSI Bragg peaks, are
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Figure 6.17: Histogram with fitted Gaussian curve of TbCatB ordered domain sizes es-
timated from 3,763 measurements of integral breadths of Bragg peaks by using the Scherrer
formula.

comparable within the estimated standard deviations of the distributions. This fact
may suggest that the PSI nano-crystals consist of one ordered domain whereas in
TbCatB crystals the average domain size is smaller than the average dimensions of
the crystals.

6.4.1 Size of ordered domain by virtual powder analysis

By adding up single crystal diffraction patterns one can achieve a diffraction pattern
that is very similar to the X-ray powder diffraction pattern collected from many
crystallites at once. Powder diffraction patterns contain rings which widths depend
on the average ordered domain size as given previously by the Scherrer’s equation.

Protein powder diffraction patterns contain many overlapping rings. In order
to retrieve only one strong powder ring from the TbCatB data set I performed the
following analysis. From the whole data set of indexed TbCatB diffraction patterns
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Figure 6.18: PSI ordered domain size in function of the scattering vector q (1/nm), es-
timated from 1,133 measurements of integral breadths of Bragg peaks by using the Scherrer
formula.

I selected those that contain only (6,0,0) reflection and added them up, previously
correcting for the wavelength fluctuations that occur on per shot basis due to the
SASE effects. Wavelengths were recorded on per shot basis. There were 1,555
diffraction patterns that contained that reflection. I selected patterns with this
particular reflection because reflections (5,0,0) and (7,0,0) are not occurring due to
the space group symmetry, which means that this ring is very well separated from
others in the virtual powder pattern. The resulting radial average of this virtual
powder pattern is presented in figure 6.21 which shows one peak separated from
others and having much larger intensity than the other peaks.

A magnified region of that virtual powder pattern presenting the data in the
resolution range from 0.02 1/Å to 0.065 1/Å is presented in the figure 6.22. The
FWHM of the (6,0,0) peak was estimated to be equal to 0.00153 1/Å. Which
according to the Scheerer’s formula presented above corresponds to the average
ordered domain size of D=65.3 nm.

The width of TbCatB powder ring is influenced by the average ordered domain
size and the variation of unit cell parameters. The equation 6.2 (∆d/d = ∆θ/tgθ)

can be converted to ∆d/d = ∆s/s, where s = 1/d (Å
−1

). After an easy trans-
formation we obtain that ∆d = ∆s × d2. Because the width of the powder ring
is a convolution of the widths of the distribution of unit cell lengths and the aver-
age ordered domain size we can estimate what is the width of the unit cell lengths
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Figure 6.19: PSI crystal size. From dynamic light scattering measurements (DLS). Mean
of the distribution is around 770 nm and is stable over time as visible in the lower part of
the figure.
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Figure 6.20: A single PSI Bragg spot as recorded on one of the panels of the CSPAD
detector selected from the distribution of PSI Bragg spots.

distribution from:

σ2

cell = σ2

ring − σ2

size, (6.5)

where σcell is the value that we want to obtain from the knowledge of the width of the
powder ring, σring = 0.00153 1/Å. The σsize = 0.000724 (1/Å) is the average domain
size as estimated from the integral breadth analysis from previous section. The
resulting σcell = 0.0013 (1/Å) which we when put into the equation ∆d = ∆s × d2

in order to obtain the width of the unit cell length distribution. For the (6,0,0)
reflection and the unit cell length a = 126 Å, the d=126/6=21 Å.

∆d = 0.0013× 212 = 0.57 Å (6.6)

which is very close to the value of the standard deviation of the unit cell length ”a”
obtained from indexing.
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Figure 6.21: A virtual powder pattern created by summing up 1,555 indexed single crystal
TbCatB diffraction patterns that contain the (6,0,0) reflection. This has been realized in
order to select one diffraction ring for further analysis of its width and to ensure that this
ring will not overlap with other rings in the virtual powder pattern. The correction for per
pulse wavelength instabilities was applied.

6.5 Indexing schemes

Diffraction patterns collected during our SFX measurements were indexed using the
CrystFEL software suite as explained in Chapters 3 and 5 and Appendix B. There
are three methods implemented in the CrystFEL for indexing single crystal diffrac-
tion patterns basing on the positions of Bragg peaks found in the diffraction pat-
tern. The first scheme uses Mosflm [Les07], the second scheme uses DirAx [Dui92].
The first scheme uses the conventional ”DPS” autoindexing algorithm, the second
uses the conventional DirAx autoindexing algorithm and the third uses ReAx, an
experimental algorithm, similar to the fast Fourier transform (FFT) autoindexing
algorithm described in [Ste97]. In the ReAx method, the three dimensional positions
of the peaks in the diffraction pattern are calculated by mapping the peaks onto the
Ewald sphere in reciprocal space. Once the three dimensional positions of the peaks
in a diffraction pattern are established, the FFT searches for the interplanar vector
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Figure 6.22: A virtual powder pattern created by summing up 1,555 indexed single crystal
TbCatB diffraction patterns that contain the (6,0,0) reflection. This has been realized in
order to select one diffraction ring for further analysis of its width and to ensure that this
ring will not overlap with other rings in the virtual powder pattern. Correction of per pulse
wavelength instabilities was applied.

candidates of the lengths within a 10% tolerance of the reference unit cell paramet-
ers. The vectors that match the largest number of calculated reciprocal positions of
the Bragg peaks from the diffraction pattern are selected to be the unit cell vectors.

The full TbCatB data set was indexed using the known unit cell parameters
of TbCatb crystals determined previously, using both DirAx and Mosflm indexing
schemes at once in CrysFEL, i.e. when one failed to index a given diffraction pattern
with the provided unit cell parameters the second scheme was used. If any of the
schemes were not successful in indexing then the patterns was rejected as non-
indexable. The indexing relies strongly on the ability of finding the positions of
the Bragg peaks on diffraction pattern and then on translating them into unit cell
vectors. The indexing yield of those two indexing methods using known unit cell
parameters on the whole TbCatB data set was 61%. In this section I will describe
which combination of the three above mentioned indexing schemes is the best for
TbCatB data set.
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Table 6.14: Mean and standard deviations of unit cell parameters measured from 104,115
TbCatB crystals indexed using only Mosflm. The space group of TbCatB crystals is
P42212. Tetragonal primitive: a = b 6= c, α = β = γ = 90◦.

Parameter Mean Standard dev.

a (Å) 126.096 0.537

b (Å) 126.096 0.537

c (Å) 54.237 0.288

α (◦) 90.000 1.756e-05

β (◦) 90.000 1.767e-05

γ (◦) 90.000 2.261e-05

6.5.1 Indexing TbCatB data set using only Mosflm

In this study case only the Mosflm scheme in CrystFEL was used to index the full
TbCatB data set. Resulting indexed data set consists of 104,155 indexed diffraction
patterns, which gives indexing yield of 33%, much lower than for the final, full
TbCatB data set which is 61%. Mosflm imposes unit cell constraints according
to the space group of the crystals. Standard deviations of the resulting unit cell
lengths are similar as in indexing with DirAx and Mosflm but for unit cell angles it
gives much lower deviation, see the table 6.14. This is because of the space group
constraint. R factor analysis on the data set indexed only using Mosflm: R factor
equals 19.44 %, R free equals 22.20 %. R factors from refinement using the data set
indexed only by Mosflm are worst than form the whole TbCatB data set indexed
using Mosflm and Dirax, see table 5.1 for comparison. Signal to noise ratios and
redundancies in resolution shells are presented in the table 6.15. The signal to noise
ratios and redundancies are also worst than in the whole TbCatB data set indexed
using Mosflm and Dirax, see table 5.2 for comparison. Indexing using only the
Mosflm scheme is not as good as indexing using both Mosflm and Dirax schemes at
once.

6.5.2 Indexing TbCatB data set using only DirAx

In this study case only the DirAx scheme in CrystFEL was used to index the full
TbCatB data set. Resulting indexed data set consists of 170,972 indexed diffraction
patterns, which gives indexing yield of 55%. Combining both indexing schemes,
DirAx and Mosflm gives indexing yield of 61%. DirAx does not impose the unit
cell constraints according to the space group, as it is done by Mosflm. Standard
deviations of the resulting unit cell lengths are similar as in indexing with DirAx
and Mosflm, see the table 6.16. R factors from refinement using the data set indexed
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Table 6.15: Quality measures of the TbCatB data set indexed using only Mosflm.

Resolution shell (Å) Redundancy Merged I/σ(I)

20.000 – 4.500 4375 25.52

4.509 – 3.585 4669 21.52

3.585 – 3.134 4832 15.34

3.134 – 2.848 4423 9.46

2.848 - 2.645 4520 6.24

2.645 - 2.489 4616 4.28

2.489 - 2.365 4741 2.99

2.365 - 2.262 4538 2.36

2.262 - 2.175 4361 1.94

2.175 - 2.100 4085 1.61

Table 6.16: Mean and standard deviations of unit cell parameters measured from 170,972
TbCatB crystals indexed using DirAx only. The space group of TbCatB crystals is P42212.
Tetragonal primitive: a = b 6= c, α = β = γ = 90◦.

Parameter Mean Standard dev.

a (Å) 125.992 0.525

b (Å) 126.812 0.617

c (Å) 54.3221 0.222

α (◦) 90.022 0.466

β (◦) 89.985 0.356

γ (◦) 90.004 0.447

only by DirAx are worst than from the whole TbCatB data set. The R factor equals
19.04 %, R free equals 21.40 %. Signal to noise ratio in resolution shells is presented
in the table 6.17 and are also worst than in the whole TbCatB data set. Indexing
using only the DirAx scheme is not as good as indexing using both Mosflm and
Dirax schemes at once but better than in the case where only the Mosflm scheme
was used.

6.5.3 Indexing using only ReAx

Similar analysis was performed using only the ReAx indexing method which is cur-
rently under development in the CrystFEL software suite. Resulting indexed data
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Table 6.17: Quality measures of the TbCatB data set indexed using only DirAx.

Resolution shell (Å) Redundancy Merged I/σ(I)

20.000 – 4.500 7191 32.09

4.509 – 3.585 7726 26.87

3.585 – 3.134 7962 18.73

3.134 – 2.848 7283 11.95

2.848 - 2.645 7433 8.06

2.645 - 2.489 7614 5.85

2.489 - 2.365 7849 4.51

2.365 - 2.262 7507 3.58

2.262 - 2.175 7172 2.91

2.175 - 2.100 6688 2.37

set consists of 262,425 indexed diffraction patterns, which gives indexing yield of
84%. This is 23% more indexed patterns than by using Mosflm and DirAx com-
bined methods. However, the R factor analysis on the data set indexed only using
ReAx reveals lower quality data set than the final TbCatB data set indexed by using
Mosflm and DirAx together. The R factor in the ReAx case equals to 20.09 %, R
free equals to 23.72 %. The higher than previously obtained R free value indicates
that the merged set of structure factors is of lower quality than the sets obtained
by using other indexing schemes. This is also apparent in the Wilson plots in figure
6.23. This suggests that the highest usable resolution for that data set indexed only
using DirAx is lower than 2.1 Å. Another indicator of that fact is the Rsplit plot in
function of resolution, see the figure 6.24. Indeed, as visible in the table 6.18 the
”Merged I/σ(I)” is lower than in previous cases.

In conclusion, the indexing scheme that was the best from all currently available
in terms of the lowest R factors from refinement and the best redundancy with the
highest signal to noise ratios in resolution shells was the combination of two indexing
methods that use Mosflm and DirAx.

6.6 Effect on R factors of the number of indexed patterns

In this section I am comparing the effects on Rsplit, R work, R free, signal to noise
and redundancies in function of the number of indexed patterns by both methods
Mosflm and DirAx. The Rsplit quality factor is defined like:
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Table 6.18: Quality measures of the TbCatB data set indexed using only ReAx.

Resolution shell (Å) Redundancy Merged I/σ(I)

20.000 – 4.500 11150 24.09

4.509 – 3.585 11863 15.91

3.585 – 3.134 12334 8.51

3.134 – 2.848 11360 4.40

2.848 - 2.645 11401 2.84

2.645 - 2.489 11691 1.96

2.489 - 2.365 11830 1.50

2.365 - 2.262 11555 1.22

2.262 - 2.175 11157 1.18

2.175 - 2.100 10850 1.20
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Figure 6.23: Wilson plot of of TbCatB data set indexed using only ReAx method (solid)
and for the final TbCatB data set indexed using DirAx and Mosflm (dashed).
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Figure 6.24: Plot of Rsplit of TbCatB data set indexed using only ReAx method (solid)
and for the final TbCatB data set indexed using DirAx and Mosflm (dashed).

Rsplit = 2−1/2

∑ |Ieven − Iodd|
1

2

∑

(Ieven + Iodd)
, (6.7)

where Ieven represents the intensity of a reflection produced by merging even-numbered
patterns, Iodd represents the intensity of the equivalent reflection from the odd-
numbered patterns and the sum is over all reflections [Whi12] in given resolution
limit. Here I use the resolution limits of the final TbCatB data set (20.0Å–2.1Å).
All data set quality indicators become worst when the number of indexed patterns
decreases, see the table 6.19 and the plot of Rsplit in the function of number of
indexed patterns 6.25 for reference.
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Table 6.19: Table with data for TbCatB data set for Rsplit, merged signal to noise ratio,
redundancy, R factor and R free factor in function of the number of indexed patterns of
TbCatB crystals.

No. of patt. Rsplit (%) MergedI/σ(I) Redun. R (%) R free (%)

178,875 9.4 8.68 7780 19.62 22.28

89,223 11.9 6.15 3884 20.07 23.14

44,684 15.2 4.36 1946 20.58 24.50

22,314 19.3 3.11 976 21.19 24.47

11,186 24.2 2.22 488 22.10 25.28

5,586 29.7 1.62 244 23.22 27.36
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Figure 6.25: R plit vs. number of indexed TbCatB patterns.



Chapter7
Outlook

This dissertation presented research performed on the experimental data collected
by a large scientific collaboration during the first serial femtosecond crystallography
(SFX) experiments using the first available hard X-ray free-electron laser source, the
SLAC Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) in California and thousands of in-vivo
grown protein crystals of unknown structures and sizes smaller than acceptable for
similar studies at third generation X-ray sources. The research performed by our
collaboration hopefully will encourage others to perform similar type measurements
on their favourite and important biological macromolecules that would lead to the
solution of so far unsolved protein structures and understanding of their structure
to function relations.

The research presented in this thesis lead to the discovery of the first and second
high-resolution structures of protein crystals, which were previously unknown, by
using the X-FEL radiation source. Thesis presents also the assessment of the serial
femtosecond crystallography method. The work performed for this thesis and presen-
ted in the form of scientific publications in highly ranked scientific journals confirms
the usefulness of X-ray FEL sources in retrieving new structural information from
biological macromolecules arranged in the form of nano- and micro-crystals. Ad-
ditionally, the structure of the Trypanosoma brucei Cathepsin B (TbCatB) solved
during this work, revealed previously unknown structural details that are connected
with the native inhibitory mechanism of that enzyme that can help others to develop
selective inhibitor compound for this enzyme. This could lead to the development
of a new drug against Human African Sleeping Sickness.

7.1 Summary of results

The serial femtosecond crystallography experiments were performed using a custom
built sample delivery system, which was designed uniquely for those experiments.
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The experimental layout is extensively described in this thesis. The sample deliv-
ery system produced a thin stream of liquid in which the nano-sized protein crystals
were delivered to the FEL pulsed beam. It has been shown in this thesis and in other
sources that the diameter of the liquid jet can be made smaller than one micron,
therefore achieve the match between the size of the sub micrometer protein crystals,
the liquid jet in which they are delivered, and the X-ray beam that can be focused to
sub micrometer dimension. The resulting diffraction patterns from protein crystals
were indexed using conventional methods and merged using new for protein crys-
tallography Monte Carlo approach. This method has been experimentally verified
to be useful for obtaining very good quality set of structure factors extending to
high-resolution, from protein nano- and micro-crystals as seen in previous chapters,
that enabled the structure determination of those protein crystals.

Those in-vivo grown crystals that were used during the SFX measurement de-
scribed in this thesis were extensively characterized in the preparation laboratory
before the experiment using optical and electron scanning microscopy (SEM), as well
as a new method called SONICC (Second Order Non-linear of Chiral Crystal) which
enables the detection and characterization of nano-crystalline protein material. This
method of detection and characterization has a big chance to be extensively used in
the future by users of the FEL facilities that would like to perform SFX experiments
on their protein targets. Also a preliminary X-ray powder diffraction analysis was
performed on TbCatB at a synchrotron source, in order to characterize their ability
to diffract X-ray radiation. This step was necessary in order to confirm that those
crystals can be used at the X-FEL source.

The resulting protein structures presented no signs of radiation induced damage
in the retrieved electron density at the maximal achieved resolution of 2.1Å us-
ing exposures to ultra intense X-ray pulses of 40fs in duration. This suggests
that the structures obtained by SFX present no observable radiation induced dam-
age. And confirmed for protein crystals the ”diffract-before-destroy” principle that
was demonstrated earlier at the soft X-ray FEL source for non-periodic, inorganic
samples.

One of the problems that I encountered in the data analysis was the presence
of the background scattering from liquid jet that resulted in a bright ”water ring”
structure in every diffraction pattern, which intensity fluctuated from shot to shot.
In order to clean the diffraction patterns from background scattering I contributed
to development of background cleaning procedures implemented in the software
used for the data analysis. Without this step, the indexing was difficult and the
Monte Carlo integration of intensities extracted from thousands of indexed diffrac-
tion patterns was not of very good quality that could not enable the solution of the
underlying crystal structure or discovery of the new structural features of TbCatB
crystals (pro-peptide and carbohydrate chains). In the beginning of the work on
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the structure solution the water background problem was causing the problem of
very poorly defined electron density of those new features therefore making then
not recognizable as parts of the protein structure. The solution of the background
problem enabled the possibility to index more diffraction patterns by making the
Bragg peas easier to find by the peak finding algorithm, therefore to improve the
statistics of the merged, final set of structure factors which improved the resulting
electron density to the level where the new parts of the protein structure became
apparent and data set quality indicators also improved.

This fact suggests that the largest contribution to the error in estimation of the
structure factors are: the uncertainty of estimation of the amount of background that
has to be subtracted on per shot basis. And the necessity to perform a large number
of measurements per every reflection that is required to fully integrate partials and
to build up enough signal from weak reflections, that are detected in diffraction
patterns at high resolution, in order to improve the statistics of the merged data set
at the highest possible resolution. The requirement of collecting a large number of
diffraction patterns in order to fully integrate partial reflections resulting from still
diffraction images and build up a signal from weak reflections at high resolution can
be accounted by using X-FEL pulses with larger spectral bandwidth, which would
allow to fully integrate a reflection in a single exposure and would result in a larger
number of Bragg peaks recorded per one diffraction pattern.

Also the results presented here suggests that the SFX experiments on the smal-
lest nano-crystals should be performed using the most intense X-ray pulses that are
available in order to record detectable signal at the highest resolution that the crys-
tals permit and using the shortest pulses available in order to outrun the radiation
damage induced by the intense X-ray radiation.

Lastly, the intriguing effects of the distribution of unit cell parameters from
this unique and large X-ray diffraction data set collected from thousands of protein
crystals of the same kind and its connection to the observed flow alignment of needle
shaped TbCatB protein crystals in the liquid jet injector were investigated. The
analysis on that subject suggests that large protein crystals display the ability to flow
align during the injection of crystal suspension by using the liquid jet injector and
present the low deviation from the mean unit cell parameters that were calculated
from 178,875 measurement of the unit cell parameters. Those large crystals give
on average stronger Bragg scattering signal to higher resolution than the averaged
Bragg scattering signal measured from the same (as of the flow aligned crystals)
number of diffraction patterns selected at random from the whole data set.
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7.2 Future Work

One of the biggest challenges that the field of structural biology is facing at the
moment, is the development of experimental technique that would allow determina-
tion of biological macromolecules without the need of crystallization. The successful
realization of SFX experiment that enabled the determination of the structure of
an unknown large protein determined from thousands of crystals smaller that pre-
viously usable in structural investigations of proteins at synchrotrons is a large step
forward in this direction. However, before this aim can be realized, there is some
field of improvements left for serial femtosecond crystallography.

7.2.1 De novo phasing of SFX data

To retrieve the three dimensional model of a protein from single diffraction patterns
of protein nanocrystals recorded at X-FEL after the extraction of structure factors
by Monte Carlo method described previously, the information about missing phases
must be obtained. The percentage of structure solution methods in the PDB data
bank tells that molecular replacement (MR) method is the most favourable. How-
ever, de novo structure determination is the most desirable, since many of the most
interesting and difficult targets aimed for SFX do not have homologous structures
already deposited in the PDB data bank, that could be used for phasing using MR.

Multi-wavelength anomalous dispersion (MAD) method is one of the methods
that can be used to determine the structure of protein crystal without any previous
information about the homologue model. It has been recently presented that the
MAD method is valid for structure determination at high intensity X-ray sources
[Son11]. The application of MAD methods at short wavelengths to SFX introduces
some interesting effects due to high intensity of X-ray pulses. In this method, an-
omalous contribution to scattering from heavy atoms, which X-ray absorption edge
is close to the incident wavelengths, allows for the phase to be determined using
two data sets recorded at two different wavelengths or interestingly, two different
fluences. Data sets recorded below and above absorption edge of a heavy atom or us-
ing more and less intense radiation of the same wavelength that introduces changed
to the absorption coefficients for heavy atoms that are buried into structure of pro-
tein that form crystals, can be used to localize positions of heavy atoms and then
straightforwardly phases for other atoms in the structure. Common in conventional
MX is a protocol that replaces methionine residues by the selenomethionine, thus
allows use of the selenium absorption edge for MAD method. This approach could
also be introduced at XFEL’s.

Intense X-FEL radiation of longer wavelengths than absorption edges of metal
atoms present in protein crystal structures could be also used to exploit small differ-
ences in anomalous scattering factors of sulphur or phosphor atoms for two different
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pulse intensities. Therefore, enabling native, de novo protein structure determina-
tion using XFEL’s very intense radiation at wavelengths tunable to around 5 keV.
This relies on the preferential ionization of S or P atoms over lighter elements. As the
vast majority of proteins contain either methionine and/or cysteine residues (that
have one sulphur atom), the method has a huge potential. In the case of Sulphur,
differences in the signal are very small compared to heavy atom anomalous signal,
but the use of very redundant data sets may be sufficient.

SFX has created another new opportunity to solve the phase problem, by us-
ing the interference fringes between Bragg peaks recorded from protein nanocrystals.
This method relies on the use of the smallest nanocrystlas for which the shape trans-
form plays a sufficient role in recorded diffracted intensities so that it can be meas-
ured and divided out from the equation 3.24 and the molecular transform modulus
|F (∆k)|, might be extracted from the measured intensity [Spe11]. Having recovered
the molecular transform modulus |F (∆k)|, the complex molecular transform F (∆k)
(effectively: content of the unit cell) may be obtained by iterative phasing methods
if sufficient sampling between Bragg spots.

7.2.2 Possible improvements to sample consumption issues

The large amount of protein needed for these first SFX experiments described in
this thesis could be reduced. Advances in data analysis methods that need to be
developed could provide converged structure factors with less data. Less data is
also required if the bandwidth of the X-FEL pulses could be made larger, so that
Bragg peaks are fully integrated on each shot. Secondly, the micro fluidic devices
could be used as sample delivery method that works on lower flow rate than current
liquid jets, see for example the recent development of the electro spun injector device
[Sie12]. The development of pulsed sample delivery system, synchronized to the X-
FEL could also reduce the sample consumption. Finally, the repetition rate of the
European XFEL will be over 200 times higher at the LCLS, which would potentially
reduce the amount of sample that is wasted between the X-ray pulses if the liquid
jet injector is used. It may also become important to develop stationary methods
of sample environment as for example presented in [ZA12].





AppendixA
Data pre-analyser: Cheetah

Cheetah is a piece of software that is used to offline pre-analyse raw data stream
collected by using CSPAD detector from the CXI instrument located at CXI beam
line at LCLS. It was developed by Anton Barty and colleagues from CFEL and
SLAC. It is based on the myana frame developed by SLAC scientists. Myana was
created for handling the detector raw data streams. Recently, Cheetah has been
updated in order to handle the new SLAC psana libraries which enable online (during
the experiment) and offline access to the detector raw data stream. It is written in
C++ language. It is multi-threaded for quicker data analysis.

Cheetah enables extraction of single detector frames (diffraction patterns) and
other information regarding the experiment from the LCLS data stream that is
stored in XTC file format and saving it into popular HDF5 file format.

The simplest task achieved by this program is to create a HDF5 image of every
single detector frame with other information such as wavelength, peak current, etc.
associated with it in the HDF5 file structure and save it to local hard drive. The
actual purpose of Cheetah is to identify and save single diffraction images from
the detector raw data stream that contain usable information, for example Bragg
diffraction from protein crystals. A simple threshold algorithm is used to localise
Bragg peaks in the image. If sufficient number of Bragg peaks is localised in the
image it is considered as a protein crystal hit. In the later version of Cheetah a more
advanced spot finder algorithm was implemented. It takes the information about
signal to background ratio around the Bragg peak. This approach was found to
be more reliable in localising Bragg peaks in diffraction patterns. Identification of
usable detector frames performed online, while the experiment is running, is highly
desirable for any ”serial” type of experiments at high-repetition rate FEL sources.

In addition to hit-finding task, Cheetah can apply corrections to raw detector
frames necessary to extract diffraction images used in further analysis that are free
from noise and background scattering from for example water jet. At first, subtrac-
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tion of an average readout value measured in ADUs (analogue to digital units) when
no X-rays are present is performed from every pixel value. The so called ”darkcal”
calibration. It is in the range of approximately 1200 to 1600 ADUs. It consists
of (i) pedestal contribution uniform for the pixels within each application-specific
integrated circuit (ASIC) of the CSPAD detector and (ii) the electronic noise of
each individual pixel. For well behaved pixels its standard deviation is smaller than
the detector response of a single photon (typically 9 ADUs for 9.4 keV photons in
high gain mode). Secondly, the gain calibration is applied. It rescales the detector
response on a pixel basis using a normalized gain correction. The gain correction
is calculated from a linear fit of the average readout value of each individual pixel
of the CSPAD detector as a function of photon flux from flat-field Cu fluorescence
with varying attenuation. It can also apply geometrical correction and assemble
individual detector tiles in a two dimensional image. Pixels that have atypical be-
haviour can be masked out from analysis.

One of the important corrections of Cheetah is per-shot background subtraction.
It substantially cleans the diffraction image from scattering of water molecules of the
liquid jet that fluctuates on per-shot basis and disturbs further analysis of merged
data set. Background subtraction filter calculates a median value from a box of
typically two pixels radii taken around every pixel in an image and subtracts it from
that pixel. Bragg peaks remain preserved after this treatment.
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Figure A.1: Presentation of a hit rate detected by Cheetah in TbCatB crystals experiment.
The data stream of 11 minutes displays hit rate of approximately 8.1 %. Hit rate is varying
during the experiment due to settlement of crystals in feed lines and re-suspending them
again by using anti settling device [Lom12].





AppendixB
CrystFEL software suite

CrystFEL is a software suite designed to analyse diffraction data obtained by Serial
Femtosecond Crystallography (SFX) method [Whi12]. It can also be used to sim-
ulate diffraction from crystals. In SFX method diffraction patterns are acquired in
serial manner from thousands of protein crystals in random orientations. CrystFEL
tries to find orientation of every crystal diffraction pattern and add its contribu-
tion to the set of structure factors that converge to the solution with high enough
redundancy.

CrystFEL consists of shared library (libcrystfel) and contain few programs writ-
ten in C language and scripts that can be executed from the command line. Cryst-
FEL uses HDF5 library for handling the data format issues. Primary program of
CrystFEL is called indexamajig. It is used to locate Bragg peaks in an image and
to parse the information of peak positions to autoindexing software like DirAx and
Mosflm. If the pattern could be indexed by one of those programs then it performs
check whether the predicted peak positions correspond to at least 10% of detected
Bragg peaks. If this check is true then the pattern is considered as indexed. In-
tensities of peaks from predicted positions are then integrated and corrected by the
surrounding background estimation. Indexed image is added to the pool (so called
”stream”) which program (process hkl) uses to merge one set of intensities according
to the Monte Carlo method.

Check hkl is a simple program of the CrystFEL suite that calculates figures of
merit of the merged set of intensities. Such as completeness and average signal
strengths, in resolution shells.

Compare hkl is an another program of the CrystFEL suite that is used to compare
two sets of merged intensities and to calculate R-factors and correlation coefficients
between them.

Very useful simple program render hkl is often used to visualise the integrated
intensities as circles or spheres on a common colour scale. All three programs de-
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Figure B.1: Flow diagram of diffraction pattern processing in indexamajig. Adapted from
[Whi12].

Figure B.2: Flow diagram of final intensity list merging and data evaluation in CrystFEL.
Adapted from [Whi12].

scribed above are helpful in inspecting the quality of a merged data set.
CrystFEL contain also simple HDF5 image viewer called hdfsee, two programs

used to simulate diffraction data (pattern sim, partial sim) and set of useful scripts
used to check, convert, find or generate information from processed data set in order
to evaluate its quality.

Figure B.1 presents overall processing flow of diffraction pattern in indexamjig.
Figure B.2 presents flow diagram of the final intensity list merging form ”stream”
file created in previous step and evaluation of the quality of data.



AppendixC
Reprints of published articles

In this appendix I include reprints of main articles that are listed in the front matter
of this thesis, which were published in scientific journals during my graduate work.
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The Trypanosoma brucei cysteine protease cathepsin B (TbCatB), which is involved in host protein
degradation, is a promising target to develop new treatments against sleeping sickness, a fatal
disease caused by this protozoan parasite. The structure of the mature, active form of TbCatB
has so far not provided sufficient information for the design of a safe and specific drug against
T. brucei. By combining two recent innovations, in vivo crystallization and serial femtosecond
crystallography, we obtained the room-temperature 2.1 angstrom resolution structure of the fully
glycosylated precursor complex of TbCatB. The structure reveals the mechanism of native
TbCatB inhibition and demonstrates that new biomolecular information can be obtained by the
“diffraction-before-destruction” approach of x-ray free-electron lasers from hundreds of thousands
of individual microcrystals.

O
ver 60 million people are affected by
human African trypanosomiasis (HAT),
also known as sleeping sickness, which

causes ~30,000 deaths per year (1). The proto-
zoan parasite Trypanosoma brucei, transmitted
by tsetse flies, infects the blood and the lymphatic
system before invading the brain. Severe clinical
manifestations occur within weeks or months.
Current treatments of HAT rely on antiparasitic
drugs developed during the last century, without
knowledge of the biochemical pathways. These
treatments are limited in their efficacy and safety,
and drug resistance is increasing (2–4). Thus, new
compounds that selectively inhibit vital pathways
of the parasite without adverse affects to the host
are urgently required. A promising strategy is to
target lysosomal papainlike cysteine proteases
that are involved in host-protein degradation,
such as cathepsin B (5). The knockdown of this
essential enzyme in T. brucei resulted in clear-
ance of parasites from the blood of infected mice
and cured the infection (6), which qualify cathep-
sin B as a suitable drug target. Cysteine prote-
ases are synthesized as inactive precursors with
N-terminal propeptides that act as potent and se-
lective intrinsic inhibitors until the proteases enter
the lysosome (7), where the propeptide is re-
leased and forms the mature active enzyme. Such
native propeptide-inhibited structures have been
used to develop species-specific protease inhib-
itors against proteases of other Trypanosoma

species, e.g., cruzipain of T. cruzi (causing human
Chagas disease in America) and congopain of
T. congolense (causing nagana in cattle) (8, 9).
This approach could not be explored for T. brucei

cathepsin B (TbCatB) because of the lack of
structural information on the mode of propeptide
inhibition and the large extent of structural con-
servation at the active site between mammalian
and trypanosome cathepsin B (10–12). Previ-
ously solved mature T. brucei and human CatB
structures show differences at the S2 and in part
of the S1′ subsite of the substrate-binding cleft
(Fig. 1C) and have been suggested as possible
targets for the development of species-specific
CatB inhibitors (10). Together with the natively
inhibited human procathepsin B structure (13),
our work fills the gap to understand the structural
basis for species-specific inhibition.

The growth of large well-ordered protein crys-
tals is one of the major bottlenecks in structure
determination by x-ray crystallography—with im-
portant biological targets, such as integral mem-
brane proteins and posttranslationally modified
proteins, proving particularly challenging to crys-
tallize (14). Sizable crystals are required to obtain
measurable high-resolution diffraction data with-
in an exposure that is limited by the accumulation
of radiation damage (15). Although microfocus
beamlines enable the collection of diffraction
data from micron-sized protein crystals (16), the
tolerable dose limit of less than 30 MGy for cry-
ogenically cooled protein crystals remains, which
limits the achievable signal. The tolerable dose
for room temperature measurements is about
1 MGy (15). We have previously shown that
micron-sized crystals of glycosylatedTbCatB spon-
taneously form in insect cells during protein over-
expression (11). Such crystals are extremely well
suited for the new method of serial femtosecond

crystallography (SFX) (17). X-ray free-electron
laser (FEL) pulses of less than 100-fs duration
allow the dose to individual crystals to exceed the
~1 MGy limit by over a thousand times because
of the “diffraction-before-destruction” principle
(17, 18). Diffraction data are recorded for each
pulse as crystals are continually replenished by a
microcrystal suspension in aqueous buffer flow-
ing across the FEL beam in a vacuum in a fine
liquid jet.

The Coherent X-ray Imaging (CXI) beamline
(19) at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS)
enables high-resolution data collection using the
SFX approach (20). We used this instrument to
obtain diffraction data from in vivo grown crys-
tals of TbCatB produced in the baculovirus-
infected Spodoptera frugiperda (baculovirus-Sf9)
insect cell system (11) (Fig. 1, A and B). Crystals
with average dimensions of about 0.9 by 0.9 by
11 mm3 (fig. S1) were sent in a 4-mm-diameter
column of buffer fluid at room temperature, at
a flow rate of 10 ml/minute, by using a liquid
microjet (21). X-ray pulses from the FEL were
focused onto this column to a spot 4 mm in di-
ameter, before the breakup of the jet into drops
(fig. S2). Single-pulse diffraction patterns of ran-
domly oriented crystals that, by chance, were
present in the interaction region, were recorded
at a 120-Hz repetition rate by a Cornell-SLAC
pixel array detector (CSPAD) (19, 20) at 9.4-keV
photon energy (1.3 Å wavelength). An average
pulse energy of 0.6 mJ at the sample (4 × 1011

photons per pulse) with a duration of less than
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40 fs gave an x-ray intensity above 1017W/cm2

and a maximum dose of about 31 MGy per crys-
tal. This dose exceeds that tolerable at room
temperature with conventional data collection
approaches because of the radically different time
scales and dose rates. The electron and photon
beam parameters are summarized in table S1. Al-
most 4 million individual “snap-shot” diffraction
patterns were collected. Of these, 293,195 snap-
shots contained crystal diffraction (fig. S3), from
which 178,875 (61%) diffraction patterns were
indexed and combined into a three-dimensional
data set of structure factors by “Monte Carlo” in-
tegration of partial reflections from each random-
ly oriented microcrystal (22, 23). The resulting
complete set of structure factors contains 25,969
reflections in a resolution range from 20 to 2.1 Å.
The high quality of the merged data set is indi-
cated by an Rsplit of 10.2% (which is a quality
measure for SFX instead of Rmerge) (23). Data
statistics are summarized in table S2, table S3,
and fig. S4. The structure was solved by molec-
ular replacement using the coordinates of the
previously determined in vitro crystallized ma-
ture TbCatB structure (Protein Data Bank ID,
3MOR) (11) as a search model.

The refined SFXTbCatB structure (R factor =
18.1%, Rfree = 21.4%) shares the papainlike fold
that is characteristic of cathepsin B–like proteases
(Fig. 1C and supplementary text S1) (24), with
a root mean square deviation of 0.4 Å for equiv-
alent Ca atoms of the mature TbCatB structure
determined at 100 K and refined to 2.55 Å
resolution (11). The molecular replacement solu-
tion reveals electron density that is not part of the
search model, which we identified as the coordi-
nated, cleaved main part of the propeptide (resi-
dues 26 to 72) (Fig. 2A), and as two-carbohydrate

structures (Fig. 2, B and C). Proteolytic cleavage
of the expressed precursor occurs within the pro-
peptide between Ser78 and Ile79, as revealed by
mass spectrometry, which leaves 15 propeptide
residues bound to the N terminus of mature

TbCatB (supplementary text S2). The preceding
residues Lys73 to Ser78 are disordered in the crys-
tal structure, owing to a rise in flexibility, which
shows up as a gap in the electron density in this
region of the propeptide. The cleavage may be

Fig. 2. Quality of the calculated electron density. (A) Surface representation of the TbCatB-propeptide
complex solved by molecular replacement using the mature TbCatB structure (11) as a search model. The
solution revealed additional electron density (2Fobs – Fcalc, 1s, blue) of the propeptide (green) that is
bound to the V-shaped substrate-binding cleft and of two carbohydrate structures (yellow) N-linked to the
propeptide (B) and to the mature enzyme (C). The propeptide, as well as both carbohydrates, are well-
defined within the electron density map (blue), which confirms that the phases are not biased by the
search model. Color codes correspond to Fig. 1C.

Fig. 1. In vivo grown crystals and three-dimensional
structure of the TbCatB-propeptide complex. (A)
Transmission electron microscopy (EM) of an in-
fected Sf9 insect cell showing a crystal of overex-
pressed TbCatB inside the rough endoplasmic
reticulum that is cut perpendicular to its long axis.
N, nucleus; L, lysosome; C, crystal; CM, cell mem-
brane. (B) Scanning EM of a single TbCatB crystal
after isolation. (C) Cartoon plot of the TbCatB-
propeptide complex exhibiting the typical papain-
like fold of cathepsin B–like proteases (supplementary
text S1). Gray, R domain; blue, L domain; beige, oc-
cluding loop. The native propeptide (green) blocks
the active site. The subsites of the substrate-binding
cleft N-terminal (nonprime: S2, S3) and C-terminal
(prime: S1′, S2′) to the active site (S1) have been
identified by comparison with the human CatB struc-
ture (13) and labeled (red) according to Schechter
and Berger (27). Two N-linked carbohydrate struc-
tures (yellow) consist of N-acetylglucosamine (NAG)
and mannose (MAN) residues (yellow, carbon atoms;
blue, nitrogen atoms; red, oxygen atoms).
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part of the initial maturation step within the ac-
tivation process of TbCatB. The final model of
glycosylated TbCatB in complex with its pro-
cessed, but still-bound, propeptide contains 62
propeptide residues and 247 mature enzyme
residues, as well as 98 solvent and 5 carbohydrate

molecules. No electron density is observed for
11 flexible amino acid side chains or the eight
atoms of the carbohydrate structures.

The SFX TbCatB structure shows that the
inhibitory mechanism observed for mammalian
papainlike protease-precursors remains largely

conserved in T. brucei, including the overall
conformation of the propeptide (supplementary
text S3 and fig. S5). The active site of TbCatB
is blocked by the propeptide, which tightly binds
in a direction the reverse of the substrate’s (fig. S6)
(25). A detailed comparison of the propeptide-

Fig. 3. Occluding loop conformations of mature
and propeptide-inhibited TbCatB. (A) Surface repre-
sentation of mature TbCatB (11) showing the oc-
cluding loop (rigid part, beige; flexible part, red) in
the closed conformation. A loop segment blocks the
S2′ site and part of the S1′ site of the substrate-
binding cleft. (B) Propeptide binding (green) shifts
the flexible occluding loop segment (red) into an
open conformation, which exposes the entire prime
subsite. The insets compare the Tb (gray) and human
(cyan) surface representations of mature and
propeptide bound CatB. Almost superimposable Ca
chains of the human (blue) and Tb (beige/red)
occluding loops indicate a conservation of the closed
loop conformation in themature enzymes (A), whereas
the open conformations show significant differences
(B). Four H bonds maintained during conformational
transition restricted the flexible loop segment to four
residues (red) in TbCatB, which opens a crevice of
~8.5 Å. In contrast, only one H bond is maintained in
the open loop conformation of human procathepsin
B (13). Thus, the mobile segment of the human
occluding loop (blue) comprises 10 residues and
exposes an enlarged occluding loop crevice (supple-
mentary text S5). Residues are labeled according to
TbCatB, referring to the corresponding human CatB
numbering in parentheses, if applicable.

Fig. 4. Glycosylation of the TbCatB-propeptide complex. (A) Enzyme car-
bohydrate structure comprising two NAG and one MAN residue (yellow)
N-linked to Asn216 C-terminal of the occluding loop (beige). The carbo-
hydrate structure connects both occluding loop strands by two direct and
one water-bridged H bond (black dashed lines). (B) Propeptide glyco-

sylation site comprising two NAG units (yellow) at Asn58 within the kinked
region of the propeptide (green). The propeptide carbohydrate structure
forms an H bond to Gln57 of the propeptide and two H bonds to Ser196 at
the tip of the occluding loop (beige), which stabilize its open conformation.
Color codes correspond to Fig. 1C.
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enzyme contact area with that observed for human
procathepsin B (Protein Data Bank ID, 3PBH)
(13) indicates an interface enlarged by ~310 Å2

within the TbCatB-propeptide complex (supple-
mentary text S4). Tight binding of the T. brucei
propeptide to the enzyme interface through three
conserved epitopes is maintained by 21 inter-
molecular polar and ionic interactions (fig. S7).
These are eight fewer interactions than for human
procathepsin B.

The most significant difference between the
structures of mature TbCatB and the natively in-
hibited propeptide complex occurs in the “oc-
cluding loop” region (residues 193 to 207) (fig. S8).
This highly flexible loop is a structural element
characteristic of cathepsin B–like enzymes that
confers exopeptidase activity (removal of di-
peptide units from the C terminus of the sub-
strate), which supplements the endopeptidase
(nonterminal substrate cleavage) activity com-
mon to all papainlike proteases (26). In mature
CatB, the occluding loop is in the “closed” con-
formation and buries an essential part of the prime
subsite (S1′ and S2′ positions) at the substrate
cleft (Fig. 3A) (27) and competes for binding
with large substrates with an affinity that depends
sensitively on pH (28). As a consequence of pro-
peptide binding, the occluding loop is reoriented
into an “open” conformation, exposing the entire
S1′ and S2′ subsite of the substrate-binding cleft
in TbCatB (Fig. 3B). This mirrors the open and
closed confirmations observed in human CatB;
however, the trypanosomal occluding loop is more
rigid. The displaced loop segment comprises only
4 residues rather than the 10 observed in human
CatB (13). This results in a narrower exposed S2′
subsite ~8.5 Å wide compared with ~11.9 Å for
human CatB (supplementary text S5). In par-
ticular, the side chain of His194 is only slightly
shifted compared with the closed loop confor-
mation and still extends into the open cleft. Thus,
His194 not only establishes steric constraints for
the substrates but also provides a prominent polar
anchor in the otherwise largely hydrophobic S2′
and S1′ subsites that are highly conserved between
trypanosome and human CatB (fig. S9). In hu-
man CatB, the larger exposed S2′ subsite in the
open loop conformation is less restricted by the
corresponding His189 residue. This suggests that
smaller hydrophobic substituents could target the
prime site (S1′ andS2′ positions) in TbCatB,which
is also supported by the propeptide structures:
The bulky Phe residue that sticks into the S2′
subsite of human CatB is replaced by the smaller
Met of the T. brucei propeptide.

The occluding loop conformation is further
stabilized by two carbohydrate structures identi-
fied in the TbCatB complex, as shown in Fig. 4.
The enzyme carbohydrate chain interacts with

both strands of the occluding loop at the loop
termini (Fig. 4A), which supports the increased
loop rigidity in TbCatB mentioned above. The
propeptide carbohydrate connects the tip of the
open occluding loop and stabilizes the open con-
formation (Fig. 4B). Although N-linked oligo-
saccharide substitution has been detected in human
procathepsin B, the predicted glycosylation sites
differ from our observations in TbCatB (28, 29).
Therefore, it is unlikely that the occluding loop
is stabilized in a similar way in the human case
(supplementary text S6). Differential glycosyla-
tion between the human and T. brucei precursors
along with the differences in the occluding loop
conformation could be exploited for synthetic
parasite-specific inhibition.

As illustrated by the room-temperature glyco-
sylated TbCatB-propeptide structure determined
here, the combination of in vivo grown micro-
crystals with the diffraction-before-destruction
technique of x-ray FELs provides a compelling
path to obtain macromolecular structures from
challenging samples. This methodology could
vastly speed up structure determination by re-
moving the need for large well-diffracting crys-
tals and providing a suitable amount of crystals of
posttranslationally modified proteins, in their bio-
logically functional form.
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sources and aims to overcome resolution limits imposed by radia-
tion damage at conventional sources7. Using the ‘diffraction before 
destruction’ principle, diffraction patterns are collected with single, 
ultrafast pulses that essentially terminate before the onset of signifi-
cant structural changes occurs, and the X-ray pulse finally vaporizes 
the sample6. The single-pulse diffraction pattern has been predicted 
to represent the undamaged crystal injected across the beam in a 
liquid microjet, depending on the pulse intensity and duration8. As a 
first proof of principle, a recent study has recorded tens of thousands 
of snapshots from individual crystals of photosystem I (PSI) at room  
temperature (17–20 °C), ranging in size from 200 nm to 2 m  
(ref. 6). The successful structural investigation of this protein com-
plex up to a resolution of 8.5 Å demonstrates the viability of using 
nanocrystals and the SFX method for structure determination.

We observed in vivo crystallization of polyhedrin-free, glyco-
sylated cathepsin from Trypanosoma brucei (TbCatB) within Sf9 
insect cells transfected with bmon14272 bacmid (Invitrogen) 
created by on site–specific transposition with pFastBac1 expres-
sion plasmid (Invitrogen) containing the Autographa californica 
multiple nuclear polyhedrosis virus polyhedrin (PH) promoter. 
Knockdown of TbCatB has been shown to be lethal for the para-
site, which causes human African trypanosomiasis, one of the 
most important neglected diseases, affecting over 60 million peo-
ple in central Africa9. Efficient and cost-effective drugs are not 
yet available, but cysteine proteases such as TbCatB have been 
identified as potential drug targets in protozoan parasites10.

Approximately 70 h after infection, the formation of needle-
shaped microstructures was visible by light microscopy in Sf9 cells 
infected with recombinant baculovirus containing the gene encoding 
the pre-pro form of TbCatB (including the TbCatB signal sequence, 
the pro-peptide and the mature enzyme sequence of TbCatB;  
Fig. 1a). Electron microscopy (EM) revealed a damaged cell surface 
and sharp, needle-like crystals 10–15 m in length and 0.5–1 m in 
width spiking out of the cells (Fig. 1b). Capsids were visible within 
the nucleus, and crystals appeared as defined dark areas with sharp 
square edges within the cytoplasm (Fig. 1c). Membranes deco-
rated with ribosomes surrounding the crystals indicate an origin 
of crystal formation within the endoplasmic reticulum (Fig. 1d).  
An ordered lattice structure observed at higher magnification  
identified these particles as protein crystals (Fig. 1e).

Usually, protein accumulation is inhibited by the ‘unfolded 
protein response’ (UPR), in which atypical or misfolded proteins 
inhibit further protein biosynthesis11. This transcriptional regu-
lation fails in the case of the polyhedrin promoter, leading to an 
enormous increase of TbCatB concentrations that finally pro-
vokes crystallization. This interpretation is consistent with the 
observation that changing the signal sequence from the trypano-
somal to the insect cell signal peptide led to secretion of soluble 

In vivo protein 
crystallization opens new 
routes in structural biology
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Protein crystallization in cells has been observed several times 

in nature. However, owing to their small size these crystals 

have not yet been used for X-ray crystallographic analysis.  

We prepared nano-sized in vivo–grown crystals of Trypanosoma 

brucei enzymes and applied the emerging method of free-

electron laser-based serial femtosecond crystallography to 

record interpretable diffraction data. This combined approach 

will open new opportunities in structural systems biology.

Protein crystallization occurs as a native process in vivo. 
Prominent examples of this biological self-assembly include  
storage proteins in seeds, enzymes within peroxisomes and insulin  
within secretory granules1. Cells seem to control interactions 
of these proteins through changes in the ionic environment, 
 proteolysis of precursor proteins or specific binding partners. 
Although these structures regulate cellular functions, in vivo 
crystallization has been perceived as atypical behavior and has 
therefore been neglected in comparison to the considerable efforts 
devoted to understanding and optimizing in vitro protein crystal-
lization for X-ray structure determination.

Heterologously expressed proteins are also able to form crystals 
within cells. In the baculovirus-Sf9 expression system, virions 
are coated with a crystalline polyhedrin matrix2, representing a 
functional biological crystallization system. Site-specific trans-
position of an expression cassette into a baculovirus shuttle 
vector replaces the polyhedrin gene with a gene of interest. The 
permanent activation of the polyhedrin gene promoter ensures 
high local protein concentrations, obviously one prerequisite for 
crystal formation in vivo. This system has been used in insect cells 
to successfully crystallize polyhedrin3 and chimeric proteins con-
sisting of a polyhedrin part attached to the protein of interest4, as 
well as two polyhedrin-free subunits of calcineurin5. However, no 
structural data from in vivo–grown, polyhedrin-free crystals have 
been obtained so far, a gap largely attributed to the small size of 
the crystals, limited by the maximum diameter of the living cell.

In this study we present an approach for structural biology that 
combines the recently established method of serial femtosecond  
X-ray crystallography (SFX)6 and the use of in vivo–grown crystals 
to record diffraction data. The SFX method uses coherent X-ray 
pulses produced by an X-ray free-electron laser (FEL) that are over 
a billion times more brilliant than third-generation synchrotron 
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TbCatB without crystal formation (data not shown). In contrast 
to polyhedrin3, all crystals appeared without embedded virions. 
During the progress of infection, the number of crystals continu-
ously increased, until more than 70% of the cells contained one or 
more crystals. If released during infection-mediated lysis, crystals 
either remained attached to cell remnants or floated freely within 
the medium.

To isolate in vivo crystals, we lysed cells and subjected them 
to differential centrifugation, resulting in ~5 × 105 purified 
crystals from 106 cells obtained after 8 d in suspension culture.  
These crystals were stable in deionized water, high- or low-salt 
solutions and alkaline buffers but became soluble in buffers 
at pH values below 4. Analysis of the solubilized protein con-
firmed that the major constituent of the crystals was glycosylated 
TbCatB comprising the C-terminal residues 63 to 93 of the pro-
peptide and the mature enzyme sequence (residues 94 to 336; 
Supplementary Note and Supplementary Fig. 1).

Synchrotron radiation–based experiments showed that the 
isolated TbCatB in vivo–grown crystals were too small to gene-
rate suitable X-ray diffraction at beamline X13 of DORIS III 
(HASYLAB/DESY, Hamburg, Germany), probably owing to 
technical limitations of the beamline associated with the crystal 
size rather than to the diffraction quality of the crystal. However, 
strong diffraction was observed at the Linac Coherent Light 
Source (LCLS, Menlo Park, California, USA). Purified in vivo 
crystals were crushed by vigorous stirring with glass beads to 
increase the particle density and injected across the FEL beam in 
a vacuum in a stream of water using a liquid jet (Supplementary 

Fig. 2). Single-pulse diffraction patterns were recorded at up to 
7.5-Å resolution, corresponding to the technical resolution limit 
determined by the photon energy of the available X-ray pulses 

(2.0 keV,  = 6.2 Å) and the detector geometry. During 23.1 min, 
83,224 frames were obtained. After background subtraction, 988 
of the frames contained distinct diffraction signals of three or 
more Bragg spots, each corresponding to a ‘snapshot’ diffraction 
pattern from a different randomly oriented crystal (Fig. 2a). 
Quality measures indicate that the FEL dataset conforms to dif-
fraction data from a macromolecular crystal (Supplementary 

Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 1). In the limited time avail-
able for data collection, it was not possible to obtain a complete 
dataset, as indicated by the granularity in the summed powder 
diffraction rings (Fig. 2b) and by the statistics of the dataset 
(Supplementary Table 1). As the redundancy was far too low 
for structure-factor extraction by Monte Carlo integration12, an 
overall Rsplit value (T.A.W. et al., unpublished data) was not cal-
culated. Detailed comparison to corresponding values of a simi-
lar number of diffraction patterns recorded from photosystem I 
nanocrystals using SFX6 showed that the data quality improves 
with the number of patterns, confirming that additional diffrac-
tion data will result in a complete TbCatB dataset. However, 879 
(89%) of the 988 recorded diffraction patterns were indexed 
without unit cell constraints. The raw lattice parameters were  
a = 122.9 Å, b = 123.6 Å, c = 53.4 Å,  = 90.3°,  = 90.2° and  
 = 90.3°; therefore, the unit cell was assigned to be tetragonal, 

with a = b = 123.3 Å and c = 53.4 Å. Multiple measurements of 
individual Bragg reflections were averaged, and intensities from 
symmetry-equivalent reflections were merged according to the 
point group 4/mmm; a pseudo-precession pattern of the [001] 
zone is shown in Figure 2c. Our results reveal that structural 
information can be obtained from in vivo grown crystals of a 
glycosylated protein, providing a second independent proof of 
the SFX method.

In addition, PNGase F–treated TbCatB from isolated and 
solubilized in vivo crystals was recrystallized in vitro using the 
vapor diffusion technique. X-ray diffraction data were collected 
at the Swiss Light Source (Villigen, Switzerland). The structure 
was determined by molecular replacement using the bovine CatB 

a

15 µm

5 µm 0.25 µm

Nucleocapsid

Nuclear

membrane
0.25 µm

Cell membrane

Nucleocapsids

Nuclear

membrane

Crystals

2.5 µm

b d e

c Figure 1 | Light microscopic and EM analysis of Sf9 insect cells with 
embedded in vivo crystals. (a) Light micrograph of Sf9 cells infected with 
TbCatB virus 90 h after infection. (b) Transmission EM (TEM) micrograph 
of an embedded and sectioned infected Sf9 cell with crystals cut 
perpendicular to the long axis of the needle. Nuclear membrane is outlined 
in blue. (c) Scanning EM micrograph of a group of Sf9 cells infected with 
TbCatB virus 80 h after infection. (d) TEM micrograph of a sectioned 
sample, showing a crystal cut perpendicular to the long axis of the needle 
with surrounding membrane between nuclear and cell membrane. (e) TEM 
micrograph showing the lattice structure of a crystal and a longitudinal 
section of a second crystal (both crystals are surrounded by membrane).

Figure 2 | Serial femtosecond crystallography 
of in vivo TbCatB crystals. (a) Diffraction 
pattern of a TbCatB in vivo crystal recorded 
from a single shot of 70 fs FEL X-rays.  
(b) Sum of 988 single-shot FEL diffraction 
patterns from TbCatB crystals in different 
orientations. The lower panel of the detector 
was shifted to achieve higher resolution 
(Online Methods). At the edge of the  
detector, a maximum resolution of 7.5 Å was 
obtained. (c) Precession-style image of the [001] zone for TbCatB, obtained by merging SFX data from 328 in vivo crystal patterns indexed with 
unit cell constraints. Intensities of integrated reflections were normalized to values between 0 and 1 on a linear scale.

a b c
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structure (PDB 1QDQ) as a model and refined to 2.55-Å reso-
lution (Supplementary Table 2). The final structure of TbCatB 
(PDB 3MOR) shows the characteristic papain–cathepsin B fold, 
including 16 of the pro-peptide residues (Ser78 to Pro93; Fig. 3a), 
and is highly similar to a structure of nonglycosylated recombinant 
TbCatB that has been independently reported13 (PDB 3HHI). Here 
we refer to our own structural data, as we prepared our crystals 
from protein obtained from the in vivo–grown crystals.

Despite deglycosylation treatment, our TbCatB structure still 
contains a glycan side chain at Asn216, clearly identified in the 
electron density. This suggests that, although deglycosylation 
was effective as judged from SDS-PAGE results (Supplementary 

Fig. 1c), it removed only the glycan at Asn76. As the essential 
crystal contacts primarily involve hydrophobic patches within the 

persisting pro-peptide of TbCatB (Fig. 3b), this pro-peptide might 
also influence crystal formation in vivo (Supplementary Note).  
Moreover, the structure shows distinct differences from 
human CatB (PDB 1GMY), which are particularly impor-
tant to consider for rational drug discovery investigations  
(Supplementary Note).

The advantages of in vivo crystallization are (i) production 
of post-translationally modified proteins of interest, (ii) easy 
isolation by spinning down the crystals after cell lysis, (iii) the  
possibility of preliminarily analyzing crystals by EM and  
(iv) a narrow crystal size distribution that is ideal for SFX appli-
cations. As the use of non-insect cell signal peptides is explored 
further, it seems likely that more proteins will form in vivo crystals 
within insect cells. Recently, we obtained similar results with an 
inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase from trypanosomes 
(TbIMPDH). Under comparable experimental conditions to those 
reported for TbCatB, TbIMPDH in vivo crystals appeared after  
5 to 6 d. Besides TbCatB and calcineurin, this is a third example 
of in vivo–grown crystals from a heterologously expressed protein  
in Sf9 insect cells. TbIMPDH crystals were isolated and sub-
jected to a brief SFX diffraction test at LCLS. The ability of these  
in vivo crystals to diffract up to a resolution of more than 8 Å (data 
not shown) strongly supports a more general applicability of the 
approach described in this study.

Although progress has been made in using microfocus beamlines 
that allow data collection from crystals only 1 m in size, radia-
tion damage is an inherent problem of X-ray crystallography14.  
Typically, large and well-ordered crystals of 20–500 m are 
required for conventional X-ray crystallography, often a serious  
challenge to grow15. Therefore, the unique combination of  
in vivo crystallization and serial femtosecond crystallography 
offers notable new possibilities for proteins that do not form  
crystals suitable for conventional X-ray diffraction in vitro, 
extending the available methods of structural biology particularly 
when, in due time, shorter wavelengths of the FEL will provide 
higher-resolution data.

METHODS

Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/naturemethods/.

Accession codes. Protein Data Bank: 3MOR (coordinates and 
structure factors for in vitro–recrystallized TbCatB).

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Methods website.
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Figure 3 | Structure of solubilized and recrystallized TbCatB solved by 
conventional X-ray crystallography. (a) Ribbon tracing of TbCatB, showing 
the pro-peptide in red and the occluding loop in orange. The black triangle 
indicates the position of the catalytic cleft. (b) Cartoon representation of 
the crystal packing. The crystals contain two molecules in their asymmetric 
unit and four molecules in the unit cell. This diagram of crystal contacts 
shows four molecules labeled A–D. In the foreground, every second TbCatB 
molecule is shown in blue or green, respectively. The major contact area is 
boxed. Gray ribbons represent additional molecules in the crystal packing.
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ONLINE METHODS

Cloning. The gene coding for the pre-pro-form of TbCatB 
(GeneDB Tb927.6.560) was amplified by PCR using primers  
5 -TAGGATCCATGCATCTCATGCGTGCCT-3  (sense) and 
5 -TAACTCGAGCTACGCCGTGTTGGGTG-3  (antisense), and 
AccuPrime Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen) according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. After subcloning (TOPO-TA cloning 
kit, Invitrogen) into XL1-Blue–competent Escherichia coli cells 
(Stratagene), plasmid DNA purification (QIAprep spin miniprep 
kit, Qiagen) and digestion with BamHI and XhoI, the extracted 
gel fragment (QIAquick gel extraction kit, Qiagen) was cloned 
into pFastBac1 expression plasmid (Invitrogen) and transformed 
into DH10Bac-competent E. coli cells (Invitrogen) according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions. The TbCatB gene, containing 
its own signal peptide sequence, replaced the polyhedrin gene, 
including the polyhedrin nuclear import signal.

Recombinant Bacmid DNA was purified according to the 
Bacmid isolation protocol (Invitrogen) using the QIAprep spin 
miniprep kit (Qiagen) and subsequently used for PCR analysis of 
the cloned sequence. Correctness of the PCR products was veri-
fied by sequencing. Bacmid DNA was then used for lipofection 
with Sf9 insect cells grown in serum-free medium at 27 °C to 
generate recombinant virus stock according to the Bac-to-Bac 
manual (Invitrogen). This stock was used to generate a high-titer 
virus stock for further infections (titer: 1 × 108 plaque-forming 
units (p.f.u.) ml−1).

Expression of TbCatB. Recombinant virus stock was used to 
infect a 70%-confluent monolayer culture of Sf9 insect cells 
(Invitrogen), grown in serum-free medium at 27 °C with a multi-
plicity of infection of 0.1 p.f.u. per cell. After 72–96 h (upon visual 
inspection of the amount of crystals within cells by light micros-
copy), we harvested the cells by rinsing and scraping them from 
the surface of the cell flask and then centrifuging the cell suspen-
sion at 1,000g for 5 min. For greater amounts of protein material,  
suspension cultures with agitation at 110 r.p.m. at 27 °C were 
infected and harvested as described above.

Electron microscopy. For TEM, infected insect cells of a 75-mm2  
confluent monolayer culture were fixed using 2% (vol/vol) 
glutaraldehyde in 0.2 M sodium cacodylate buffer contain-
ing 0.12 M sucrose for 1 h at 41 °C. After washing four times  
(10 min each) and storing overnight in sodium cacodylate buffer, 
cells were postfixed in 1.5% (wt/vol) osmium tetroxide and 
stained in 0.5% (wt/vol) uranyl acetate. Dehydration in ethanol, 
clearing in propylene oxide, embedding in Agar 100 resin and 
sectioning were performed according to standard procedures. 
Sections were stained in 5% (wt/vol) uranyl acetate and 0.4% 
(wt/vol) lead citrate. For scanning electron microscopic analysis, 
the same fixation and staining protocol was applied up to 70% 
(vol/vol) ethanol. Cells were then placed on polylysine-covered 
coverslips and dehydrated with 96% and 100% ethanol for 8 h 
each. Critical-point drying and gold-palladium sputter staining 
were performed using standard protocols. TEM was performed 
using a Zeiss EM10 device; for scanning electron microscopy,  
a Cambridge Stereo Scan 250 Mk2 device was used.

Isolation and solubilization of crystals. Harvested cells were 
washed twice in PBS and lysed in RIPA lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl,  

150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% (vol/vol) Nonidet P-40, 0.25% 
(wt/vol) sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% (wt/vol) SDS, 0.01% (wt/vol) 
sodium azide, pH 7.4), intensely vortexed and incubated on ice 
for 15 min. To reduce viscosity, we added 25 units ml−1 Benzonase 
(Novagen) before incubating the mixture for 30 min at 37 °C or 
overnight at 4 °C. The sample was then washed several times 
with PBS. The pellet was resuspended in solubilization buffer 
(50 mM sodium acetate, pH 3.5), incubated for 15 min on ice and 
centrifuged at 16,000g for 15 min. The supernatant was concen-
trated using 10-kDa NMWL-Centricon devices, thereby chang-
ing the buffer to 50 mM sodium acetate, 4 mM DTT, 0.5 mM  
EDTA (pH 5.5) or another appropriate buffer, depending on  
the application.

Serial femtosecond crystallography. TbCatB in vivo crystals 
were analyzed by the SFX method6 at LCLS in the SLAC National 
Accelerator Laboratory (Menlo Park, California, USA)16. The  
X-ray FEL generated intense quasi-monochromatic X-ray pulses 
of 67-fs duration with 6.7 × 1012 photons per pulse and a wave-
length of 6.2 Å (2 keV). Focused onto the crystal, a single pulse 
reaches an intensity of ~0.5 × 1018 W cm−2 and a dose to the  
sample of about 1 to 3 GGy, equivalent to 100 times the Garman 
safe limit7, depending on the number of TbCatB monomers 
within the unit cell. The detailed electron and photon beam 
parameters are summarized in Supplementary Table 3. To ensure 
that there was always, on average, one crystal passing through the 
100-fl X-ray interaction volume of the liquid jet, corresponding 
to the theoretically required optimal volume/hit rate ratio, we 
had to increase the crystal number density before measurement.  
Therefore, ~5 × 107 TbCatB crystals isolated from a single 100-ml 
culture of 2 × 106 virus-infected insect cells per ml were crushed by 
vigorous vortexing with glass beads for 30 min at room tempera-
ture, concentrated by centrifugation for 30 s at 14,500g and filtered 
through a 2- m filter (A-430, Upchurch Scientific). Thus, ~109  
crystals in 1 ml ddH2O were obtained.

The experiment was performed at the Atomic, Molecular 
and Optical Science beamline17 using the CFEL-ASG multi-
purpose (CAMP) instrument18. A liquid microjet19 focused 
by a coaxial flow of gas to a diameter of about 4 m at a flow 
rate of 15 l min−1 was used to introduce crystals stored in a 
sample loop6 into the FEL interaction region. The interaction 
region of the X-rays and the crystals was located in the con-
tinuous liquid column, before the Rayleigh break-up of the jet 
into drops. Testing of TbCatB microcrystal delivery through 
the gas-focused jet at SLAC in the PULSE Institute enabled 
selection of the optimum jet nozzle before installation on the 
CAMP apparatus. In 23.1 min, 83,224 frames were recorded 
with a pair of movable, high-frame-rate, low-noise pn junc-
tion charge-coupled device (pnCCD) detector modules18 (each 
panel consisted of 512 pixels × 1,024 pixels, each 75 m2 ×  
75 m2 in area) operating at the 60-Hz repetition rate of the 
FEL pulses. The upper panel of the detector was located 65 mm 
from the interaction point; the lower panel was mounted to  
z = 68 mm to record scattering from 3.51° to 49.02° in the vertical  
plane. The 988 identified single-crystal diffraction patterns 
were processed to subtract background noise and then indexed 
by an autoindexing procedure based on DirAx20 to determine 
the unit cell parameters and therefore the symmetry of the  
lattice. Details of data processing are given in ref. 6.
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Activity assay. The cathepsin B activity kit (BioVision) was used 
to determine the enzyme activity of solubilized TbCatB. This assay 
uses the preferred cathepsin B substrate sequence RR labeled with 
amino-4-trifluoromethyl coumarin. Fluorescence emission at  
495 nm was measured using a PerkinElmer LS 55 fluorescence 
spectrometer with an excitation wavelength of 400 nm. The chem-
ical identity of the included CatB inhibitor was not released by 
the manufacturer.

Deglycosylation. Solubilized protein in 10 mM HEPES and  
20 mM NaCl (pH 7) was deglycosylated overnight at 25 °C by 
addition of 1 unit g−1 N-glycosidase F (PNGase F, New England 
Biolabs). Sample was then concentrated using 10 kDa NMWL-
Centricon devices to a concentration of 2 mg ml−1 in 10 mM 
HEPES and 20 mM NaCl, pH 7.

Recrystallization and structure determination. We grew 
all crystals with the sitting-drop vapor diffusion technique by  
mixing TbCatB (2 mg ml−1 in 10 mM HEPES and 20 mM NaCl, 
pH 7) and precipitant solution (22–30% polyethylene glycol  
3000 (wt/vol) and 200–400 mM (NH4)2HPO4) in a 1:1 ratio. 
Crystals were flash-frozen for X-ray data collection at 100 K using 
20% (vol/vol) glycerol as cryoprotectant.

Diffraction data were collected at beamline X06DA at the Swiss 
Light Source (Villigen, Switzerland) using a data collection wave-
length of 1.000 Å and a MarCCD detector (Mar Research), and 
processed with XDS21. Initial phases were obtained by molecular 
replacement with PHASER22 using the bovine CatB structure23 

as a search model (PDB 1QDQ). The structure was refined using 
rigid-body refinement and simulated annealing with PHENIX24. 
Subsequent refinement was carried out by alternating rounds of 
model-building with Coot25 and restrained refinement using two-
fold noncrystallographic symmetry restraints with Refmac26. The 
final model had a low free R-factor of 24.3% and good stereo-
chemistry (Supplementary Table 2). The structure reported here 
was aligned with the TbCatB structure determined in ref. 13 (PDB 
3HHI) using the secondary structure–matching superposition 
protocol of the program Coot25. The buried surface area was 
calculated with AREAIMOL27. Figure 3a,b was prepared with 
PyMOL (DeLano Scientific)28.

16. Emma, R. et al. Nat. Photonics 4, 641–647 (2010).
17. Bozek, J.D. Eur. Phys. J. Spec. Top. 169, 129–132 (2009).
18. Strüder, L. et al. Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A 614, 483–496 

(2010).
19. DePonte, D.P. et al. J. Phys. D Appl. Phys. 41, 195505 (2008).
20. Duisenberg, A.J.M. J. Appl. Cryst. 25, 92–96 (1992).
21. Kabsch, W. J. Appl. Cryst. 26, 795–800 (1993).
22. Read, R.J. Acta Crystallogr. D Biol. Crystallogr. 57, 1373–1382 (2001).
23. Yamamoto, A. et al. J. Biochem. 127, 635–643 (2000).
24. Adams, P.D. et al. Acta Crystallogr. D Biol. Crystallogr. 58, 1948–1954 (2002).
25. Emsley, P. & Cowtan, K. Acta Crystallogr. D Biol. Crystallogr. 60, 2126–2132 

(2004).
26. Murshudov, G.N., Vagin, A.A. & Dodson, E.J. Acta Crystallogr. D Biol. 

Crystallogr. 53, 240–255 (1997).
27. Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4. Acta Crystallogr. D Biol. 

Crystallogr. 50, 760–763 (1994).
28. DeLano, W.E. The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System (DeLano Scientific,  

San Carlos, California, 2002).
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In order to address the specific needs of the emerging technique of ‘serial

femtosecond crystallography’, in which structural information is obtained from

small crystals illuminated by an X-ray free-electron laser, a new software suite

has been created. The constituent programs deal with viewing, indexing,

integrating, merging and evaluating the quality of the data, and also simulating

patterns. The specific challenges addressed chiefly concern the indexing and

integration of large numbers of diffraction patterns in an automated manner,

and so the software is designed to be fast and to make use of multi-core

hardware. Other constituent programs deal with the merging and scaling of large

numbers of intensities from randomly oriented snapshot diffraction patterns.

The suite uses a generalized representation of a detector to ease the use of more

complicated geometries than those familiar in conventional crystallography. The

suite is written in C with supporting Perl and shell scripts, and is available as

source code under version 3 or later of the GNU General Public License.

1. Introduction
The new technique of serial femtosecond crystallography (Chapman

et al., 2011) involves the illumination of many small crystals of

proteins sequentially using an intense fourth-generation light source

such as the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS; Emma et al., 2010).

Each pulse of the X-ray laser lasts for only a few tens or hundreds of

femtoseconds and, since the radiation dose is very large, the crystal

will be destroyed. Each crystal is used for only one exposure, and

there is not sufficient time for any oscillation or rotation of the

sample. As a result, the final integrated Bragg intensities must be

constructed from ‘snapshot’ diffraction patterns containing partially

recorded intensities, each pattern corresponding to a different crystal,

and with no orientational relationships between the crystals.

Furthermore, when the crystals are very small, the Fourier transform

of the crystal shape itself (the ‘shape transform’) may come to

dominate the sizes of the peak profiles. Each snapshot provides one

slice through this shape transform; however, the required reflection

intensities are proportional to its volume integral. In addition, the

size and form of the shape transform vary from crystal to crystal. The

Monte Carlo method of integration (Kirian et al., 2010) provides a

theoretical method to process data in this situation but relies on a

very high redundancy in the data set. This fact makes it necessary to

index and measure intensities from many thousands of patterns, so

unsupervised automatic processing of such data is of the utmost

importance. The software developed as a result could be applied to

any technique in which ‘snapshot’ diffraction patterns are acquired in

such a ‘serial’ manner.

A new software suite, called CrystFEL, has been created to address

these concerns. Three programs are central to the suite in the initial

version:

(1) indexamajig, for quickly indexing and integrating large

numbers of diffraction patterns.

(2) pattern_sim, for diffraction pattern simulation.

(3) process_hkl, for merging Bragg intensities using the Monte

Carlo method.

In addition to these, extra programs are provided to help with the

individual stages of the data analysis:

(1) check_hkl, for calculating figures of merit for merged data.

(2) compare_hkl, for examining the differences between two sets of

merged intensities.

(3) render_hkl, for plotting intensities, structure factors and

redundancies in two and three dimensions.

(4) sum_stack, for summing diffraction patterns after peak detec-

tion to produce a two-dimensional ‘virtual powder pattern’, which

can be used to quickly evaluate the amount of data collected.

(5) powder_plot, for summing data from a wider range of formats

(image, reflection list or peak-list form) into one-dimensional

‘powder’ traces.

(6) get_hkl, which can perform various manipulations on reflection

data, such as artificially ‘twinning’ their intensities, expanding them

out to point groups of lower symmetry, adding noise or filtering

reflections according to a template file.

(7) hdfsee, an image viewer.

CrystFEL accepts image data contained within a hierarchical data

format (HDF5) container. The image viewer, hdfsee, may be used to

examine images in this format, and can use a calibrated detector

geometry or can overlay peak locations from the indexing or peak

detection steps. Future versions of the software will incorporate an

abstraction layer to allow the use of many more formats, enabling full

use of the flexible detector geometry specification system described in

the next section.

The software is intended to process ‘clean’ diffraction patterns,

meaning that steps to remove electronic artefacts should have already

been performed. Blank images in which no crystal intersected the
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X-ray beam at the moment of the X-ray pulse should not be included

in the input as far as possible, but the inclusion of such images should

have no effect on the processing other than the speed. Since crystal

hit rates in experiments so far have been around 5%, attempting to

index all frames without this selection procedure would increase the

indexing time by a factor of around 20. However, since these pre-

processing steps are likely to be specific to a particular detector or

experimental configuration, they are not implemented by any part of

the CrystFEL suite. One possible route for performing this pre-

processing is to create a piece of software based on the LCLS data

analysis tools ‘myana’, ‘pyana’ or ‘psana’. CrystFEL’s indexing

component could, in principle, be executed directly by these

processing steps to create a streamlined data processing path.

The tightly knit structure of the suite, where file formats and code

are shared between programs, has enabled a high degree of code

reuse. This not only simplified the structure of the suite but led to a

constant re-visitation of many parts of the code. This has resulted in

many bugs, and even potential bugs, being removed at an early stage.

2. Detector geometry

Fourth-generation light sources have brought with them new detector

technology, required to match the repetition rates called for by the

‘serial crystallography’ methodology. Many of these detectors, such as

the pnCCD detector used in the CAMP instrument (Strüder et al.,

2010) or the CSPAD detector used in the CXI instrument at the

LCLS, consist of multiple smaller detectors in some fixed or movable

arrangement. The small sizes of the panels, combined with separate

sets of readout electronics for each panel, help to achieve the

required high readout rates. To take this into account, CrystFEL’s

representation of a detector is broken down into one or more

‘regions’, each of which has its own camera length, position, resolu-

tion and other parameters. Programs forming part of the suite take a

description of the detector geometry in a text file, allowing the use of

the suite with many and varied detector geometries. To avoid the

many problems that can arise from confusion over definitions of

geometry – all too familiar to macromolecular crystallographers – a

precise specification is used to define the detector geometry, illu-

strated in Fig. 1 and described below.

The raw data of each panel fit into the array of data taken from the

input file, with the relevant range of pixels defined only in terms of

minimum and maximum coordinates in the ‘fast-scan’ (fs) and ‘slow-

scan’ (ss) directions. ‘Fast scan’ refers to the direction whose coor-

dinate changes most quickly as the bytes in the input file are moved

through in order, and ‘slow scan’ refers to the direction whose

coordinate changes most slowly. All pixels in the input data block

must be assigned to a panel, but regions of the detector can be

marked as ‘bad’ if required, which means that they will be ignored at

all stages of the analysis.

The role of the geometry description file is to set up the relation-

ship between pixel locations in the raw image data and in the

laboratory coordinate system. The laboratory coordinate system is

defined by CrystFEL to have þz being the beam direction, þy

pointing towards the zenith (directly upwards) and þx completing a

right-handed coordinate system. However, this definition does not

place any requirements on the representation of the data in the file.

For each panel, the geometry description file specifies the coordinates

in the laboratory coordinate system of the corner of the panel,

meaning the point in the image that would appear first in the raw

image array, in units of pixels. The file must then specify the direction,

also in the laboratory coordinate system, that corresponds to each of

the fast- and slow-scan directions. The direction is defined as a linear

combination of the x and y directions, constituting a transformation

matrix, and so arbitrary in-plane rotations of the detector are

possible. Since there is no requirement for the direction vectors to

have equal moduli, rectangular pixels could be accommodated, if it

were to become necessary in the future, by more creative use of the

vector combinations such as fs ¼ x and ss ¼ 2y. Hexagonal pixels

could also be used within this framework, with some wastage of space

in the input data array.

3. Simulation of data: pattern_sim

It is important to be able to simulate data in order to test the algo-

rithms. A fast nanocrystal diffraction simulation program, named

pattern_sim, is included in CrystFEL, which simulates patterns in a

manner similar to that described in the previous literature (Kirian et

al., 2010). The unit-cell dimensions are taken from a Protein Data

Bank (PDB; Berman et al., 2000) file; however, the structure factors

themselves must be calculated by a separate means, such as using the

sfall tool in CCP4 (Winn et al., 2011). The program is, in its initial

version, only able to model the crystals as parallelepipeds with a

specified number of unit cells along each of the three crystallographic

axes, meaning that more complex shapes such as a hexagonal prism or

a spherical crystal cannot currently be used. However, this restriction

allows the intensity to be calculated as the product of the Laue

interference functions and the squared structure factors, which is

much more efficient than the equivalent sum over all unit cells:

I ¼
sin2 �naq � að Þ

sin2 �q � að Þ

sin2 �nbq � bð Þ

sin2 �q � bð Þ

sin2 �ncq � cð Þ

sin2 �q � cð Þ
Fq

�

�

�

�

2
; ð1Þ

where na, nb and nc are the number of unit cells that the parallele-

piped has along the a, b and c directions, respectively. The vector q

represents the point in reciprocal space at which the diffraction is to

be calculated, and a, b and c are the direct-space unit-cell axes (which

encode the orientation of the crystal as well as the shape of the unit

cell). Fq is the complex structure factor at reciprocal space point q.

Suitable expressions for the scattering vector q are given by Kirian et

al. (2010).

The program calculates the Laue functions in advance for the three

required values of na, nb and nc in terms of q � a, q � b and q � c,

respectively. By storing these values in lookup tables, the values

required later can be quickly calculated by interpolation. This

method avoids repetitive calculation of trigonometric functions and

computer programs
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Figure 1
Specification of detector geometry in CrystFEL. (a) The input data array is broken
into rectangular regions by specifying the minimum and maximum coordinates in
the ‘fast-scan’ and ‘slow-scan’ directions, which are unambiguously defined with
respect to the arrangement in memory of the data array itself. (b) For each region,
the position of the corner (closest to the start of the data array) and the vectors
corresponding to the fast-scan (fs) and slow-scan (ss) directions are specified in
terms of a fixed laboratory coordinate system.
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has the additional advantage of providing a numerically stable

calculation when the scalar product of the reciprocal space vector and

a cell axis is zero or very small.

Since the pre-calculated structure factors give only the intensities

when Bragg’s law is exactly satisfied, further calculation must be

performed to find the values between the Bragg peaks. Three

methods are available in pattern_sim: ‘mosaic’, where the structure

factor at the nearest reciprocal lattice point is taken; ‘interpolate’,

where the intensities at the nearby reciprocal lattice points are

interpolated trilinearly; and ‘phased’, where the relative phases of

neighboring structure factors are taken into account. The ‘phased’

method accounts for the dark region that should appear between two

extended Bragg peaks that have structure factors with opposite

phases, but requires the most calculation. The ‘mosaic’ method is

expected to be the least computationally demanding. For the highest

possible accuracy, a future version of the software could allow a full,

oversampled, three-dimensional molecular transform to be input.

The program calculates the absolute scattered intensity by multi-

plying the result of equation (1) by the incident photon flux density,

the square of the Thomson scattering length and the solid angle of the

pixel. The calculation is repeated for a number of sub-pixel units and

the mean of the resulting values taken, in order to reduce the

probability of missing fine structure in the pattern and consequently

underestimating the intensity in each Bragg peak. Finite wavelength

spread of the incident radiation can also be simulated by a similar

method of sampling many different closely spaced wavelengths. In

addition, convergence of the incident X-ray beam can be simulated

within the limits of a small-angle approximation.

To further accelerate the calculation and enable the simulation of

large data sets of tens of thousands of patterns or more, pattern_sim

can take advantage of a graphics processing unit (GPU) viaOpenCL,

if it is available. The GPU calculation can be enabled by setting a

command line switch and gave a speed-up of around 30 times on the

test hardware. A separate test program, easily executed amongst

other test programs as part of the installation procedure, verifies that

no significant differences exist between the two implementations of

the calculation. The typical total difference is around 0.3% of the

total intensity given by the ‘conventional’ version, this small differ-

ence perhaps being accounted for by the single precision of the

GPU’s floating-point arithmetic as opposed to the double precision

used in the conventional version.

In a final ‘post-processing’ step, pattern_sim can add Poisson noise

to the results. It then stores the image in an HDF5 file suitable for

input into the indexing stage or other processing pipelines, if

required.

4. Pattern indexing and integration: indexamajig

The purpose of the indexing component of CrystFEL, indexamajig, is

to facilitate the processing of large numbers of diffraction patterns in

an automated and largely unsupervised manner. It does not, in the

current version, implement any autoindexing algorithms itself but

rather takes advantage of the previous work in this field by executing

other indexing programs as sub-processes. In the initial version,

DirAx (Duisenberg, 1992) and MOSFLM (Leslie, 2006) can be used.

The user can select more than one indexing method, in which case the

program will try the later specified methods should the earlier

methods fail to yield a result that passes some basic checks.

Indexamajig takes a list of image filenames as its input. For each

image in the list it performs peak detection and sends the peaks to the

selected auto-indexing programs in the format required by those

programs. Alternatively, peak lists generated by previous processing

steps and incorporated in the HDF5 files can be used. If indexing is

successful, a unit cell is read back from the auto-indexer and,

optionally, compared against a reference cell. Cell comparison can be

performed via a variety of methods, the default being to check all

possible linear combinations of the cell basis vectors for correspon-

dence, within a certain tolerance, to the axes of the reference cell.

When indexing usingMOSFLM, the lattice symmetry (if known) may

be used to restrict the number of candidate unit cells returned.DirAx

has no such option and simply returns a list of possible primitive unit

cells.

It is further required by the software that the unit-cell vectors form

a right-handed basis after the matching process, meaning that Bijvoet

pairs are not confused with one another. This could potentially allow

the extraction of an anomalous diffraction signal subject to consid-

erations described in the next section.

If the cell is found to match to the sought unit cell, predicted peak

positions are calculated for the image and compared with the initial

peak positions sent into the auto-indexing program. A basic check for

correctness is performed, where the result is rejected if fewer than

10% of the initial peak positions are close to predicted locations, to

within a tolerance defined by the program input. A lower success rate

might be expected for the smallest nanocrystals, where the peaks in

the diffraction pattern arise from the extended tails of the shape

transforms.

The method of unit-cell reduction described above is vulnerable to

errors in cases where the length of one unit-cell axis is close to a small

multiple of the length of another. This situation is analogous to

reticular twinning familiar in conventional crystallography. For such

cases, the user may opt instead to compare the lattice vectors without

combining them in linear combinations, although this would be

expected to result in a lower number of successfully indexed patterns.

Alternatively, the cell-matching procedure can be entirely disabled,

in which case the result from the auto-indexer is used directly,

provided the basic check described above is passed.

Once the pattern has been successfully indexed, intensities are

integrated from the predicted peak locations, thereby including peaks

that were not found by the initial peak search. In the data evaluated

so far, the peak shapes in the image were found to vary widely within

a single image (Fig. 2), in a way similar to that seen in simulated

patterns for small crystals as a result of the extended shape trans-

forms surrounding each reciprocal lattice point. Therefore, index-

amajig does not attempt two-dimensional profile fitting in the current

version and a method of summing pixel counts within a fixed radius is

used instead. The radius of integration can be configured in the

detector geometry file. The local background surrounding the peak is

estimated and subtracted by measuring the intensity in a thin ring

surrounding the integration region. Improved methods for back-

ground estimation and subtraction and proper calculation of the

errors in the integrated intensities, and for automated rejection of

computer programs
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Figure 2
Three peak profiles from a single diffraction pattern from photosystem I, taken
from the data described by Chapman et al. (2011).
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peaks that cannot be satisfactorily inte-

grated, are under development.

The resulting intensities from each image

are written to a text file, alongside other

information such as the image filename, the

reciprocal axis vectors and optionally the

peak locations from the initial peak search.

The results from all input images are

sequentially written to the same text file –

which is referred to as a ‘stream’ – for ease of

later handling. The overall flow of diffraction

pattern processing by indexamajig is shown

in Fig. 3.

The indexing and integration of many

thousands of diffraction patterns may take

many hours depending on the speed of

computer and data retrieval, and index-

amajig is able to run many indexing jobs in

parallel to reduce the time required for the whole data set. Index-

amajig writes reports of the rate of processing and the ‘yield’ of the

process, defined as the ratio of the number of successfully indexed

patterns to the overall number of patterns, to the terminal at intervals

of a few seconds.

Once a ‘stream’ has been compiled for a data set, the results of

indexing can be visualized by running a short Perl script, called

check_near_bragg. This script finds, for each image in sequence, the

positions of the peaks predicted by indexing, the coordinates of which

are also stored in the stream. The script then runs the image viewer

hdfsee to show the image and the peak locations (Fig. 4). When the

viewer window is closed, the script displays the next image from the

stream in the same way. A very similar script called check_peak_

detection operates in the same way, but displays the results of the

initial peak search instead of the predicted peaks.

5. Merging of intensities: process_hkl

Merging of individual intensity measurements is performed by the

method of Kirian et al. (2010), in which the mean of all measurements

for each individual reflection is taken. When the number of

measurements is large, this procedure constitutes a Monte Carlo

integration over the three-dimensional reflection profiles, resulting in

values that are proportional to the integrated intensity. Awell known

feature of Monte Carlo methods is that, in the limit of a sufficiently

large quantity of data, all stochastic variables (such as variations in

X-ray pulse intensity or crystal size) will be ‘integrated out’ and

become constant factors affecting all intensities equally. For data

obtained using a free-electron laser source, further complications

arise because of the stochastic nature of the lasing process: the

incident beam intensity, wavelength and spectrum are different for

each pulse. It is clear that a large number of indexed patterns are

necessary for this method to be successful, justifying the highly

automated processing of patterns described in the previous section.

The program process_hkl performs merging using this method

taking into account the symmetry of the structure. It was found to be

convenient for the software to neglect information about systematic

absences due to glide planes and screw axes. Instead, only the point

symmetry of the structure is considered when merging intensities.

The program is also able to perform scaling of the intensities in an

attempt to improve the quality of the results. Scaling can be

performed by normalizing the intensities according to the mean

intensity of the Bragg peaks in each pattern or the overall total

intensity in each pattern, or by a two-pass process where the inten-

sities are scaled to most closely fit the values produced by a previous

unscaled run of the program. Improved algorithms are under devel-

opment.

Since each individual diffraction pattern is indexed independently,

ambiguities may result if the symmetry of the structure is lower than

that of the lattice. These are precisely the same conditions under

which the structure may exhibit twinning by merohedry, and the

effect of such an ambiguity when combining results from many

patterns will be that the data appear to be perfectly twinned.

Unfortunately, all attempts so far to resolve such ambiguities by

correlating the intensities in the patterns have failed, perhaps owing

to the partialities associated with the individual reflection measure-

ments. As a result, the symmetry according to which the intensities

must be merged is dictated by the asymmetric unit that the indexing

computer programs
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Figure 3
Flow diagram of diffraction pattern processing in indexamajig.

Figure 4
Screenshot of the image viewer hdfsee displaying an image from the data described
by Chapman et al. (2011), with predicted peak locations circled.
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procedure can recognize unambiguously. In the merohedral case, this

asymmetric unit is reduced in size and so the merging symmetry must

be increased. A printable table is provided as part of the docu-

mentation for CrystFEL listing the 230 space groups according to

point group, Laue class and holohedry, with the point groups posi-

tioned such that the appropriate merging symmetry can be quickly

determined for any given ‘true’ symmetry.

The above considerations apply also in the case of pseudo-mero-

hedry, for example when an orthorhombic structure has two axis

lengths almost equal. In this example, if the difference between the

two similar lattice parameters is smaller than the tolerance allowed by

the cell-reduction procedure described earlier then the holohedral

symmetry for a tetragonal lattice (belonging to Laue class 4=mmm)

must be used instead. It was found useful to introduce the concepts of

‘source’ and ‘target’ symmetries when describing the merging process.

The source symmetry describes the symmetry that the indexing

procedure is able to discern, and the target symmetry describes the

symmetry of the true structure. Left coset decomposition (Flack,

1987) of one symmetry group with respect to the other provides the

required ‘twin laws’, which specify the symmetry operations of the

ambiguities to be resolved. However, in contrast to the determination

of conventional twin laws, mirror and inversion operations are not

permitted since the crystallographic axes must form a right-handed

basis as described earlier. It should be noted further that no ‘twin

fraction’ is required when describing the ambiguities described here,

since the relevant ambiguities can always be identified and merging

performed according to the higher symmetry. The contributions from

each of the ‘sides’ of the applicable ‘twin laws’ are therefore always

exactly equal.

In the current implementation, which does not have the means to

resolve indexing ambiguities, the target symmetry is always equal to

the source symmetry and the resulting intensities must appear

twinned. If future versions of the software were to incorporate the

required algorithms, the target symmetry could be reduced to the true

symmetry of the structure. If the true symmetry were unknown,

resolution could be attempted into progressively lower and lower

symmetries until no resolution could be successfully performed. If

there were multiple ambiguities, a partial resolution into a target

group of intermediate symmetry could be performed. This might be

useful in specialized cases, perhaps where a full resolution of the

ambiguity is difficult and it is considered preferable to have ‘twinned’

data according to one of the ambiguities than a poor resolution of

both. If the intensities are to be merged under the assumption that

Friedel’s law holds, meaning that Friedel pairs of intensities are to be

merged with one another, then the target symmetry can simply be

specified as the Laue class corresponding to the appropriate point

group.

The intensities can be visualized by plotting intensities in flat

central sections through reciprocal space (similar to a simulated

precession diffraction pattern) using a color scale as shown in Fig. 5.

A choice of color scales is available, and the program can also plot the

values in three dimensions by creating an input file for the Persistence

of Vision ray-tracing program (available from http://www.povray.

org/) and invoking it automatically.

A helper script is included which can be invoked once merging has

been completed in order to create an MTZ file for import into CCP4.

This script operates by invoking the CCP4 program f2mtz with a

format specification appropriate for CrystFEL’s plain text reflection

data format.

6. Evaluation of data quality

The evaluation of the data quality is difficult for the type of experi-

ment for which CrystFEL has been designed. Since the Monte Carlo

merging procedure operates by taking samples from a number of

different distributions, it is clear that the individual values to be

merged will not share a high degree of similarity. Indeed, it is not

desired that they have a high degree of similarity, since the aim is to

sample all the underlying distributions as fully as possible, and a full

sampling of all the distributions will produce both large and small

intensities for any given reflection. As a result, the traditional data

quality metrics such as Rmerge cannot give a meaningful measure of

the data quality. A more useful figure can be obtained by splitting the

data into two separate interleaved sets, which are merged indepen-

dently, and then examining the agreement between the two resulting

intensity lists. Since the data have been split into two sets, it is

expected that the degree of convergence in each subset would be

lower and so this method could underestimate the quality of the

combined data by a factor of 21=2. A suitable figure of merit could

therefore be defined as

Rsplit ¼ 2�1=2

P

jIeven � Ioddj
1
2

P

ðIeven þ IoddÞ
; ð2Þ

where Ieven represents the intensity of a reflection produced by

merging even-numbered patterns, Iodd represents the intensity of the

equivalent reflection from the odd-numbered patterns and the sum is

over all reflections. This method can be performed with CrystFEL by

using a helper script to split the ‘stream’ into two, merging the two

resulting streams using process_hkl and comparing the two merged

intensity lists using compare_hkl. The program can also calculate the

R factor as a function of resolution.

A method has been described for estimating the error in the final

estimate of the intensity of each reflection in the Monte Carlo

method, using

�hkl ¼
P

Ispot � hIhkli
� �2

h i1=2.

Nhkl; ð3Þ
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Figure 5
Zone axis structure factors from Chapman et al. (2011), plotted using render_hkl.
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where Ispot is an individual measurement of the reflection hkl, hIhkli is

the mean of all such measurements, Nhkl is the number of measure-

ments and the summation is over all measurements of a particular

reflection (Chapman et al., 2011, supplementary information). Errors

are estimated in this way by process_hkl and recorded in the final

merged intensity list. By the central limit theorem, the distribution of

measured mean intensity values for a given reflection will closely

approach a Gaussian provided a sufficiently large number of random

samples are taken. However, caution must be used in interpreting the

meaning of �hkl when this condition is not met, in which case the error

estimate could over- or underestimate the true error in the intensities.

The program check_hkl can calculate statistics, such as the mean

I=�ðIÞ or the redundancy and completeness of the data, as a function

of resolution.

The overall flow of the indexing, merging and evaluation process is

shown in Fig. 6.

7. Creation of ‘virtual powder patterns’: powder_plot and
sum_stack

Information can be derived from the inspection of serial crystal-

lographic data in ‘powder’ form, such as when attempting to evaluate

the effects of radiation damage on the overall falloff of intensities

with resolution. Such analysis can be performed without indexing the

individual patterns, for example by summing the patterns themselves

(provided the background subtraction is sufficient) or by summing

the peaks found by the peak search. CrystFEL supports this type of

analysis through the programs sum_stack and powder_plot. The

former program, sum_stack, performs the usual peak detection on

each of its input images and adds pixels within a small circle around

each peak to a final image. The latter program, powder_plot, creates

one-dimensional powder traces from input in many different formats,

for example a stream, an individual diffraction pattern or merged

intensities. If a stream file is used for input, the user may opt to create

the powder plot from the peak locations found by the initial peak

search or the integrated intensities after indexing. If the integrated

intensities are used, the correct bin to place the intensity in can be

calculated by combining the Miller indices either with a provided unit

cell or with the unit cell specific to the individual pattern, which can

differ from the average unit cell by up to an amount equal to the

tolerance of the cell-reduction procedure. A large amount of control

can therefore be exercised when performing analysis with virtual

powder patterns.

8. Documentation

All programs accept a ‘--help’ argument on

the command line, which produces a

summary of the usage of the program and its

various options. Installation instructions

detailing the required libraries and other

environmental factors are provided, as well

as standard ‘man’ pages describing many of

the features in further detail. The symmetry

table described earlier is also included, and

may also be downloaded separately from the

same web site as the software itself. Low-

level documentation of the internals of the

software, detailing the interfaces available to

programs forming part of the suite (such as

functions for handling reflection data), is

also included.

9. Future work

CrystFEL is a young software project created for use in a very new

and rapidly developing field, and so new features and improvements

to the analysis pipeline are currently under active development. One

continuous development is to improve the yield of the indexing

process while filtering out inaccurate indexing results. This will be

achieved by implementing new indexing algorithms which operate by

searching for known reciprocal lattice vector lengths instead of by

providing an ab initio unit cell for comparison. In addition, interfaces

to other auto-indexing programs such as XDS (Kabsch, 2010),

DENZO (Otwinowski & Minor, 1997) and LABELIT (Sauter et al.,

2004) will be added. The software will also be developed to allow the

processing of diffraction patterns corresponding to more than one

crystal (Vaughan et al., 2004), which would allow the concentration of

crystals in the suspension injected into the path of the X-ray beam to

be increased beyond the level at which, on average, one crystal

contributes to each pattern.

Improved methods for scaling the intensities will be the subject of

much future work. The current method makes no attempt to model

the diffraction process, and instead simply averages a large amount of

data to obtain an accurate result. By introducing such a model, even a

crude one, and fitting parameters such as the incident intensity, the

crystal orientation and the wavelength of the radiation, it should be

possible to arrive at more accurate estimates of the underlying

structure factors, perhaps with a smaller number of patterns. Such a

method would be similar to the methods employed in conventional

X-ray crystallography, such as post-refinement (Rossmann & van

Beek, 1999), but with some complications potentially arising from

indexing ambiguities. Initial work in this direction, although not

currently usable, is already included in the current version of

CrystFEL as the program partialator.

These improvements will act to reduce the number of diffraction

patterns required to obtain an accurate set of intensity data, which is

of great importance given the scarcity of experimental time at hard-

X-ray free-electron laser sources.

10. Software availability

To ensure the maximum possible use and understanding of the

software, CrystFEL is available in source code form under version 3

or later of the GNU General Public License (GPL). It can be

computer programs
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Figure 6
The overall pipeline of the indexing, merging and evaluation workflow. Individual images are indexed and
integrated in parallel, and the resulting Bragg intensities written to a single long file known as a ‘stream’. The
contents of the stream can be merged to produce the final intensity data, or the stream can be split into two
smaller streams which can be merged individually. Comparison of the two individually merged results produces
figures of merit that can be used to evaluate the data quality. Different figures of merit can be produced from the
final intensities themselves.
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downloaded from http://www.cfel.de/. Contributions in the form of

bug reports, comments and source code patches are actively invited.

Mark Hunter, Francesco Stellato, Linda Johansson, David

Arnlund, Nadia Zatsepin and Lorenzo Galli tested the software and

provided bug reports as well as feedback on the manuscript. John

Spence and Ilme Schlichting also read the manuscript and made

corrections and improvements.
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High-Resolution Protein Structure
Determination by Serial
Femtosecond Crystallography
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Structure determination of proteins and other macromolecules has historically required the growth
of high-quality crystals sufficiently large to diffract x-rays efficiently while withstanding radiation
damage. We applied serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) using an x-ray free-electron laser
(XFEL) to obtain high-resolution structural information from microcrystals (less than 1 micrometer
by 1 micrometer by 3 micrometers) of the well-characterized model protein lysozyme. The
agreement with synchrotron data demonstrates the immediate relevance of SFX for analyzing
the structure of the large group of difficult-to-crystallize molecules.

E
lucidating macromolecular structures by
x-ray crystallography is an important step
in the quest to understand the chemical

mechanisms underlying biological function. Al-
though facilitated greatly by synchrotron x-ray
sources, the method is limited by crystal quality
and radiation damage (1). Crystal size and ra-
diation damage are inherently linked, because
reducing radiation damage requires lowering the
incident fluence. This in turn calls for large crys-
tals that yield sufficient diffraction intensitieswhile
reducing the dose to individual molecules in
the crystal. Unfortunately, growing well-ordered
large crystals can be difficult in many cases, par-
ticularly for large macromolecular assemblies and
membrane proteins. In contrast, micrometer-sized
crystals are frequently observed.Although diffrac-
tion data of small crystals can be collected by using
microfocus synchrotron beamlines, this remains

a challenging approach because of the rapid dam-
age suffered by these small crystals (1).

Serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) using
x-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) radiation is an
emergingmethod for three-dimensional (3D) struc-
ture determination using crystals ranging from a
few micrometers to a few hundred nanometers
in size and potentially even smaller. This method
relies on x-ray pulses that are sufficiently intense
to produce high-quality diffraction while of short
enough duration to terminate before the onset of
substantial radiation damage (2–4). X-ray pulses
of only 70-fs duration terminate before any chem-
ical damage processes have time to occur, leaving
primarily ionization and x-ray–induced thermal
motion as the main sources of radiation damage
(2–4). SFX therefore promises to break the cor-
relation between sample size, damage, and res-
olution in structural biology. In SFX, a liquid

microjet is used to introduce fully hydrated, ran-
domly oriented crystals into the single-pulseXFEL
beam (5–8), as illustrated in Fig.1. A recent low-
resolution proof-of-principle demonstration of
SFXperformed at the LinacCoherent Light Source
(LCLS) (9) using crystals of photosystem I ranging
in size from 200 nm to 2 mm produced interpret-
able electron density maps (6). Other demonstra-
tion experiments using crystals grown in vivo (7),
as well as in the lipidic sponge phase for mem-
brane proteins (8), were recently published. How-
ever, in all these cases, the x-ray energy of 1.8 keV
(6.9 Å) limited the resolution of the collected data
to about 8 Å. Data collection to a resolution better
than 2Å became possible with the recent commis-
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versity, Ithaca, NY 14853,USA. 8Wilson Laboratory, Cornell High
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sioning of theLCLSCoherentX-ray Imaging (CXI)
instrument (10). The CXI instrument provides
hard x-ray pulses suitable for high-resolution crys-
tallography and is equipped with Cornell-SLAC
Pixel Array Detectors (CSPADs), consisting of
64 tiles of 192 pixels by 185 pixels each, arranged
as shown in Fig. 1 and figs. S1 andS2. TheCSPAD
supports the 120-Hz readout rate required to mea-
sure each x-ray pulse from LCLS (11, 12).

Here, we describe SFX experiments per-
formed at CXI analyzing the structure of hen

egg-white lysozyme (HEWL) as a model
system by using microcrystals of about 1 mm
by 1 mm by 3 mm (4, 11). HEWL is an extremely
well-characterized protein that crystallizes eas-
ily. It was the first enzyme to have its structure
determined by x-ray diffraction (13) and has
since been thoroughly characterized to very high
resolution (14). Lysozyme has served as a model
system for many investigations, including radia-
tion damage studies. This makes it an ideal sys-
tem for the development of the SFX technique.

Microcrystals of HEWL in random orientation
were exposed to single 9.4-keV (1.32 Å) x-ray
pulses of 5- or 40-fs duration focused to 10 mm2 at
the interaction point (Fig. 1). The average 40-fs
pulse energy at the sample was 600 mJ per pulse,
corresponding to an average dose of 33 MGy de-
posited in each crystal. This dose level represents
the classical limit for damage using cryogenically
cooled crystals (15). The average 5-fs pulse energy
was 53 mJ. The SFX-derived data were compared
to low-dose data sets collected at room temper-
ature by using similarly prepared larger crystals
(11). This benchmarks the technique with a well-
characterized model system.

We collected about 1.5million individual “snap-
shot” diffraction patterns for 40-fs duration pulses
at the LCLS repetition rate of 120 Hz using the
CSPAD. About 4.5% of the patterns were clas-
sified as crystal hits, 18.4% ofwhichwere indexed
and integrated with the CrystFEL software (14)
showing excellent statistics to 1.9 Å resolution
(Table 1 and table S1). In addition, 2 million
diffraction patterns were collected by using x-ray
pulses of 5-fs duration, with a 2.0% hit rate and
a 26.3% indexing rate, yielding 10,575 indexed
patterns. The structure, partially shown in Fig. 2A,
was determined by molecular replacement [using
Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry 1VDS] and using
the 40-fs SFXdata. No significant differenceswere
observed in an Fobs(40 fs) – Fobs (synchrotron)
difference electron density map (Fig. 2B). The
electron density map shows features that were
not part of the model (different conformations of
amino acids and water molecules) and shows no

Table 1. SFX and synchrotron data and refinement statistics. Highest
resolution shells are 2.0 to 1.9 Å. Rsplit is as defined in (16): Rsplit ¼
�

1
ffiffi

2
p

�

⋅
∑
hkl

jIeven
hkl

− Iodd
hkl

j
1
2∑
hkl

jIeven
hkl

þ Iodd
hkl

j. SLS room temperature (RT) data 3 statistics are from

XDS (20). B factors were calculated with TRUNCATE (21). R and rmsd values
were calculated with PHENIX (22). n.a., not applicable. The diffraction pat-
terns have been deposited with the Coherent X-ray Imaging Data Bank,
cxidb.org (accession code ID-17).

Parameter 40-fs pulses 5-fs pulses SLS RT data 3

Wavelength 1.32 Å 1.32 Å 0.9997 Å
X-ray focus (mm2) ~10 ~10 ~100 × 100
Pulse energy/fluence at sample 600 mJ/4 × 1011 photons per pulse 53 mJ/3.5 ×1010 photons per pulse n.a./2.5 × 1010 photons/s
Dose (MGy) 33.0 per crystal 2.9 per crystal 0.024 total
Dose rate (Gy/s) 8.3 × 1020 5.8 × 1020 9.6 × 102

Space group P43212 P43212 P43212
Unit cell length (Å), a = b = g = 90° a = b =79, c = 38 a = b = 79, c = 38 a = b = 79.2, c = 38.1
Oscillation range/exposure time Still exp./40 fs* Still exp./5 fs* 1.0°/0.25 s
No. collected diffraction images 1,471,615 1,997,712 100
No. of hits/indexed images 66,442/12,247 40,115/10,575 n.a./100
Number of reflections n.a. n.a. 70,960
Number of unique reflections 9921 9743 9297
Resolution limits (Å) 35.3–1.9 35.3–1.9 35.4–1.9
Completeness 98.3% (96.6%) 98.2% (91.2%) 92.6% (95.1%)
I/s(I) 7.4 (2.8) 7.3 (3.1) 18.24 (5.3)
Rsplit 0.158 0.159 n.a.
Rmerge n.a. n.a. 0.075 (0.332)
Wilson B factor 28.3 Å2 28.5 Å2 19.4 Å2

R-factor/R-free 0.196/0.229 0.189/0.227 0.166/0.200
Rmsd bonds, Rmsd angles 0.006 Å, 1.00° 0.006 Å, 1.03° 0.007 Å, 1.05°
PDB code 4ET8 4ET9 4ETC

*Electron bunch length

Fig. 1. Experimental geometry for SFX at the CXI instrument. Single-pulse diffraction patterns from
single crystals flowing in a liquid jet are recorded on a CSPAD at the 120-Hz repetition rate of LCLS. Each
pulse was focused at the interaction point by using 9.4-keV x-rays. The sample-to-detector distance (z) was
93 mm.
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discernible signs of radiation damage. Also, when
the data were phased with molecular replace-
ment by using the turkey lysozyme structure as a
search model (PDB code 1LJN), the differences
between the two proteins were immediately ob-
vious from the maps (fig. S3).

Even though the underlying radiation dam-
age processes differ because of the different time
scales of the experiments using an XFEL and a
synchrotron or rotating anode (femtoseconds ver-
sus seconds or hours), no features related to ra-
diation damage are observed in difference maps
calculated between the SFX and the low-dose
synchrotron data (Fig. 2B). In addition to local
structural changes, metrics like I/I0 [the ratio
of measured intensities (I) to the ideal calcu-
lated intensities (I0)] and the Wilson B factor are
most often used to characterize global radiation
damage in protein crystallography (17). I/I0 is
not applicable to the SFX data. However, the
Wilson B factors of both SFX data sets show
values typical for room-temperature data sets and
do not differ significantly from those obtained
from synchrotron and rotating anode data sets
collected with different doses, using similarly
grown larger crystals kept at room temperature
and fully immersed in solution (11) (Table
1 and table S1). The R factors calculated be-
tween all collected data sets do not show a dose-
dependent increase (fig. S4). However, higher
R factors are observed for the SFX data, indi-
cating a systematic difference. This is not caused
by nonconvergence of the Monte Carlo integra-
tion, because scaling the 40- and 5-fs data to-
gether does not affect the scaling behavior.
Besides non-isomorphism or radiation damage,
possible explanations for this difference could
include suboptimal treatment of weak reflections,
the difficulties associated with processing still
diffraction images, and other SFX-specific steps
in the method. SFX is an emerging technique,
and data processing algorithms, detectors, and

data collection methods are under continuous
development.

A simple consideration shows the attainable
velocities of atoms in the sample depend on the
deposited x-ray energy versus the inertia of those
atoms: 〈v〉 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

3kBT=m
p

, wherem is the mass of
a carbon atom, for example, T is temperature, and
kB is Boltzmann’s constant. For an impulse ab-
sorption of energy at the doses of our LCLS
measurements, we predict average velocities less
than 10 Å/ps, which gives negligible displace-
ment during the FEL pulses. On the time scale
of femtoseconds, radiation damage is primarily
caused by impulsive rearrangement of atoms and
electron density rather than the relatively slow-
processes of chemical bond breaking typical in
conventional crystallography using much lon-
ger exposures at much lower dose rates (the dose
rate in this experiment was about 0.75 MGy per
femtosecond).

Neither the SFX electron density maps nor
the Wilson B factors suggest obvious signs of
significant radiation damage. Very short pulses
(5-fs electron bunch) are not expected to produce
observable damage, according to simulations (3).
Furthermore, it has been reported that the actual
x-ray pulses are shorter than the electron bunches
for XFELs, making the pulse duration possibly
shorter than the relevant Auger decays (18). The
agreement between the SFX results using 40-fs
pulses and 5-fs pulses suggests similar damage
characteristics for the two pulse durations on
the basis of the available data. Our results dem-
onstrate that under the exposure conditions used,
SFX yields high-quality data suitable for struc-
tural determination. SFX reduces the require-
ments on crystal size and therefore the method is
of immediate relevance for the large group of
difficult-to-crystallize molecules, establishing
SFX as a very valuable high-resolution comple-
ment to existing macromolecular crystallogra-
phy techniques.
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Fig. 2. (A) Final, refined 2mFobs – DFcalc (1.5s) electron density map (17) of lysozyme at 1.9 Å resolution
calculated from 40-fs pulse data. (B) Fobs(40 fs) – Fobs (synchrotron) difference Fourier map, contoured at
+3 s (green) and –3 s (red). No interpretable features are apparent. The synchrotron data set was
collected with a radiation dose of 24 kGy.
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Femtosecond X-ray protein nanocrystallography
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Joachim Schulz1, Daniel P. DePonte1, Uwe Weierstall4, R. Bruce Doak4, Filipe R. N. C. Maia5, Andrew V. Martin1,
Ilme Schlichting6,7, Lukas Lomb7, Nicola Coppola1{, Robert L. Shoeman7, Sascha W. Epp6,8, Robert Hartmann9, Daniel Rolles6,7,
Artem Rudenko6,8, Lutz Foucar6,7, Nils Kimmel10, Georg Weidenspointner11,10, Peter Holl9, Mengning Liang1,
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Lothar Strüder6,10, Günter Hauser10, Hubert Gorke15, Joachim Ullrich6,8, Sven Herrmann10, Gerhard Schaller10,
Florian Schopper10, Heike Soltau9, Kai-Uwe Kühnel8, Marc Messerschmidt13, John D. Bozek13, Stefan P. Hau-Riege16,
Matthias Frank16, Christina Y. Hampton14, Raymond G. Sierra14, Dmitri Starodub14, Garth J. Williams13, Janos Hajdu5,
Nicusor Timneanu5, M. Marvin Seibert5{, Jakob Andreasson5, Andrea Rocker5, Olof Jönsson5, Martin Svenda5, Stephan Stern1,
Karol Nass2, Robert Andritschke10, Claus-Dieter Schröter8, Faton Krasniqi6,7, Mario Bott7, Kevin E. Schmidt4, Xiaoyu Wang4,
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Sebastian Schorb19, Daniela Rupp19, Marcus Adolph19, Tais Gorkhover19, Inger Andersson20, Helmut Hirsemann12,
Guillaume Potdevin12, Heinz Graafsma12, Björn Nilsson12 & John C. H. Spence4

X-ray crystallography provides the vast majority of macromolecular
structures, but the success of themethod relies on growing crystals of
sufficient size. In conventionalmeasurements, thenecessary increase
in X-ray dose to record data from crystals that are too small leads to
extensive damage before a diffraction signal can be recorded1–3. It is
particularly challenging to obtain large, well-diffracting crystals of
membraneproteins, forwhich fewer than300unique structures have
been determined despite their importance in all living cells. Here we
present a method for structure determination where single-crystal
X-ray diffraction ‘snapshots’ are collected from a fully hydrated
stream of nanocrystals using femtosecond pulses from a hard-X-
ray free-electron laser, the Linac Coherent Light Source4. We prove
this concept with nanocrystals of photosystem I, one of the largest
membrane protein complexes5. More than 3,000,000 diffraction
patterns were collected in this study, and a three-dimensional data
set was assembled from individual photosystem I nanocrystals
( 200nm to 2mm in size). We mitigate the problem of radiation
damage in crystallography by using pulses briefer than the timescale
of most damage processes6. This offers a new approach to structure
determination of macromolecules that do not yield crystals of suf-
ficient size for studies using conventional radiation sources or are
particularly sensitive to radiation damage.
Radiation damage has always limited resolution in biological

imaging using electrons or X-rays2. With the recent invention of the
femtosecond X-ray laser, an opportunity has arisen to break the nexus
between radiation dose and spatial resolution. It has been proposed
that femtosecond X-ray pulses can be used to outrun even the fastest
damage processes by using single pulses so brief that they terminate
before the manifestation of damage to the sample6. Experiments at the
FLASH free-electron laser (FEL),Germany, confirmed the feasibility of
‘diffraction before destruction’ at resolution lengths down to 60 Å on
test samples fixed on silicon nitride membranes7. It was predicted that

the irradiance (or power density) of focused pulses from a hard-X-ray
FEL such as the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), USA, would be
sufficient to produce diffraction patterns at near-atomic resolution6.
We demonstrate here that this notion of diffraction before destruc-

tion operates at subnanometre resolution, using themembrane protein
photosystem I as amodel system, and establish anapproach to structure
determination based on X-ray diffraction data from a stream of nano-
crystals6,8. Membrane proteins have a central role in the functioning of
cells and viruses, yet our knowledge of the structure and dynamics
responsible for their functioning remains limited. Photosystem I is a
largemembrane protein complex (1-MDamolecularmass, 36 proteins,
381 cofactors) that acts as a biosolar energy converter in the process of
oxygenic photosynthesis. Its crystals display the symmetry of space
group P63, with unit-cell parameters a5 b5 281 Å and c5 165 Å,
and consist of 78% solvent by volume. We show that diffraction data
can be recorded from these fragile protein nanocrystals before destruc-
tion occurs. Furthermore, we demonstrate that structure factors can be
extracted from the ‘partial’ reflections of tens of thousands of single-
crystal diffraction snapshots, showing that interpretable high-quality,
three-dimensional (3D) structure factor data can be obtained from a
suspension of submicrometre crystals.
Our experimental set-up (Fig. 1 andMethods) records single-crystal

diffraction data from a stream of crystals carried in a 4-mm-diameter,
continuous liquid water jet9 that flows across the focused LCLS X-ray
beam in vacuum at 10ml min21. In contrast to cryo-electron micro-
scopy10,11 or standard crystallography on microcrystals3, which require
cryogenic cooling, these data were collected on fully hydrated, 3D
nanocrystals. The crystal located in the interaction region when an
X-ray pulse arrives gives rise to a diffraction pattern that is detected
on a set of two low-noise, X-ray p–n junction charge-coupled device
(pnCCD)modules12 and read out before the arrival of the next pulse at
the FEL repetition rate of 30Hz, or 1,800 patterns per minute. The
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photon energy of the X-ray pulses was 1.8 keV (6.9-Å wavelength), with
more than 1012 photons per pulse at the sample and pulse durations of
10, 70, and 200 fs (ref. 13). AnX-ray fluence of 900 J cm22was achieved
by focusing the FEL beam to a full-width at half-maximum of 7mm,
corresponding to a sample dose of up to 700MGy per pulse (calculated

using the program RADDOSE14) and a peak power density in excess of
1016Wcm22 at 70-fs duration. In contrast, the typical tolerable dose in
conventional X-ray experiments is only about 30MGy (ref. 1). A single
LCLS X-ray pulse destroys any solid material placed in this focus, but
the stream replenishes the vaporized sample before the next pulse.
The front detector module, located close to the interaction region,

recorded high-angle diffraction to a resolution of 8.5 Å, whereas the
rear module intersected diffraction at resolutions in the range of 4,000
to 100 Å. We observed diffraction from crystals smaller than ten unit
cells on a side, as determined by examining the data recorded on the
rear pnCCDs (Fig. 2). A crystal with a side length of N unit cells gives
rise to diffraction features that are finer by a factor of 1/N than the
Bragg spacing (that is, withN2 2 fringes between neighbouring Bragg
peaks), providing a simple way to determine the projected size of the
nanocrystal. Images of crystal shapes obtained using an iterative phase
retrieval method15,16 are shown in Fig. 2. The 3D Fourier transform of
the crystal shape is repeated on every reciprocal lattice point. However,
the diffraction condition for lattice points is usually not exactly satisfied,
so each recorded Bragg spot represents a particular ‘slice’ of the Ewald
sphere through the shape transform, giving a variety of Bragg spot
profiles in a pattern; these are apparent in Fig. 2. The sum of counts
in each Bragg spot underestimates the underlying structure factor
square modulus, representing a partial reflection.
Figure 3a shows strong single-crystal diffraction to the highest

angles of the front detector. The nanocrystal shape transform is also
apparent in many patterns at the high angles detected by the front
detector, giving significant measured intensities between Bragg peaks
as is noticeable in Supplementary Fig. 3a. These mid-Bragg intensities

715 nm 620 nm

290 nm 160 nm
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a* b*

a b

c d

0 1 1¯

1 1 0

0 0 2

0 1 0

0 1 0

1 0 0

0 2 0
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Figure 2 | Coherent crystal diffraction. Low-angle diffraction patterns
recorded on the rear pnCCDs, revealing coherent diffraction from the structure
of the photosystem I nanocrystals, shown using a logarithmic, false-colour
scale. The Miller indices of the peaks in a were identified from the

corresponding high-angle pattern. In c we count seven fringes in the b*
direction, corresponding to nine unit cells, or 250 nm. Insets, real-space images
of the nanocrystal, determined by phase retrieval (using the Shrinkwrap
algorithm15) of the circled coherent Bragg shape transform.

LCLS X-ray pulses 

Liquid jet

Interaction 
point

Rear pnCCD
(z = 564 mm)

Front pnCCD
(z = 68 mm)

200 μm

Figure 1 | Femtosecond nanocrystallography. Nanocrystals flow in their
buffer solution in a gas-focused, 4-mm-diameter jet at a velocity of 10m s21

perpendicular to the pulsed X-ray FEL beam that is focused on the jet. Inset,
environmental scanning electron micrograph of the nozzle, flowing jet and
focusing gas30. Two pairs of high-frame-rate pnCCD detectors12 record low-
and high-angle diffraction from single X-ray FEL pulses, at the FEL repetition
rate of 30Hz. Crystals arrive at random times and orientations in the beam, and
the probability of hitting one is proportional to the crystal concentration.
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oversample the molecular transform, providing a potential route to
phasing of the pattern17,18.
In conventional crystallography, the ‘full’ Bragg reflection is deter-

mined to high precision, for example by integrating counts as the
crystal is rotated such that these reflections pass through the diffrac-
tion condition. By indexing individual patterns and then summing
counts in all partial reflections for each index, we performed a
Monte Carlo integration over the reciprocal-space volume of the
Bragg reflection and the distribution of crystal shapes and orientations
and variations in the X-ray pulse fluence. The result of this procedure
converges to the square of the structure factormoduli18.We found that
over 13% of diffraction patterns with ten or more spots could be
consistently indexed using the programs MOSFLM19 and DirAx20

(Methods). Merged intensities at 70-fs pulse duration are presented
as a precession-style image of the [001]-zone axis in Fig. 3b (see also
Supplementary Figs 3 and 4).We tested the reliability of this approach
by comparing the LCLS merged data with data collected at 100K with
12.4-keV synchrotron radiation from a single crystal of photosystem I
cryopreserved in 2M sucrose. These data sets show good agreement,
with a difference metric, Riso, of 22.1% computed over the entire reso-
lution range and of less than 13% in the middle resolution shells; see
Supplementary Table 1 for detailed statistics.
To complete our proof of principle, we conducted a rigid-body

refinement of the published photosystem I structure (Protein Data
Bank ID, 1JB0) against the nanocrystal structure factors, yielding
R/Rfree5 0.25/0.23. A representative region of the 2mFo2DFc elec-
tron density map at 8.5 Å (Methods) from the LCLS data set is shown
in Fig. 3c. This map shows the details expected at this resolution,
including transmembrane helices, membrane extrinsic features and
some loop structures. For comparison, the electron density refined
from the 12.4-keV, single-crystal data set truncated to a resolution of
8.5 Å is given in Fig. 3d.
The dose of 700MGy corresponds to a K-shell photoabsorption of

3% of all carbon atoms in the protein. This energy is subsequently

released by photoionization and Auger decay, followed by a cascade
of lower-energy electrons caused by secondary ionizations, taking
place on the 10–100-fs timescale21. Using a model of the plasma
dynamics22,23, we calculated that by the end of a 100-fs pulse each atom
of the crystal was ionized once, on average, and that motion of nuclei
had begun. This is expected to give rise to a decrease in Bragg ampli-
tudes, similar to an increase in a Debye–Waller temperature factor24.
We studied the effects of the initial ionization damage on the diffrac-
tion of photosystem I nanocrystals by collecting a series of data sets at
pulse durations of 10, 70 and 200 fs. The 10-fs pulses were produced
with lower pulse energy:,10% of the total number of photons of the
longer pulses13, or a 70-MGy dose. Plots of the scattering strength of
the crystals versus resolution, generated by selecting and summing
Bragg spots frommore than 66,000 patterns for each of the three pulse
durations measured, are shown in Fig. 4. The 10- and 70-fs traces are
very similar, indicating that these pulses are short enough to overcome
radiation damage at the observed resolution, 8.5 Å. For 200-fs pulses,
there is a decrease in scattering strength at resolutions beyond 25 Å,
indicating disordering on this longer timescale. The highest-resolution
Bragg peaks for the 200-fs pulseswere not broadened or shifted relative
to the short-duration data sets, which indicates there was no strain or
expansion of the lattice, respectively.
Our next step is to improve resolution by using shorter-wavelength

X-rays. Resolution may ultimately be limited by X-ray pulse fluence,
the ultrafast radiation damage and the intrinsic disorder within the
nanocrystals themselves. Recent experiments21 at LCLS indicate a brief
saturation of the X-ray photoabsorption of atoms in a tightly focused
pulse, resulting in a decrease in photoionization damage on a 20-fs
timescale without a reduction in the scattering cross-sections that give
rise to the diffraction pattern22. Planned beamlines at LCLS aim to
achieve up to a 105-fold increase in pulse irradiance by tighter focusing,
allowing data collectionwith low-fluence, 10-fs pulses or pulses of even
shorter duration25. This provides a route to further reducing radiation
damage and may allow measurements on even smaller nanocrystals,
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Figure 3 | Diffraction intensities and electron density of photosystem I.
a, Diffraction pattern recorded on the front pnCCDs with a single 70-fs pulse
after background subtraction and correction of saturated pixels. Some peaks are
labelled with their Miller indices. The resolution in the lower detector corner is
8.5 Å. b, Precession-style pattern of the [001] zone for photosystem I, obtained
from merging femtosecond nanocrystal data from over 15,000 nanocrystal

patterns, displayed on the linear colour scale shown on the right. c, d, Region of
the 2mFo2DFc electron density map at 1.0s (purple mesh), calculated from
the 70-fs data (c) and from conventional synchrotron data truncated at a
resolution of 8.5 Å and collected at a temperature of 100K (d) (Methods). The
refined model is depicted in yellow.
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down to a single unit cell6 (that is, a single molecule). As this limit is
approached, the ordering of the nanocrystals will become increasingly
irrelevant, as each crystal may be treated as a single object and the
‘disorder’ that conventionally leads to reduced resolution will simply
manifest itself as shot-to-shot variability, providing information about
not just the average structure but also the rangeofdynamically accessible
conformations.
Data are collected on fully hydrated nanocrystals without cryogenic

cooling.We expect that the results presented herewill opennew avenues
for crystallography using X-ray laser pulses that are so short that only
negligible X-ray-induced radiation damage occurs during data collec-
tion. Significant improvements in sample utilization are expected by
exploiting higher X-ray repetition rates or by slowing the liquid flow.
For example, the generation, using inkjet technologies, of liquid droplets
at a rate thatmatches theLCLSX-raypulseswoulddramaticallydecrease
the total required sample volume by a factor of 25,000,meaning that less
than 0.4ml of nanocrystal suspension would be needed in our particu-
lar case, of photosystem I. Further efficiency gains would result from
indexing and merging a greater proportion of patterns into the 3D
data set, which may be achieved by applying methods for merging
continuous diffraction patterns of single molecules26,27 or by using
‘post-refinement’28 to obtain accurate structure factor estimates from
fewer diffractionpatterns. Thesemethodswill also remove the twinning
ambiguity that exists in our current indexing scheme. Our method also
has potential application to the study of chemical reactions, such as the
processes in photosynthesis or enzymatic reactions.

METHODS SUMMARY
We made our measurements using the CFEL-ASG Multi-Purpose (CAMP)
instrument12 on the Atomic, Molecular and Optical Science beamline29 at the
LCLS4. Diffraction data were recorded at the LCLS repetition rate of 30Hz with
a set of two movable, high-frame-rate, low-noise, X-ray pnCCD detector units12.
The front detector, located 68mm from the jet, accepts scattering angles up to
47.9u, corresponding to a resolution of 8.5 Å at a wavelength of 6.9 Å. The rear unit
was located 564mm from the jet to record finer sampling of the diffraction pattern
at low angles.

The liquid jet was emitted from a capillary with an inner diameter of 40mmand
focused by a coaxial flow of gas to a diameter of about 4mm (ref. 9), flowing at
10ml min21. The low jet diameter constrains the crystals to pass through the most
intense part of the focused X-ray beam. Clogging of nanocrystals in the capillary is
avoided, and the coaxial gas sheath prevents freezing of the liquid in the vacuum
environment. A micropore filter in the fluid delivery line was used to restrict the
size of the photosystem I nanocrystals to less than 2mm. The suspension was
diluted to observe a crystal ‘hit rate’ of 20% (Supplementary Fig. 2) to reduce
the occurrence of double hits. The concentration of observed crystals was therefore
0.2 per illuminated volume of 43 43 13mm3, or about 109 crystals per millilitre.

The overall protein concentration after dilution of the suspension was 1mgml21

(1mM of the photosystem I trimer), and a complete set of structure factors was
obtained from 1,850,000 X-ray pulses.
Diffraction peaks from the 70-fs data were identified, indexed and combined

into a set of 3D structure factors comprising 3,379 unique reflections from
2,424,394 spots. Statistics of the merged data are given in Supplementary Table 1.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
Experimental set-up. The experiments were performed at LCLS4, at SLAC, at the
AMO beamline29 in vacuo using the CAMP end station12. X-ray pulses, generated
at a repetition rate of 30Hz, were focused to a spot with a full-width at half-
maximum of 7mm (full-width of 13mm at 10%maximum irradiance) and a pulse
fluence of 900 J cm22, corresponding to a peak power density (irradiance) in
excess of 1016Wcm22 at 70-fs duration. The pnCCD detectors were read out,
digitized and stored at the 30-Hz rate of the delivered LCLS pulses. Each detector
panel consists of 5123 1,024 pixels 753 75mm2 in area. The rear detectors,
located 564mm from the jet, record low-angle scattering from 0.1u to 4.0u in
the vertical scattering plane, and the front detectors, located 68mm from the
jet, cover 4.6u to 40.5u in the same vertical plane. The largest scattering-angle
magnitude accepted by the front detector was 47.9u, corresponding to a resolution,
d, of 8.5 Å at a wavelength of 6.9 Å. X-ray fluorescence from the water jet was
filtered by an 8-mm-thick polyimide film in front of the pnCCDs.
A liquid microjet8,9 was used to inject the nanocrystal suspension into the FEL

beam at a flow rate of 10ml min21. The microjet was emitted from a 40-mm-
diameter capillary and focused to a 4-mm-diameter column by a coaxial flow of
helium. The X-ray attenuation in the water was at most 30%. The interaction
region of the X-rays and crystals is located in the continuous liquid column, before
the Rayleigh break-up of the jet into drops, such that most of the X-ray scattering
from the liquid is confined to a narrow vertical streak in reciprocal space.
Crystallization conditions of photosystem I nanocrystals were established by

determining the phase diagrams31,32. Nanocrystals were grown in batches at 10mg
ml21protein concentration (30mMP700, or 10mMphotosystem I trimer) and low
ionic strength (8mMMgSO4, 5mMMES, pH6.4, and 0.02%b-dodecylmaltoside)
at 4 uC. The photosystem I nanocrystals were then suspended in harvesting buffer
(5mM MES, pH 6.4, and 0.02% b-dodecylmaltoside) to establish a protein con-
centration of 1mgml21. The crystal suspension was filtered through 2-mmcut-off
filters (In-line Filter, Upchurch) and stored at 4 uC until use in the experiment.
The nanocrystals are needles of hexagonal cross-section, with the long axis of

the needle along the c axis and an aspect ratio (length to maximum diameter of
hexagon) ranging from 1:1 to 2:1, as determined from reconstructing single-shot
views of the whole crystal from their shape transforms. For example, Fig. 2a shows
a view of the crystal almost perpendicular to the c axis, where we reconstruct a
shape of aspect ratio 1.6:1. A view along the c axis (Fig. 2c) shows the hexagonal
profile. Large,millimetre-sized, crystals of photosystem I have an aspect ratio of up
to 5:1, which is seen to decrease with decreasing crystal size.
The nanocrystal suspension was introduced directly into the microjet through a

sample loop (Supplementary Fig. 1). Amicropore filter in the fluid delivery linewas
used to restrict the size of the nanocrystals to less than 2mm. The suspension was
diluted to observe a crystal ‘hit rate’ of 20% (Supplementary Fig. 2), tominimize the
occurrence of double hits. The observed concentration of crystals was therefore 0.2
per illuminated volume of 43 43 13mm3, or 109 crystals per millilitre. The overall
photosystem I protein concentration after dilution was 1mgml21, and a complete
set of structure factors was obtained from 1,850,000 X-ray pulses, or 10mg of
protein. With the current set-up, at the 30-Hz X-ray pulse rate less than 0.004%
of the continuously flowing solution was exposed to the X-ray beam, so only one in
25,000 nanocrystals was actually hit by an X-ray pulse.
Details of the acquisition of diffraction patterns and the primary data reduction

are given in Supplementary Methods.

3D merging of intensities. Peaks in the processed patterns were located in each
pattern using the algorithm of ref. 33, and their locations were mapped into three
dimensions according to the curvature of the Ewald sphere, the calibrated detector
geometry and the X-ray wavelength. The 3D peak locations for each pattern in
turn were presented to the auto-indexing programDirAx20. If DirAx succeeded in
finding a unit cell for the peaks, linear combinations of the cell basis vectors were
checked for correspondence with the photosystem I unit cell5 from the Protein
Data Bank (ID, 1JB0). If a match was found, pixel intensities were summedwithin
a circle of ten-pixel radius centred on the pixel closest to each located Bragg
condition. Patterns were rejected if fewer than 10% of the detected peaks were
accounted for by unit-cell parameters from DirAx. From 1,850,000 recorded
patterns, we identified 112,725 as hits (more than ten detected peaks) and
15,445 were successfully indexed. New peak-finding and -indexing algorithms
are under development and are expected to increase significantly the number of
patterns that can be indexed, thereby further reducing the number of protein
crystals required for a useful data set. The variation of pixel solid angle across
the detector plane was accounted for, as was polarization of the X-ray beam
assuming complete horizontal polarization.A list of reflection indices and intensities
was produced for each individual diffractionpattern, andmergingwas performedby
taking the mean value for the intensity of each unique reflection. Because the index-
ing algorithmmakes use of the positions of the peaks but not their intensities, it was
unable to distinguish between crystal orientations related by the symmetry of the
lattice. As the symmetry of the lattice is higher than that of the actual structure of
photosystem I, an ambiguity exists in that each pattern could correspond to one of
two possible orientations. For programmatic convenience, these data (with
actual space group symmetry P63) were merged as P6322 and treated as though
merohedrally twinned during refinement (see below). A 3D rendering of the final
full data set is shown in Supplementary Fig. 4.

Data quality. Metrics of the merged data quality are shown in Supplementary
Table 1 and discussed in Supplementary Information.We carried out a rigid-body
refinement of the published photosystem I structure (ProteinData Bank ID, 1JB0)
to the merged structure factors using the program REFMAC34 in twin mode. The
refinement R and Rfree values were 0.25 and 0.23, respectively. The 2mFo2DFc
electron density map35 at a resolution of 8.5 Å is shown in Fig. 3c. The corres-
ponding 2mFo2DFc electron density map from the conventional synchrotron
data, truncated to a resolution of 8.5 Å, is shown in Fig. 3d. The electron density
maps show the large subunits PsaA and PsaB, as well as the membrane extrinsic
subunits. The transmembrane helices, and even some loop structures, are clearly
visible. In these figures, the ribbon representation of the proteinmodel is shown in
yellow and the atoms of three iron–sulphur clusters are depicted in red.

31. Fromme, P. & Grotjohann, I. inMembrane Protein Crystallization (ed. DeLukas, L.)
192–224 (Curr. Top. Membr. 63, Elsevier, 2009).

32. Hunter, M. S. et al. X-ray diffraction frommembraneprotein nanocrystals. Biophys.
J. (in the press).

33. Zaefferer, S. New developments of computer-aided crystallographic analysis in
transmission electron microscopy. J. Appl. Cryst. 33, 10–25 (2000).

34. Murshudov, G. N., Vagin, A. A. & Dodson, E. J. Refinement of macromolecular
structures by the maximum-likehood method. Acta Crystallogr. D 53, 240–255
(1997).

35. Praznikar, J., Afonine, P. V., Guncar, G., Adams, P. D. & Turk, D. Averagedkickmaps:
less noise, more signal…and probably less bias. Acta Crystallogr. D 65, 921–931
(2009).
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